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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
100 Things You Don't Know About Atlantic Canada (for
Kids)
By (author) Sarah Sawler
May 04, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

Did you know that you can walk on the ocean floor at the Hopewell Rocks in New
Brunswick? Or that there was once a UFO sighting in PEI? Or that someone found
a real Maud Lewis painting in a thrift shop? Journalist Sarah Sawler, author of the
bestselling 100 Things You Don't Know About Nova Scotia, has collected the most
interesting, surprising, and bizarre facts that you never knew about Atlantic
Canada, just for kids. 100 Things You Don't Know About Atlantic Canada (for
Kids) includes fun photos and helpful explanations that go with all the wacky and
weird trivia that is sure to entertain and educate. As an added bonus, each 'thing' is
paired with an interactive sidebar suggesting fun family activities, and places to
visit.
9781771085670
English
7 x 9 x 0.3 in
136 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Contributor Bio
Sarah Sawler is the author of 100 Things You Don't Know About Nova Scotia. She
writes a monthly column for Atlantic Books Today called "Origin Stories," and her
freelance work appears regularly in Halifax Magazine and Atlantic Business
Magazine. She lives in Halifax with her partner, two children, one dog, one cat, and
one bearded dragon.

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
Canada / General
Audience
Juvenile

Reviews
"Sawler's book can be picked up and dived into at any point making it suitable for
reluctant readers (especially those addicted to world record and trivia style
books) and those requiring high interest paired with low vocabulary. The only
fault to be found is the "for kids" designation as this book will surely garner many
adult fans as well." —Canadian Review of Materials

Audience range
Age (years) from 7 - 10
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing

1

All Subjects
Notes
Priority Area Tags: race, ethnicity,
language, gender, ability/disability,
religion; sexual orientation,
socioeconomic status, gender identity
Curriculum Subject: All Subjects
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Appi, lutin parfumeur

Arts Education
Notes

By (author) Marilou Savoie , By (author) Pauline Dugas
Nov 15, 2015 | Paperback , Trade |

Appi is a pixie, unlike any other: she is a shy perfume sprite. Despite her legendary
shyness, she is preparing for an extraordinary outing: today is the day the purple
waterlily blooms, which occurs only once every ten years! Determined to obtain
the nectar from the precious flower for its fragrance, Appi goes on a quest. But she
is not the only one searching for the treasured extract!

9782897500078
French
36 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.

2

Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Arts education
Grade Level: P-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Congé pour maman

Notes

Text by Nicole Poirier , Illustrated by Isabelle Léger
Sep 04, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

Sophie is jumping with joy. She's bringing her mom to the beach for a welldeserved break. Of course, everything needs to be prepared: games, parasols,
sunscreen, driving there. Then, at the beach, small problems arise that gets in the
way of relaxation: gusts of wind and moods, stinging sand and jelly fish, and
bathroom calls.
But Sophie persists. After all, mom deserves a break.

9782897501181
French
9 x 9 in
24 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject

Arts Education

Contributor Bio
Nicole Poirier, originally from Chéticamp, Nova Scotia, lives in New Brunswick.
She's always been close to children, whether as a kindergarten teacher, family
worker, an education support teacher, and for character Nico. Her first album, Le
Doubas Show, was a great success in the Maritime Provinces.
From Dieppe, New-Brunswick, Isabelle Léger's passion is illustration. After having
spent some time at Université de Moncton studying Visual Arts, Isabelle
graduated with a degree in Graphic Design from New Brunswick Community
College, Dieppe Campus. Congé pour maman is her first professional publication.

JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing

3

Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Arts Education,
Français, Core French, Health
Education, Sciences Humaines - Études
Acadiennes
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
En Attendant L'Autobus
Melanie Legere
By (author) Melanie Légèr , Illustrated by Serge V. Richard
Feb 15, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

Arts Education
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language,
socioeconomic status

Every morning Claude and his dad wait for the bus at the roadside. Rain snow or
shine, they entertain each other with jokes and stories while watching the little bus Curriculum Subject: Arts education,
get bigger as it nears. But it seems like little Claude is getting bigger too, and pretty Français, Core French, Sciences
Humaines - Études Acadiennes, Social
soon he's not so eager to be seen there waiting with his daddy.
Studies - Economics, Social Studies History, Sciences Humaines, Science
Contributor Bio

9782897501068
French
9 x 9 in
24 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Melanie Légèr from Shediac, NB, is the author of a dozen theatre works, including
Je...Adieu (Editions Prise de Parole). Working as actress, set designer and artistic
director, she was a founding member of Théatre Alacenne. Her second short film,
Emma Fait Son Cinéma produced by ONF Acadie, won the TV 5 prize at the
Rendez-vous du cinéma québecois 2014.
A visual artist living in Kedgewick, New Brunswick, Serge Richard holds a degree
in graphic design from Holland College in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island.
He has worked as a graphic artist, and as set designer and properties person on
feature films and for Theatre New Brunswick.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing

4

Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
IKWE
Honouring Women, Life Givers, and Water Protectors
By (author) Jackie Traverse

Arts Education
Notes
Priority Area Tags: race, ethnicity

Sep 28, 2018 | Paperback , Activity book |

Ikwe is a new colouring book by Anishinaabe artist Jackie Traverse. Featuring
brand new works, the stunning images in IKWE celebrate the spiritual and
ceremonial aspects of women and their important role as water protectors.

9781773630731
English
10 x 8 x 0.25 in
50 pages
Roseway Publishing
Fernwood Publishing

Subject

“I had the privilege of going to Standing Rock twice. The strength and power that
came from the women there inspired this book. To be a woman is to be a life giver
and water protector. Even if you never have children, you have that sense, and the
duty to honour and protect the water is within you,” writes Traverse. Jackie
Traverse is the mother of three daughters and a grandmother to Lily. She is an
Anishinaabe multi-disciplined artist working in video, sculpture, mixed media and
paint.
Contributor Bio
Jackie Traverse is the mother of three daughters and a grandmother to Lily. She is
an Anishinaabe multi-disciplined artist working in video, sculpture, mixed media,
and paint, and she is known across Canada for her powerful, beautiful art. She is
also the founder of Indigenous Rock the Vote and Ikwe Safe Ride, a ride-sharing
network that offers safe rides for Indigenous women. She lives in Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

GAMES & ACTIVITIES / Coloring
Books
Audience

Reviews

General Trade
Distributor
Brunswick Books

“The importance of celebrating Indigenous women and girls’ space and place within
our collective journey toward healing, empowerment and reconciliation cannot be
overstated. When we, as Indigenous women and girls, see ourselves reflected in
positive and powerful ways, it renders emotional and spiritual transformative
change in our lives. Jackie’s art, her book and her life fundamentally contribute to
the positive imagery of Indigenous women and offers a sacred way to understand
one another moving toward reconciliation in Canada.”
- Nahanni Fontaine, NDP MLA for St. Johns, Legislative Assembly of Manitoba

5

Curriculum Subject: Arts Education
Grade Level: P-2, 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Jack and Mary in the Land of Thieves
By (author) Andy Jones , Illustrated by Darka Erdelji
Aug 12, 2011 | Paperback , Trade |

BMO Winterset Award 2012, Winner
Bruneau Family Award 2014, Winner

Arts Education
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Arts Education,
English Language Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

9780986611377
English
9 x 9 x 0 in
52 pages
Running the Goat

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales &
Folklore / General
Audience
Juvenile

Award-winning storyteller Andy Jones and acclaimed illustrator Darka Erdelji are
back with another whimsical, wise, and witty 'Jack tale' -- the third in their ongoing series. Jack and Mary in the Land of Thieves finds Jack, that everyman of
folktales, married to his sweetheart Mary, the best woman ever born and a
mighty fine baker to boot. Their lives are as happy and successful as can be, until
an underhanded sea captain and Jack's own bragging get the better of our hero.
Jack is sent to work on Slave Islands, and Mary is turned out of house and home.
But Mary is resolute and resourceful, and has plans to find Jack and restore their
fortunes.
With a hidden key, a storm at sea, and a singing mynah bird named Baxter who
carries more than his share of tunes, Jack and Mary in the Land of Thieves will
delight youngsters and oldsters alike. As a special bonus, the melodies of all of
Baxter's songs are included, so that readers can learn them, sing them, and share
them.
Contributor Bio
Actor, writer, director Andy Jones has won wide acclaim for his on-going series of
Jack tales, illustrated by Darka Erdelji. Books in the series have won the BMO
Winterset Award (for excellence in Newfoundland & Labrador writing) and the
Bruno Family Children's Literature Award, and been shortlisted for the Governor
General's Literary Award for Children's Illustrated Text, the Silver Birch Express
Award, and the Hackmatack Award. He lives in St. John's.

Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 12
Distributor

Reviews

LitDistCo
Praise for Jones and Erdelji's previous collaborations.
Of Jack and the Manger: "This irreverent, buoyant version of the nativity story, as
experienced by the legendary, down-to-earth figure of Jack, has all the charm of a
good tale told by a master storyteller.... Captivating and hilarious, with a
transcendent story at its centre, Jack and the Manger is an outstanding children's
book." -- 2012 Bruneau Family Children's/Young Adult Literature Award Jury

6
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Jack and the Green Man

Notes

By (author) Andy Jones , Illustrated by Darka Erdelji
Oct 02, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

9781927917060
English
9 x 9 x 0 in
80 pages
Running the Goat

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales &
Folklore / Adaptations
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 14

Arts Education

Priority Area Tags: language

A tale of cards, love, magic, hairy giants, impossible tasks and a three-legged
pig.

Curriculum Subject: Arts Education,
English Language Arts

Jack o' Hearts is the top card player in the parish and is feeling pretty sure of
himself. When a mysterious green stranger challenges him to a card game with
stakes higher than high--well, Jack can't resist. Sure, he's never lost a tournament
yet, has he?

Grade Level: 3-6

Jack is as saucy as saucy can be and he's twice as lucky as that--but the game is
trickier than it looks. Luckily, Jack finds he's got an ace up his sleeve: the menacing
green man's beautiful daughter Ann. She's got as much magic as her father (or so
that enchantment crowd says), and she likes the look of Jack.
This hilarious re-imagining of the traditional Newfoundland tale "The Head Card
Player of the World" is jam-packed with magic, romance, transformations,
impossible tasks, unforgettable characters, a country tune or two, and the everpresent threat of Jack's head ending up on a spear.
A brilliant and hilarious blending of folklore, high literature and pop culture, Jack
and the Green Man is Andy Jones and Darka Erdelji's most ambitious and riotous
Jack tale yet. Divided into twelve short chapters, this long-form, gorgeously
illustrated storybook will delight readers and listeners of all ages.
Contributor Bio
Actor, writer, director Andy Jones has won wide acclaim for his on-going series of
Jack tales, illustrated by Darka Erdelji. Books in the series have won the BMO
Winterset Award (for excellence in Newfoundland & Labrador writing) and the
Bruno Family Children's Literature Award, and been shortlisted for the Governor
General's Literary Award for Children's Illustrated Text, the Silver Birch Express
Award, and the Hackmatack Award. He lives in St. John's.

Distributor
LitDistCo

7
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La bonne idée!

Notes

By (author) Marie-Josée Pitre , Illustrated by Natasha Pilotte
Apr 30, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

Océanne would love to have a swimming pool or take a trip in an airplane like her
new friend does. But Océanne's parents are farmers. They sell at the local market.
It doesn't earn them a great deal and it takes a lot of work. Nevertheless, the family
takes a weekend off to go visit Oceanne's great grandmother at Baie Sainte-Marie
in Nova Scotia. It's a trip that will give her a chance to appreciate how fortunate
she is, and put her little aggravations into perspective. What's more, she has an
idea that will take shape while she's there--one which will make her parents proud
and make Océanne herself a partner in their market venture.

9782897501099
French
5.5 x 7.5 in
60 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General

Arts Education

Contributor Bio
Born in Robertville, New Brunswick, Marie Josée Pitre holds a degree in nursing
science from the University of New Brunswick. Passionate about writing since her
childhood, she has long worked with young adults as the employment co-ordinator
with the KC Irving Training Center in Bathurst New Brunswick. With two sons and
a five year old granddaughter, she devotes her free time to creative activities: La
Bonne Idée is her first published work
Natasha Pilotte is a self taught artist. Born in 1989 in Quebec City, she is now a
long term resident of Saint John, New Brunswick where she practised nursing
before devoting herself fully to creative pursuits. She likes to paint in watercolour
and acrylics, taking her inspiration from daily life to create a colourful imaginative
world. Her creation is carefully supervised by her cats Zim and Luha.

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor
nimbus Publishing

8

Priority Area Tags: language,
socioeconomic status
Curriculum Subject: Arts Education,
Français, Core French, Social studies Economics, Sciences Humaines,
Sciences Humaines - Études
Acadiennes
Grade Level: 1-3
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Le Revenant de la Baie Sainte-Marie
By (author) Denis Boucher , Illustrated by Paul Roux
Sep 04, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

On the shores of Baie Sainte-Marie in Nova Scotia, an evil wizard has returned to
haunt a mystified Acadian community. The three musketeers, Gabriel, Ania, and
Mamadou and their faithful dog Dali leave New Brunswick to head for their eighth
suspenseful adventure. Aided by mamie Josette, professor Jarnigoine and a slightly
ridiculous Indiana Jones clone--can their little team vanquish the malicious spirit
before the troubles get out of hand?

9782897501006
French
6 x 9 in
184 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject

Contributor Bio
Orginally from Shippagan New Brunswick and an avid reader since childhood,
Denis Boucher made his debut in childrens' literature in 2002. His very first novel
The Baker Lake Monster was awarded the Hackmatack Prize. Inspired by this
success, he has meanwhile added seven further titles to the Three Musketeers
series. His most recent work, The Campbellton Snow Giant was awarded the 2017
Tamarac prize.
Now established in the Ottawa region but originally from Marseilles, Paul Roux
holds a degree in plastic arts from the University of Quebec in Gatineau. His
works have been in solo and group exhibitions in Quebec, Ontario and Belgium.
He has received several awards and distinctions, notably from the festival de la
bande dessinné francophone de Québec

JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing

9

Arts Education
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language,
socioeconomic status, race, gender
Curriculum Subject: Arts Education,
Français, Core French, Social Studies Economics, Social Studies - History,
Sciences Humaines, Social Studies African Canadian Studies, Social
Studies - Geography, Sciences
Humaines - Études Acadiennes
Grade Level: 3-7
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Les Sept Amis

Notes

By (author) Elena Martinez , Illustrated by Daniela Zekina
Sep 04, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

Monday throws on warm clothing, Tuesday takes the train to meet Wednesday
while Thursday crawls out of bed to meet up with Friday... for a whole week's
worth of rhyme and sparkling illustrations.
Contributor Bio
Spanish in origin, Eléna Martinez currently lives in Montreal. In her writing she
takes inspiration from her love of nature and the harmonies and resonances of
multiculturalism. Les Sept Amis is her first children's publication.

9782897501037
French
9 x 6 in

Arts Education

Daniéla Zekina was born and grew up in Bulgaria and holds a degree from the
Sofia academy of fine arts. Living in Québec for the past 20 years she has
illustrated numerous children's books and has had expositions in Europe and
America. Her subtly detailed illustrations captivate children with a world rich in
imagination.

24 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 0 - 6
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Arts Education,
Français, Core French
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Maud's Country
Landscapes that Inspired the Art of Maud Lewis
By (author) Lance Woolaver , Photographs by Bob Brooks

Arts Education
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

Apr 30, 2018 | Hardcover , Cloth |

Maud Lewis stayed close to home: the rugged coastlines and gentle valleys of Nova Curriculum Subject: Arts Education,
Social Studies - History
Scotia’s southwest landscapes were all she knew—but they provided ample
material for her joyful creative spirit. Now revered as Canada’s foremost folk
artist, Maud Lewis (1903–1970) transformed her world of poverty and deformity Grade Level: 3-6
into a magical kingdom of happy children, contented animals, and a peaceful and
charming rural environment.

9781771086486
English
7 x 10 x 0.2 in

Maud’s Country offers unique insight into the landscapes that inspired Lewis’s
works and her own special way of representing them. The materials she had at
hand were primitive—particleboard, crude brushes, marine or house paints—
mostly scrounged by her frugal husband, Everett. But these were all she needed to
convey her message that happiness and harmony exist all around us, for those who
have eyes to see.

72 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
ART / Folk & Outsider Art
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Polly MacCauley's Finest, Divinest, Wooliest Gift of All
A Yarn for All Ages
By (author) Sheree Fitch , Illustrated by Darka Erdelji

Arts Education
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

Jun 30, 2017 | Hardcover

From one of Canada's most loved and lauded children's writers comes a new tale
about the joy of making things, the strength of community, and the warm reach of
generosity. This beautifully illustrated storybook blends poetry and prose,
infused with Fitch's trademark wit and playfulness, to tell the story of Polly
MacCauley, a bit of a mystery in her community of River John, who spends her
time making wondrous things with wool. When Star, a very special lamb, is born
on a nearby farm, Polly knows that with Star's wool she can make her 'finest,
divinest, wooliest gift of all'. But the greedy Count and Countess of far-off
Wooland have learned about the lamb's arrival, too, and are determined to add
her to their flock.
9781927917107
English
11 x 8 x 0 in
68 pages
Running the Goat

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Farm Animals
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 13

Will the good folk of River John join together to see that Star gets to her rightful
home? Will Polly be able to finish her masterpiece? Darka Erdelji's gorgeous
illustrations have just the right amount of whimsy, perfectly capturing the spirit of
Fitch's touching yarn.
Divided into nine short sections, this is a grand book to share aloud, or read alone.
It will appeal to children of all ages. And to knitters, weavers, spinners and the
warm-hearted everywhere.
Contributor Bio
Sheree Fitch has been a groundbreaking force in the literary arts in the Maritimes
and throughout Canada. Her unique voice and vision, and her award-winning
books and storytelling, have left their mark on two generations of children and
families. Among other awards, she holds three honorary doctorates from
Canadian universities for her contribution to Canadian literature, education and
for her work as a literacy advocate and activist for social justice, especially issues
affecting women and children.
She lives with her husband on a hobby farm in River John, Nova Scotia.

Distributor
LitDistCo
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Curriculum Subject: Arts Education,
English Language Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Riette l'assiette

Notes

By (author) Anne-Marie Sirois

Priority Area Tags: language

Nov 06, 2014 | Paperback

Does Charlotte the artist know that behind her back, Table and Chair are
wrestling for Riette the plate’s attention? Riette is so attractive in her yellow
polkadotted attire! Take care: this love triangle might just end up with something
broken… But take heart: something new will appear, because, after all, an artist is
handy with her hands, her imagination and re-using can be so productive!
Contributor Bio

9782896820467

Arts Education

Anne-Marie Sirois, well-known artist and illustrator has lived in New Brunswick
all her life. She drew as soon as she could hold a pencil and has not stopped since.
She studied Visual arts at the University of Moncton, created a few animated
films at the on start of her career, has gone on as sculptor, and illustrator,
welcoming hundreds of children visitors in her studio every year. Riette l’assiette
is her second book with Bouton d’or Acadie as writer, and her 13th as illustrator.

French
9 x 9 in
28 pages
Bouton d’or Acadie

Subject
HUMOR / General
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Curriculum Subject: Arts education
Grade Level: P-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Sacred Feminine

Arts Education
Notes

An Indigenous Art Colouring Book
By (author) Jackie Traverse

Priority Area Tags: race, ethnicity

Oct 01, 2016 | Paperback , Activity book |

Sacred Feminine is a colouring book by Anishinaabe artist Jackie Traverse.
The beautiful and intricate works of art within depict images of strength,
resilience and empowerment. With each image, the artist explains the symbolism
and meaning represented. The first of its kind, Sacred Feminine is intended to
educate, heal and educate readers and colourers of all ages.
Contributor Bio
9781552669198
English
10 x 8 x 0.25 in
64 pages
Roseway Publishing
Fernwood Publishing

Jackie Traverse is the mother of three daughters and a grandmother to Lily. She is
an Anishinaabe multi-disciplined artist working in video, sculpture, mixed media,
and paint, and she is known across Canada for her powerful, beautiful art. She is
also the founder of Indigenous Rock the Vote and Ikwe Safe Ride, a ride-sharing
network that offers safe rides for Indigenous women. She lives in Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

Subject
ART / Individual Artists / Artists'
Books
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
Brunswick Books
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Curriculum Subject: Arts Education
Grade Level: P-2, 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Spirited Away
Fairy stories of old Newfoundland
By (author) Tom Dawe , Illustrated by Veselina Tomova

Arts Education
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

Oct 17, 2017 | Hardcover

In this companion volume to their collaboration An Old Man's Winter Night, Tom
Dawe and Veselina Tomova present a fascinating, tantalizing, and chilling
collection of fairy lore. No benign tooth fairies here; these fairies are amoral,
tricky, dangerous, and beguiling.

9781927917138
English
8 x 11.5 x 0 in
60 pages
Running the Goat

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales &
Folklore / Adaptations
Audience
Juvenile

A young school teacher learns about strange lights in a foreboding marsh; a nurse
in a remote outport visits the baby she delivered just weeks before to find a
devastating change; a woman meets a mysterious funeral procession late one
evening; a musician happens upon a group of strange little people; a girl is
entranced by a strange green butterfly. The pages of Spirited Away are populated
by those who wander onto fairy paths or fall under the spell of mysterious music;
by the fairy-led--people lost in surroundings long familiar; by changelings; by
people who stray onto fairy turf, and experience unnerving events.
These literary renderings of stories and anecdotes Dawe has collected across the
province offer an accessible and engaging introduction to one of Newfoundland
and Labrador's most powerful and peculiar folk traditions. Tomova's darkly
poetic wood-cut illustrations plumb the fascinating heart of these strange and
affecting tales.
Contributor Bio
One of Newfoundland's finest poets, Tom Dawe is also an editor, former teacher,
visual artist, and award-winning children's author. He spent years collecting
folklore throughout Newfoundland and Labrador; many of these stories have
found their way into this collection of tales. He lives in Conception Bay South,
Newfoundland.

Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 15
Distributor
LitDistCo

Reviews
"Spirited Away is a book to be enjoyed in front of a cozy fire or tucked up on the
sofa with a hot water bottle, somewhere very safe and far from the spirits
depicted and described so that the horrors are far away - though there is always
the possibility that one is lurking under the bed... a deliciously scary thought.
Highly Recommended." - Tom Dawe, CM Magazine
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Curriculum Subject: Arts Education,
English Language Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
A Halifax Time-Travelling Tune
By (author) Jan Coates , Illustrated by Marijke Simons
Jun 30, 2018 | Hardcover , Cloth |

9781771085694
English
10 x 8 in
32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Time Travel
Audience
Juvenile

English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags:

Grandma closed the piano lid. "I love singing those old tunes with you.
I wish you could have seen the Halifax I once knew."

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies - History

This dreamy and whimsical story follows a young child who travels back in time to
1950s Halifax with a whimsical tune. Follow the pair through Point Pleasant Park,
the Public Gardens, Spring Garden Road, Citadel Hill, and other historic Halifax
landmarks, showing off all the sights and sounds of the city. With lively text from
Governor General's Literary Award finalist Jan Coates and vivid illustrations of
mid-century Halifax by Marijke Simons, A Halifax Time-Travelling Tune is bound
to conjure more than a few bedtime sing-a-longs.

Grade Level: P-2

Contributor Bio
Jan L. Coates is the author of several books for young readers, including The King
of Keji and A Hare in the Elephant's Trunk, which was a finalist for the Governor
General's Literary Award. She lives in Nova Scotia's beautiful Annapolis Valley,
with her husband, Don, and a Golden Irish named Charlie. When her kids, Liam and
Shannon, were little, they loved camping at Keji. Visit her at jancoates.ca.
Marijke Simons was born in Amsterdam in 1952 and two years later immigrated
with her parents to Montreal. After attending McGill University, she studied
teaching. In 1976 she moved to Nova Scotia to raise a family. In Halifax she
worked mainly as a French and art teacher. In 1988, she set up a small teaching
studio where she continues to teach art to children. She has illustrated a number
of books, including Who's a Scaredy Cat and wrote and illustrated The Flying
Squirrel Stowaways and Jigs and Reels: a Cruise in Maritime Waters.

Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
A Moose Goes a-Mummering
By (author) Lisa Dalrymple , Illustrated by David Sturge
Oct 01, 2014 | Paperback , Trade |

In this Newfoundland "Twelve Days of Christmas," Chris Moose loves to go
mummering. But everyone, from 2 giggling geese to 12 blushing beavers, see
through his festive costume. With bobbles, lights and garlands, Chris' disguise
grows more and more elaborate until he begins to wonder if he will ever find a way
to keep his true identity from his friends!

9781771030502
English
8 x 8 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Contributor Bio
Lisa Dalrymple lives in Fergus Ontario with her husband and their three children.
She has written other books for Creative, including If It's No Trouble... A Big Polar
Bear and Bubbly Troubly Polar Bear. Her picture book, Skink on the Brink, was a
Starred Selection in Best Books for Kids and Teens, Fall 2013 and it won the 2011
Writing for Children Award of The Writers' Union of Canada.
David Sturge is a graphic designer and illustrator who was born and raised in St.
John's, Newfoundland where he currently resides. He studied commercial art and
graphic design at The College of The North Atlantic. David has previously
illustrated, On Poppy's Beach (Creative, 2013).

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Holidays &
Celebrations / Christmas & Advent
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
UTP Distribution

Reviews
"If It's No Trouble ... A Big Polar Bear" is still a rib-tickling adventure that children
and grown-ups will enjoy following.And readers, adult ones especially, will
appreciate how the book incorporates aspects of Newfoundland and Labrador's
heritage and culture. (Review for If it's no Trouble, A Big Polar Bear. Darrell
Squires, The Western Star
" The bright cheerful illustrations help create a sense of playfulness and whimsy,
and the story begs to be read aloud with its litany of falling, prancing and
squelching critters who each find some new item to Chris's costume. While
youngsters will love the familiarity of the format, they will equally enjoy the new
element that Chris Moose brings to this timeless classic." Lisa Doucet, Atlantic
Books Today
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English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Picnic at the Lighthouse, A

English Language Arts
Notes

By (author) Rebecca North , Illustrated by Nancy Keating
May 01, 2016 | Paperback , UK Trade |

A Picnic at the Lighthouse is the heartwarming story of a young boy and his father
who spend a fun-filled day together at a lighthouse. The book is about the special
moments they share and the depth of a parent's love.
Contributor Bio
Rebecca North is a Canadian children's author. Originally from Halifax, Nova
Scotia, she now lives in St. John's, Newfoundland.

9781771030823
English
8.06 x 10 x 0.12 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Family /
General
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
A Toot in the Tub

English Language Arts
Notes

By (author) Nicolette Little , Illustrated by Tara Fleming
Jun 20, 2018 | Paperback , Digest |

Priority Area Tags: language

A Toot in the Tub offers a lighthearted, rhymed look at the importance of “healthful
release” for kids. While upholding the importance of being kind to others, A Toot in Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
the Tub pokes gentle fun at society’s expectations and rules for children, while
urging young readers to never let such pressure take the fun out of life! Tooting in
the bath is a metaphor for letting go, reminding us all in a giggle-worthy way that
Grade Level: P-2
sometimes it’s okay to just be a kid!

9781771176743
English
9 x 9 in
32 pages
Pennywell Press
Flanker Press

Subject

Contributor Bio
Nicolette Little grew up in Oakville, Ontario, and has since lived, studied, and
taught in several Canadian provinces and territories. She holds two degrees in
English literature, from the University of Toronto (B.A. Hons.) and Dalhousie
University (M.A.) and taught literary studies at Ontario’s Sheridan College, where
she was awarded the “Everyday Hero” Professor’s Award (2016). As the founder of
The English Mechanic writing company, she writes scripts, speeches, articles, and
other content for an array of clients and publications. Currently, Nicolette teaches
critical media studies at the University of Calgary, where she is also pursuing her
Ph.D. At the end of a busy day, she loves to roam the nearby Rocky Mountains with
her “wonder dog,” Eloise, as well, of course, as soak in the tub . . .
Tara Fleming is a freelance illustrator and a graphic designer who works primarily
in the film and television industry. She was born in Portsmouth, England, and now
resides in St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador.

JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 9
Distributor
Flanker Press
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
All Around the Circle

English Language Arts
Notes

By (author) Cara Kansala

Priority Area Tags: language,
socieconomic status;

Apr 01, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

From the creator of The Grumpy Goat Gallery. A visually stunning, often humorous
book of verse, All Around the Circle celebrates the landscape and spirit of outport
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Newfoundland. How did Aunt Maud’s cat manage to sail across the tickle? Why is
Arts, Science, Social Studies
Heloise the chicken so worried? With a colourful cast of characters, tall tales, and
vibrant artwork, Cara Kansala, artist of the wildly popular Grumpy Goat Gallery,
offers a tongue-twisting playful read that will delight kids from five to ninety-five.
Grade Level: 3-6
Contributor Bio

9781550816754

Born in Northern Ontario, Cara Kansala now calls Newfoundland home. A fulltime visual artist, she created the well-known “Grumpy Goat Gallery” with
Maxwell Dorey in 2006. Known for her whimsical depictions of familiar
Newfoundland sights and her passionate oils, Cara draws constant inspiration
from the rugged landscape and energetic spirit of the people she encounters.

English
7.5 x 9 x 0.1 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Stories in
Verse
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Reading age from 6 - 12
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
The Secret Games of Maximus Todd

English Language Arts
Notes

Big Game Jitters
By (author) L. M. Nicodemo , Illustrated by Graham Ross
Aug 01, 2016 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Best Books for Kids & Teens -- Canadian Children's Book Centre
2017, Commended

Priority Area Tags: ability/disability
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Meet Maximus Todd! He's the kid who can't sit still! It's the soccer championship
and Max's team is playing the school bully's team. Of course, as soon as the match
starts, Max gets a case of the Super Fidgets. If Max can't invent a secret game to
calm them, it might cost his team the championship.
9781459504295
English
20 b&w illustrations
5 x 7.5 x 1 in
96 pages
Formac
Formac Publishing Company Limited

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Special Needs

Max finds that while it's not always easy being a kid — especially if you're a bit
different — there is often humour, kindness and love in the most unexpected
places.
Contributor Bio
L. M. NICODEMO is a school teacher who hopes that this series will mark the
beginning of a long and joyful career in writing. She lives with her family in
southwestern Ontario
GRAHAM ROSS is an illustrator and designer who has illustrated many books for
a wide range of Canadian children?s book publishers. He lives in a log home in the
woods with his family just outside of Merrickville, Ontario.

Audience
General Trade
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 10, Grade (US)
from 2 - 5, Reading age from 5 - 7
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 590
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

Reviews
"With+a+quirky main character and a relatable plot of childhood mishaps, Big
Game Jitters is a pleasing read for young readers who are moving away from
picture books and into short novels with chapters. Featuring fun artwork and
typography, this engaging early chapter book is sure to please. The simple yet
effective black and white illustrations by Graham Ross help bring the characters
and major plot points to life. Although some readers may yearn for a colour
edition, the simplicity of the drawings allows the story to be the standout and
helps emphasize that Maximus Todd could be any student, of any race or ethnic
background, in any school. Part of a larger series, Big Game Jitters offers not only
a glimpse into being the kid who is a little bit different, but it also exemplifies
authentic friendships offering compassion, kindness and understanding. Readers
are certain to not only like Maximus Todd but also develop a genuine empathy for
those who struggle in ways that aren't always apparent at first glance.
Recommended."

Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Born !
A Foal, Five Kittens and Confederation
By (author) Deirdre Kessler , Illustrated by Brenda Jones
Jul 28, 2014 | Hardcover

9781927502334
English
9 x 8 in
48 pages
Acorn Press

Notes
Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status

Award-winning children's author Deirdre Kessler has set her latest story in the late
summer of 1864. Nine-year-old twins Gabriel and Grace help their parents run the Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies - History
Great George Street Livery Stables in Charlottetown. They are part of all the
excitement as a circus comes to town and as politicians arrive by steamship from
the Maritimes and the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada. The twins have
Grade Level: P-3
drawing lessons with their friend, fourteen-year-old artist Robert Harris, who
plays in the band that entertains the delegates at a grand banquet and ball at
Province House. But the twins are most excited about their favourite horse, who is
about to give birth to her first foal. Travel back in time to the streets of
Charlottetown for an insider's peek at the meetings that led to Confederation,
beautifully illustrated by award-winning illustrator, Brenda Jones.
Contributor Bio
Deirdre Kessler teaches creative writing and children's literature at the University
of Prince Edward Island. She is the author of five children's novels, including the
Canadian Children's Book Centre Award–winning Brupp Rides Again, and six
other picture books, including perennial favourites Lobster in My Pocket and Lena
and the Whale.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Historical /
Canada / General

English Language Arts

Brenda Jones grew up in Prince Edward Island and now works as an artist at a
Montreal animation studio. She has illustrated many books, including Buddy the
Bluenose Reindeer, My Mother is Weird and Hockey Night Tonight.

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Literacy and Learning
Borrowed Black
A Labrador Fantasy
By (author) Ellen Obed Bryan , Illustrated by Jan Mogensen

English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

May 12, 2005 | Hardcover , Printed dust jacket |

Curriculum Subject: English Language
The twenty-fifth anniversary edition of Borrowed Black tells the story of an
Arts
imaginary creature who lives on the coast of Labrador. He borrows everything
from his surroundings -- even the wind fuels his very existence. When his greed
spurs him to borrow the moon, which he shatters, the land becomes veiled in
Grade Level: P-2
darkness. Luckily, local sailors come together, return the wind to the air and the
moon to the sky, and show us how courage can overcome greed. Borrowed Black
has been printed in eleven countries, and has been translated into seven languages,
including Innu and Innuit. It has also been used in the Labrador school system.
Breathtaking, full colour illustrations by Jan Mogensen perfectly complement this
classic tale.
9780920911143
English
8.75 x 12.25 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales &
Folklore / General
Audience

Key Themes: Myth, Greed, Imagination
Contributor Bio
Labrador is the setting for most of the fantasy, poetry, and natural history of
children’s writer, Ellen Bryan Obed. Borrowed Black - A Labrador Fantasy has
been translated into seven languages and appeared in thirteen different editions
including a 25th anniversary edition in 2005. Her poetry has appeared in
Chickadee magazine and on city buses as part of the Metroverse project. Obed
spent ten years (and many more summers) in Labrador where she taught school,
researched the flora, and raised three children. She presently lives with her
husband in the company of fields and woods in, Dover-Foxcroft, Maine, where
she writes on subjects of natural history and the north.

General Trade
Reviews
Distributor
UTP Distribution

“In Borrowed Black by Ellen Bryan Obed the setting, the wild and isolated shore
of Labrador, is supremely important.” -Books in Canada
“The twenty-fifth anniversary edition of Borrowed Black is beautifully illustrated
with subdued watercolour hues of blue, gray and brown highlighted with white.
Borrowed Black is an engaging folk tale.” –Canadian Review of Materials
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Bubba Begonia and the Bully

Notes

By (author) Gerry O'Brien , Illustrated by Dale McNevin
Oct 08, 2013 | Paperback , Trade |

It was the first day of school and Bubba Begonia felt great. Then - SPLAT! Bubba
meets his new classmate Stinky Biggs. He also meets a stalking crow, a pair of
puppets who speak Wabatawbee, a skunk named Chiclet, a Flying Bag of Doom,
and a dog with gas. He accidentally robs a bank, he's called a 'hero' and is given a
reward. He has the worst birthday party ever, sees his favourite teacher dripping
with egg, buys a wedding cake that tastes like 'looove', saves a bully's butt and
nearly ends up in the slammer. This can't be good, can it?

9781927502150
English
5.25 x 7.5 x 0.25 in
74 pages
Acorn Press

Subject

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Gerry O’Brien has written three other books in the Bubba Begonia series, all
published by the Acorn Press. He has also written two prize-winning picture books.
As well, Gerry is the lyricist on three songs co-written with Tom Szczesniak and Ray
Parker for Nelvana Productions in Toronto. One is featured in a Franklin The Turtle
movie, another is the theme song for the children’s TV series called
“Corduroy Bear” and the third is sung by Funshine Bear in the Care Bear movie Care
Bears and The Journey to Joke A Lot. Gerry also has a poem entitled “Tis The
Season” in Canadian poems for Canadian Kids [edited by Jen Hamilton published by
Subway Books, Vancouver. Formerly of the Argyle Shore in Prince Edward Island, he
now makes his home in Kitchener, Ontario, where he lives with his wife, Loretta. Visit
him at his website gerryobrien.ca or email him at gerryob@gmail.com.

JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Bullet the New Steam Engine
By (author) Dwayne LaFitte , Illustrated by Thérèse Cilia

English
8 x 10 x 0.31 in
20 pages
Pennywell Books
Flanker Press

Notes

Apr 19, 2016 | Hardcover

Priority Area Tags: language

All aboard! Join Bullet, a new steam engine, on his first journey across Newfoundland! Along the way he meets a
herd of caribou, helps rescue fishermen, experiences the northern lights, and safely travels through the Wreckhouse
area to arrive in Port aux Basques! Told in vignettes showcasing some of the more well-known and picturesque areas
along the route of the pre-Confederation Newfoundland Railway, Bullet the New Steam Engine is a beautiful
children's book that will be treasured by families for years to come.

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts

Contributor Bio

9781771174565

English Language Arts

Grade Level: 3-6

Dwayne LaFitte was born in Labrador and grew up in the outport community of Port au
Port on the west coast of Newfoundland. After high school, he moved to St. John's where
he earned a bachelor of arts degree from Memorial University. During his studies, he
became a passionate supporter and activist for numerous charities. He is an experienced
guide and survivalist, and he has a fascination with the outdoors. He has worked as an
educator and researcher, and he has been employed in publishing in various capacities.
His career path eventually led him to the Government of Canada, where he now works as
a program officer assisting employers, youth, and seniors. Dwayne is the author of Over
by the Harbour, an illustrated children's book whose royalties he continues to donate to
the Janeway Children's Hospital. He currently resides in Mount Pearl with his wife,
Twila, and son, Liam.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION /
Transportation / Railroads & Trains
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 8
Distributor
Flanker Press
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Cat From Kosovo

English Language Arts
Notes

By (author) MaryJane Hampton , Illustrated by Tamara Thiébaux-Heikalo
Sep 24, 2001 | Paperback , Trade |

Shortlisted for Hackmatack 2003, Short-listed
When the conflict between Serbs & Albanians becomes intense, a young couple
from Kosovo decide to leave their home. Their young cat does too, and this story of
triumph and generosity touches the heart.
Contributor Bio
Tamara Thiébeaux Heikalo is the illustrator of six books for children, including
Driftwood Dragons and The Cat from Kosovo. She has been an artist from very
early on in her life, creating whimsical, caricatural, and realistic imagery.
9781551093338
English
8 x 8 x 0.13 in
40 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Cats
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd
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Priority Area Tags: race, ethnicity
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Chasing the Phantom Ship

Notes

By (author) Deborah Toogood

Priority Area Tags: language

Apr 15, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

Hackmatack Children's Choice Book Awards (English Fiction) 2018,
Short-listed

9781771083829
English
5 x 7.5 x 0.45 in
140 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Matt Simmons has two weeks left of summer before starting grade six. He wants
to enjoy that time with his best friends, Danny and Emma, but has to include his
younger cousin Adam who is visiting. Trapped on a sandbar in the middle of the
night, Matt and Adam see a ghostly, burning schooner before a silent old man
rescues them. Matt is determined to unravel the mystery and reluctantly lets
Adam join in. With Danny and Emma, they visit Danny’s grandpa, a retired sea
captain. He warns them to leave the ghosts and mysteries of the sea alone, but the
four friends ignore him. Setting out on a midnight boat trip to find the phantom
ship, even little Adam proves a useful part of the team. But how dangerous is the
ship, and who else is lurking in the waters of the Northumberland Strait?
Contributor Bio

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Action &
Adventure / General
Audience

English Language Arts

Deborah Toogood recently retired as an English-language teacher. Growing up in
New Brunswick, she spent her summers on the beach with her brothers. In later
years, she enjoyed summers on the Northumberland shore of Nova Scotia with
her two children. Chasing the Phantom Ship is her first novel. She lives in Halifax.

Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies - History
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
City Speaks in Drums

Notes

By (author) Shauntay Grant , Illustrated by Susan Tooke
Apr 30, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

Available for the first time in paperback, the award-winning The City Speaks in
Drums follows two boys from North End Halifax as they explore their
neighbourhood and the city beyond, finding music everywhere. At the skate park,
by the Public Gardens, down Spring Garden Road, and on the boardwalk, drums
and saxophones and dancers and basketballs create the jumbled, joyful, pulsing
rhythm of Halifax. Shauntay Grant's playful spoken word-style poem and Susan
Tooke's vivid illustrations create a wildly energetic and appealing journey through
the big, bright city.

9781771084048
English
8.5 x 11 in

Contributor Bio
Shauntay Grant is a writer, spoken word performer, broadcast journalist, and
musician. She was Halifax’s third poet laureate (2009–2010). She is the author of
The City Speaks in Drums and Up Home, which won the 2008 Atlantic Book Award
for Best Atlantic Published Book and was shortlisted for the 2010 Hackmatack
Children’s Choice Book Awards. Shauntay lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Poetry /
General

English Language Arts

Susan Tooke is an award-winning artist and children's book illustrator whose
work has been exhibited across North America. In 2003, she received the Halifax
Mayor's Award for Illustration, and she is a three-time winner of the Lillian
Sheppard Memorial Award for Excellence in Illustration, for Full Moon Rising, Up
Home, and The City Speaks in Drums. She lives in Halifax. Visit Susan Tooke's art
blog.

Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: race
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, African Canadian Studies
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories 66

Notes

Corner Kick

Priority Area Tags: ethnicity

By (author) Bill Swan
Aug 10, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Digest |

Michael Strike is captain of both the school soccer and chess teams. He's got his
eye on fellow soccer player and overachiever Miriah, the founder of the youth
organization War Orphans of the World. Miriah is quick to befriend a new student,
Zahir Jamiat, who has recently moved from the Middle East, but Michael sees the
newcomer as a rival. When Michael works up to confronting Zahir, he discovers
they have more in common that he initially thought.
Corner Kick is a much-needed story of tolerance and friendship.

9781552778357
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.25 in

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
BILL SWAN has worked as a journalism teacher, editor and newspaper columnist.
His first three novels, Fast Finish, Mud Run, and Off Track are highly
recommended by CM Magazine: Canadian Review of Materials. Mud Run was
nominated for a Manitoba Young Readers' Choice Award. He is also the author of
Corner Kick. He lives in Courtice, Ontario with his wife and daughter.

144 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Sports &
Recreation / Soccer
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 13, Grade (US)
from 3 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Be Brave, Morgan!

Notes

Daredevil Morgan
By (author) Ted Staunton , Illustrated by Bill Slavin
Feb 01, 2018 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

It's Fall Fair time again and Morgan is sure his homegrown pumpkin will take first
prize. But when Aldeen drops his pumpkin and it smashes, he gets angry and
challenges her to a bumper car war. Aldeen has other ideas and counters with a
dare to ride the Asteroid Belt, a big-kid rollercoaster. Can Morgan save face and
be brave enough to try?

9781459505063
English
b&w illustrations
5 x 7.5 x 0.5 in
96 pages
Formac

With a situation young readers will recognize and enjoy, and a character they can
easily identify with, this is a book that will appeal to kids starting to read on their
own. The dyslexia-friendly features of the book include easier-to-read
typography, page layout, and reduced-contrast paper stock, along with
illustrations on every double-page spread that enhance the text.
Contributor Bio
TED STAUNTON has written numerous books for young people, including books
featuring Morgan and his group of friends.

Formac Publishing Company Limited

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories
Audience
Juvenile

English Language Arts

BILL SLAVIN is a celebrated illustrator who lives in Millbrook, Ontario. He has
illustrated over 40 books for children, including The Cat Came Back.

Reviews
"Once again, scaredy-cat Morgan's story is a relatable one . . . Overall, Daredevil
Morgan is a fine addition to the Be Brave, Morgan! series." - Alice Albarda,
Resource Links

Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 8, Grade (US)
exact 2, Reading age from 6 - 7
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 660L
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Priority Area Tags: ability/disability
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Elliott and the Impossible Fish
By (author) Rebecca North , Illustrated by Laurel Keating
Apr 01, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

Prepare for adventure on the high seas! Elliot wants to catch the biggest fish that
anyone has ever seen. After making a wish, he finds himself on the ocean with a
chance to catch the big one. On his journey, different animals try to teach him to
fish like they do. Even when things seem impossible, Elliot never gives up.Rebecca
North is the author of A Picnic at the Lighthouse. Rebecca grew up in Halifax, Nova
Scotia and now lives in Kingston, Ontario. She is the mother of a young child and
spends many hours reading and re-reading picture books. You can find her online
at www.rebeccanorth.ca or on Twitter as @RebeccaNorth11.

9781771031028
English
8 x 10 x 0 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject

Contributor Bio
Rebecca North is the author of A Picnic at the Lighthouse. Rebecca grew up in
Halifax, Nova Scotia and now lives in Kingston, Ontario. She is the mother of a
young child and spends many hours reading and re-reading picture books. You can
find her online at www.rebeccanorth.ca or on Twitter as @RebeccaNorth11.

Reviews
Elliot's grand aspirations make for a charming tale of childhood longing - Atlantic
Books Today

JUVENILE FICTION / Action &
Adventure / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Science
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Fairies on My Island

Notes

By (author) Shaun Patterson , Illustrated by Christina Patterson
May 15, 2013 | Paperback , Trade |

If you look closely, maybe you too can discover the world of fairies. Get ready for
Shaun and Christina Patterson to take you into a magical worlds of Fairies. A place
where silliness and fun are just as important as being true to yourself and taking
care of nature. The Pattersons have traveled far and wide on Prince Edward Island
to uncover the secret world of fairies. Join them now as they discover the world of
fairies. Complete with instructions to make your own fairies, this book is a true
guide to many of the fairies you will see on your search.
Contributor Bio

9781894838979
English
6 x 9 x 0.13 in
48 pages
Acorn Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General

English Language Arts

With a BFA and MBA, Shaun Patterson’s professional experience working in the
creative field has taken him from designing multimedia collateral for Fortune 500
companies to creating art and producing video games for some internationally
recognizable brands such as Six Flags, A&E and National Geographic. As a
freelancer Shaun has produced high quality pieces of art and illustration ranging
from children’s books, album covers, board game art and numerous private
commissions. Shaun works both traditionally and digitally, and has a real love for
doing genre work. Originally hailing from Barrie Ontario, Shaun and his wife
Christina (also an artist) have made P.E.I. their home over the last five years and
find the island to be a constant source of inspiration for them. Visit his website at
www.shaunpatterson.com.
Christina Patterson has won numerous awards and competitions for her artwork
including receiving the People's Choice Award for Open Air III in London, Ontario.

Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: religion
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Secret Games of Maximus Todd

Notes

Flu Shot Fidgets
By (author) L. M. Nicodemo , Illustrated by Graham Ross
Aug 01, 2016 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Meet Maximus Todd! He's the kid who can't sit still! Max calms his fears about
getting a needle at the doctor's office by playing a game that involves all the
animals on the farm. Can he make it out of the office without everyone thinking
he's coming down with more than the fidgets?
Max finds that while it's not always easy being a kid -- especially if you're a bit
different -- there is often humour, kindness and love in the most unexpected
places.
9781459504349
English
20 b&w illustrations
5 x 7.5 x 1 in
96 pages
Formac
Formac Publishing Company Limited

Contributor Bio
L. M. NICODEMO is a school teacher who hopes that this series will mark the
beginning of a long and joyful career in writing. She lives with her family in
southwestern Ontario
GRAHAM ROSS is an illustrator and designer who has illustrated many books for
a wide range of Canadian children?s book publishers. He lives in a log home in the
woods with his family just outside of Merrickville, Ontario.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Special Needs
Audience
General Trade
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 10, Grade (US)
from 2 - 5, Reading age from 5 - 7
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 580

English Language Arts

Reviews
"The+target audience will surely have no trouble relating to the storylines. The
blend of fun graphics by Graham Ross, with varying sizes and designs of text in
the quickly paced 96 pages, will be appealing to both beginning and reluctant
readers.
The series is written by a teacher who clearly has insight into the mind of a child
who feels the type of anxiety that Max does, presumably because she has
encountered some throughout her career. While it may be rare to have a child
as young as Max display the self-awareness and strength of will that he does,
perhaps these books will serve as inspiration to children facing the same
difficulties with their own Super Fidgets.
The four books were published concurrently for Formac's First Novels Series, in a
format that should prove to be attractive to young readers."

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Priority Area Tags: ability/disability
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Follow the Goose Butt, Camelia Airheart!
By (author) Odette Barr , By (author) Colleen Landry , By (author) Beth
Weatherbee , Illustrated by Odette Barr
May 01, 2016 | Paperback , Picture book |

Poor Camelia Airheart. She is easily distracted and her GPS—Goose Positioning
System—is faulty. When she gets separated from her flock, she gets lost and
starts on a journey that will take her all over New Brunswick. Will she ever find
her way home to her flock?
This is a beautifully illustrated early chapter book for children designed to appeal
to grade two and up.

9780987747044
English
5.5 x 8 x 0.16 in
72 pages
Chocolate River Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / People &
Places / Canada / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 7 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies
Grade Level: 3-5

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Secret Games of Maximus Todd

Notes

Frantic Friend Countdown
By (author) L. M. Nicodemo , Illustrated by Graham Ross
Aug 01, 2016 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Meet Maximus Todd! He's the kid who can't sit still! Max has a dilemma.
Everyone's got a best friend except him. But when a new kid arrives at the school,
Max plays a secret game to make him Max's buddy. Too bad the new kid would
rather hang out with barf-breath Mandy Beth, peskiest pest in the entire town!
Max finds that while it's not always easy being a kid -- especially if you're a bit
different -- there is often humour, kindness and love in the most unexpected
places.
9781459504240
English
20 b&w illustrations
5 x 7.5 x 1 in
96 pages
Formac
Formac Publishing Company Limited

Contributor Bio
L. M. NICODEMO is a school teacher who hopes that this series will mark the
beginning of a long and joyful career in writing. She lives with her family in
southwestern Ontario
GRAHAM ROSS is an illustrator and designer who has illustrated many books for
a wide range of Canadian children?s book publishers. He lives in a log home in the
woods with his family just outside of Merrickville, Ontario.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Special Needs
Audience
General Trade
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 10, Grade (US)
from 2 - 5, Reading age from 5 - 7
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 580
Distributor

English Language Arts

Reviews
"The+target audience will surely have no trouble relating to the storylines. The
blend of fun graphics by Graham Ross, with varying sizes and designs of text in
the quickly paced 96 pages, will be appealing to both beginning and reluctant
readers.
The series is written by a teacher who clearly has insight into the mind of a child
who feels the type of anxiety that Max does, presumably because she has
encountered some throughout her career. While it may be rare to have a child as
young as Max display the self-awareness and strength of will that he does,
perhaps these books will serve as inspiration to children facing the same
difficulties with their own Super Fidgets.
The four books were published concurrently for Formac's First Novels Series, in a
format that should prove to be attractive to young readers.
12/20/2016

Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Priority Area Tags: ability/disability
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

English Language Arts
Notes

Free Throw

Priority Area Tags: race

By (author) Jacqueline Guest
Feb 15, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Digest |

Canadian Children's Book Centre Our Choice Selection 1999,
Winner

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies - Mi''kmaq Studies
Grade Level: 4-6

When his mother remarries, suddenly everything changes for Matthew Eagletail:
new school, new father, five annoying new sisters, even a smelly new dog. Worst of
all, if he wants to play basketball again, he`ll have to play for the Bandits -- and
against his old team. [Fry Reading Level - 4.7]
Contributor Bio
9781552776865
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
176 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Award-winning author JACQUELINE GUEST is the author of numerous Lorimer
novels, including the Arthur Ellis Award nominee Wild Ride and A Goal in Sight,
which was shortlisted for a Golden Eagle Children’s Choice Book Award. Many of
her novels have also been Canadian Children’s Centre Our Choice selections
including the SideStreets novel At Risk, and the Sports Stories novels Hat Trick,
Free Throw, and Soccer Star. Jacqueline Guest lives in Bragg Creek, Alberta.
www.jacquelineguest.comindex.htm
Reviews

Subject

"Interesting reading... the book is interesting in that a native Canadian is the
central character... highly recommended" - Audrey Cormier

Audience

"...interesting reading.... highly recommended." - Audrey Cormier

Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 10 - 13, Grade (US)
from 5 - 8
Distributor

"This book is very well written and is truly enjoyable. I found that I learned a great
deal about the game of basketball as a result of reading this book. The main
character is believable and one can easily relate to the problems he was
encountering." - Shannon Danylko
"This well-written story has a very contemporary feel. Guest has a good
understanding of teenage angst and the emotions that motivate a teenager in
Matt's circumstances...
highly recommended." - Lisa Arsenault

James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Frostbite Hotel

Notes

By (author) Karin Adams
Sep 17, 2014 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Hackamatack Children's Choice Award 2016, Short-listed
SYRCA Diamond Willow Award 2016, Short-listed

9781459407077
English
b&w interior illustrations
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
160 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Business,
Careers, Occupations
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12, Reading age
from 8 - 12
Reading Levels

English Language Arts

Kirby Katz has big dreams of making his fortune as an entrepreneur, just like his
role model, hotel magnate William T. Williamson. But Kirby discovers that
operating a "snow hotel" in the schoolyard comes with its own set of challenges:
sourcing the best snow blocks, staff team-building, marketing, and competition
from Brewster's Best Five-Star Inn, run by the Bear and his gang of the meanest
kids in Grade 6. Worst of all, when Brewster's gang starts stealing Kirby's best
ideas, all evidence points to a "mole" among his own staff.
Will Kirby?s vision for the Frostbite Hotel survive the cold reality of corporate
recess espionage?
Contributor Bio
KARIN ADAMS is the author of Lights! Curtains! Cows! (Lorimer, 2009) and No
TV? No Fair! (Lorimer Streetlights, 2010). She shares her passion for creative
writing with young people through Manitoba?s Artists in the Schools program and
in her popular library workshops. Karin has also worked as an instructor at the
University of Winnipeg. She lives in East St. Paul, Manitoba.
Reviews
"[Frostbite Hotel is a delightful read about what it takes to fit in at recess out in the
school yard . . . The bully issues dealt with are real enough to make this book
relatable for kids. It open[ed lines of communication about business and bullying on
the playground." - Lorraine Leatham,, Reviewer at Rainey Day Book
Reviews
"This was such a refreshing story . . . [It kept me interested through the entire novel.
The book was a pleasant surprise . . . Frostbite Hotel is the perfect story for readers
in third, fourth, and fifth grade. I'm excited to introduce this book to my students in
fourth grade. It can be read by individual students and/or would make a wonderful
read aloud in classroom in these grade levels." - Patrick Andrus,, Educator,
NetGalley Reviewer

Lexile measure: 740L
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Full Speed Ahead
Errol's Bell Island Adventure
By (author) Sheilah Lukins , Illustrated by Laurel Keating

English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

Oct 01, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

This is the story of a young mouse named Errol who takes a ride on a ferry and
visits the mines of Bell Island. Errol's best friend Old Rat, has told him wonderful
stories, about how the mice and rats first came to Newfoundland as stowaways on
the big sailing ships. Errol longs to have his own adventure but his parents are
unhappy when he strays too far from their garbage box home. Errol, however, is a
mouse on a mission and early one summer morning, he decides to follow his dream.
A tale of narrow escapes and dogged determination, it's Full Speed Ahead for our
intrepid rodent. Errol's Bell Island Adventure is a first chapter book for ages 7 and
up.
9781771030939
English
6 x 9 x 0.1 in
36 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Readers /
Beginner

Contributor Bio
Sheilah Lukins has had a great education travelling and working in foreign
countries, drinking in the culture and meeting lots of people. She has been a
Bollywood movie extra in India, an art school model in Italy, a chambermaid in
Germany, a bartender and a riding instructor in England, a theatre arts
administrator, a library assistant, and a teacher of various subjects, primarily music
and English, here in Newfoundland. Generally, nothing stops her. Somewhat
fearless, or perhaps just 'stunned', she loves history, horses and dogs, good food
and great stories. Sheilah was born in Corner Brook, Newfoundland but now lives
in Portugal Cove-St. Philip's with her husband and, sadly, no pets at the moment.
She has a BA in German Language and Literature and a B.Ed. from Memorial
University, an ARTC in voice from the Royal Conservatory of Music and various
diplomas from a British technical college. Just recently, she completed her TESL
diploma with Acadia University. She has been published in

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 9
Distributor

Reviews
"Peppered with shipping terminology and Newfoundland trivia, young readers
will likely not realize how much they are learning as they zip through this
distinctly Canadian tale ... a fun romp that emphasizes how looking to the past and
believing in yourself can help you chart a new course for the future." Resource
Links, Natalie Colaiacova

UTP Distribution
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
George, the friendly dragon

English Language Arts
Notes

Editor-in-chief Francis Mitchell , Edited by Michelle Paon , By (author)
Matthew O'Neill , Other primary creator Esther Theriault , Illustrated by
Gizelle Erdei , Guest editor Judit Rajhathy , Guest editor Margot Schelew ,
Designed by Francis Mitchell , Designed by Gizelle Erdei , Consultant editor
Jordan Schelew

Priority Area Tags: ability/disability
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts

Sep 15, 1997 | Paperback , Picture book |

9781895814026
English
42 Colour illustrationsFull colour on
all pages - disney style characters, 100
lb paper
8.5 x 11 x 0.2 in
40 pages
New World Publishing (Canada)

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Prejudice & Racism
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 9

A heart-warming story about being different and all that entails, especially for
Grade Level: 2-5
someone growing up wanting to be understood and seeking acceptance from
others. This story is about believing in oneself and developing tolerance for others,
and addresses the important concept of self-esteem for children. George, the
Friendly Dragon is a heartwarming tale about being different and teaches children
about self-esteem and developing tolerance for others. Children from a wide-range
of ages (4-10) will warm to E.T. Matthews' delightful story and Gizelle Erdei's
colorful Disney-like illustrations. The content, message and production quality are
reasons why this durable book is so loved by teachers and parents.
Contributor Bio
E.T.Matthews is the Auld Alliance revisited - an Acadienne and a transplanted
Scot working together to conquer the English language. The “E. T. “ is Esther
Thériault. Born in Meteghan, Nova Scotia, she is by day, a provincial employee
transcribing the words used by MLAs in the Provincial Legislative Assembly. At
night she can be found translating words common only to a native of Glasgow into
everyday language, while adding her perspective as a mother and well-read
individual. In addition to her creative input, she lends moral support to the other
half of this accomplished team. The Matthews portion is Matthew O’Neill. Now
retired from a distinguished career in the marine industry, he followed in the
footsteps of many of his forefathers when he emigrated from Scotland to Canada
in 1967. His insatiable desire to travel took him from Europe to the west coast of
the Americas and from the frozen Arctic to the sweltering jungles of Panama. The
people he met on these journeys and his vivid imagination were fertile grounds for
the development of the colorful characters one now finds in his works of fiction.
The stories he heard, now embellished, are transformed into print in the same
jovial style he once told them to others. His writing is also an expression of his
Reviews
CANADIAN BEST-SELLER "George, the friendly dragon is fun. . . . I think George
will be a hit and I hope the authors have other George stories up their sleeves!" E.
E. Cran, The Guardian

Distributor
New World Publishing
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Head Hunter

Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status

By (author) Eric Howling
Sep 21, 2015 | Paperback , Trade |

Resource Links The Year's Best - Fiction Grades 7-12 2015, Winner
As captain of the Westside Warriors, Colt plays clean and hard. But lately his
coach has been losing his temper and ordering the team to win at any cost, even if
it means playing dirty. What makes it worse is that Coach is Colt's father, and his
erratic behaviour at home and on the field has Colt wondering if something is
seriously wrong with his dad.
9781459409675
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
128 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Health & Daily
Living / Diseases, Illnesses & Injuries
Audience
Young Adult
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10

English Language Arts

Colt follows Coach's orders to go head hunting and take out an opponent with a
helmet-to-helmet hit, but Coach then claims that Colt acted on his own. When it
turns out that Colt's dad has symptoms from concussions he suffered in his NFL
career, Colt is made acting coach for the championship game. But will he let a
teammate continue playing after a hit to the head, even when the teammate's
own dad is urging him to play through the pain?
This book explores the dangers of concussion in contact sports and the lasting
damage they can cause in the context of an action-filled football story.
Contributor Bio
ERIC HOWLING is an advertising creative director and the author of the sports
novels Red Zone Rivals, Hoop Magic, Kayak Combat, and Drive all in the Lorimer
Sports Stories series. His books have been shortlisted for the Hackmatack
Children's Choice Book Award, named Resource Links Year's Best, and picked as
Canadian Children's Book Centre Best Books selections. Eric lives in Calgary,
Alberta.
Reviews
"Both believable and adequate, with the added merit of having a very readable
storyline." - Resource Links
"A useful addition that will encourage sports fans." - Kirkus Reviews

Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 560L
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Hockey Morning Noon and Night
By (author) Doretta Groenendyk
Sep 15, 2014 | Paperback

This colourful picture book is based on the author's seven-year-old son and his
capacity to incorporate hockey into all that he does: eating, drawing, music, visits
with friends, sleeping and stories. This book has a different feel from her previous
books, with playful watercolour and ink images of characters and scenes,
sometimes three or four to a page, and no complete backgrounds – just lighthearted visual vignettes that enhance the verse with humour and coziness. It will
be an approachable book for kids, and heart-warming for any adult involved in
hockey culture.

9781927502303
English
8 x 10 in

Contributor Bio
Doretta, a painter, writer and teacher, lives with her husband and three children
on a small spot of land in the Annapolis Valley in Nova Scotia. She is the author and
illustrator of Snow for Christmas, and Thank you for My Bed, both of which were
shortlisted for the Lillian Shepherd Memorial Award for Illustration. Her other
titles include Step Outside, I’m Writing a Story, and Bully 101. She is also the coauthor of Spin to Sea with her daughter, Izra Fitch.

24 pages
Acorn Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Sports &
Recreation / Hockey
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories 51

Notes

Home Court Advantage
By (author) Sandra Diersch
Feb 15, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Digest |

Canadian Children's Book Centre Our Choice Selection 2003,
Winner
Debbie's a foster child, and life has sometimes been tough, so Debbie has learned
to be tough back, both at home and on the court. But when a nice couple decides to
adopt her, Debbie suddenly isn't so sure of herself—and her new teammates aren't
so sure about her either.

9781552776841
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
144 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Contributor Bio
SANDRA DIERSCH has taught writing courses to British Columbia students and
aspiring adult writers. She has written eight books to date, including Offside! and
Home Court Advantage, both Canadian Children's Book Centre Our Choice
selections. She lives in Maple Ridge, B.C., with her husband and young daughter.
www.sandradiersch.com

Reviews
Subject

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range

English Language Arts

Praise for Sandra Diersch's fiction:
"Attractively presented and written in accessible prose, this commendable
addition to the Sports Stories series is an ideal choice for the young female
athlete. Recommended." - Canadian Book Review Annual
Home Court Advantage would appeal to a wide variety of readers who like
human interest stories, sport stories and realistic fiction. It would be a good
choice for school, public and personal libraries. - Deborah Mervold

Age (years) from 10 - 13, Grade (US)
from 5 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Hoop Magic

Priority Area Tags: ability/disability,
race

By (author) Eric Howling
Sep 18, 2013 | Paperback , Trade |

One of the Year's Best for 2013 - Resource Links 2013, Commended

9781459405257
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
136 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Orlando O’Malley has had to overcome a lot to play basketball. He’s the worst
shooter on the Evergreen Eagles middle school team. He can barely dribble around
a cone in practice. And he’s certainly the shortest. But Orlando has two special
talents: a winning personality and the ability to call play-by-play almost everything
that is happening around him. Orlando really wants to be a star player, but despite
his best efforts he can’t quite seem to make the right play at the right time. His
biggest contributions to the team are his ability to get them energized and to call
the shots. But accepting these as his special talents means he has to give up his
dream of playing basketball.
Contributor Bio
Eric Howling’s recent sports novel Kayak Combat was shortlisted for the
Hackmatack Children’s Choice Book Award and was a Resource Links Year’s Best
and a Canadian Children’s Book Centre Best Books selection. Hoop Magic is his
third sports novel. Eric lives in Calgary, Alberta.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Sports &
Recreation / Basketball
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10

English Language Arts

Reviews
"If your readers are basketball fans or sports fans of realistic fiction, they will
enjoy this story of Orlando. With side issues of sibling rivalry, how to make and be
a friend, and a focus on self-acceptance, this story moves along quickly." Rated E:
excellent, enduring, everyone should read it! - Sarah Nelson, Resource Links
"Hoop Magic is an exciting story about basketball and adversity. Orlando is very
short and thinks that is the reason he isn't a good basketball player. He is also
looking for acceptance from his family, friends and his team... This book would be
an excellent class novel for individual reading or as a read-aloud choice." Highly
Recommended. - Deborah Mervold, CM: Canadian Review of Materials

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Physical Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Hustle
By (author) Johnny Boateng
Mar 19, 2014 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Fourteen-year-old Johnny Huttle -- nicknamed "Hustle" by his best friend, Rex -comes from an inner-city neighbourhood, where the streets are tough and the
street ball games are rougher. More than anything, Johnny wants to shine as the
school's star basketball player. But the one thing standing in his way is his best
friend, Rex, who outshines Johnny effortlessly at everything, on and off the court.
This makes Johnny angry enough that his game and their friendship suffer. When
Rex starts getting into trouble in the neighbourhood and is suspended from the
team, Johnny has to put his jealously aside to help his friend -- and his basketball
team at the championship.
Contributor Bio
9781459406056
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
128 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10

English Language Arts

JOHNNY BOATENG played division basketball in Indiana and at Simon Fraser
University. He starred as a ballplayer in video games, movies, and commercials
before an injury sidelined his basketball career. He lives in Vancouver, B.C., where
he founded The Dream Hoops Basketball Academy and serves as a mentor for
disadvantaged youth.
Reviews
"A great hi-lo interst book, Hustle is part of Lorimer's "Sports Stories" series written
to entice students to read. Author Johnny Boateng does a great job of making the
book exciting on many levels, and the book is full of adventures . . . The basketball
theme is strong and carries the plot well. Boateng obviously knows the game and
effectively conveys the action and tension on the court . . . The characters are
believable and easy to relate to." - Mary Harelkin Bishop,, CM Magazine
"realistic dialogue and court action to satisfy the most sports-minded readers" Quill & Quire
"Part of the publisher's Sports Series, this slim novel's short chapters and more
mature content make it perfect for older reluctant readers. Its no-frills story is fastmoving and touches on many teen issues, while promoting a positive message of
independent thinking and being a team player." - Julia Smith,, Booklist

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status, race
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Physical Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Secret Games of Maximus Todd

English Language Arts
Notes

Hyper to the Max
By (author) L. M. Nicodemo , Illustrated by Graham Ross
Aug 01, 2016 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Best Books for Kids & Teens -- Canadian Children's Book Centre
2017, Commended

Priority Area Tags: ability/disability
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Meet Maximus Todd! He's the kid who can't sit still! Clever Max invents a game
to keep his Super Fidgets at bay for the day. Too bad his arch enemy Mandy Beth
discovers what he's up to and tries to trip him up! Will Max win at his secret
game?
9781459504196
English
20 b&w illustrations
5 x 7.5 x 1 in
96 pages
Formac
Formac Publishing Company Limited

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Special Needs

Max finds that while it's not always easy being a kid -- especially if you're a bit
different -- there is often humour, kindness and love in the most unexpected
places.
Contributor Bio
L. M. NICODEMO is a school teacher who hopes that this series will mark the
beginning of a long and joyful career in writing. She lives with her family in
southwestern Ontario
GRAHAM ROSS is an illustrator and designer who has illustrated many books for
a wide range of Canadian children?s book publishers. He lives in a log home in the
woods with his family just outside of Merrickville, Ontario.

Audience
General Trade
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 10, Grade (US)
from 2 - 5, Reading age from 5 - 7

Reviews
"The+book+is a great beginning chapter book for young readers, and the use of
large, bold fonts to exaggerate certain words and phrases ... makes it appealing to
an elementary-age audience. ... the ratio of text to Graham Ross's illustrations is
approximately 50:50 making Hyper to the Max a less intimidating read than many
other chapter books. A fabulous addition to school and classroom libraries." Andrea Boyd,, CM Magazine

Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 510L
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Ice Time
By (author) David Trifunov
Feb 27, 2015 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Paul Bidwell dreams of playing on a hockey team but knows that his mother can't
afford to pay for the registration fees or the equipment. So he plays boot hockey
with his friends and practises alone every night on the open-ice rink in the park.
When the flu and mononucleosis hit Paul's school and his best friend, Vincent, is
laid up with a concussion, an opening is created on Vincent's team, the Wildcats.
Paul finally gets the chance to prove to the other players -- and to himself -- that
he deserves his time on the ice.
[Fry reading level - 3.1
9781459408555
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
120 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Contributor Bio
DAVID TRIFUNOV is an award-winning sportswriter and freelance journalist
based in Kelowna, B.C. His work has appeared in newspapers, magazines, and
websites across Canada and the United States. He is the author of the Lorimer
Sports Stories novels Snow Soccer and Ice Time. When not writing, he's raising
three daughters with his wife, Erin.
Reviews

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10

English Language Arts

"Action-packed and entertaining, the novel is the latest hi-lo book for reluctant
readers from LorimerÂ?s Sports Stories series. Filled with hockey jargon and
insider knowledge of life on the ice, Ice Time will delight avid hockey fans and
novices alike. TrifunovÂ?s detailed descriptions of complex hockey plays and
strategies provide a surprising depth to the game, while the sub-plot surrounding
VincentÂ?s concussion raises awareness about an often ignored risk. Fast-paced,
engaging, and just a little bit sentimental, Ice Time is a knuckle biting glide down
slick ice that will feel heart-warmingly familiar to Canadian readers." - Karen
Doerksen,, National Reading Campaign
"Featuring covers clearly labeled with the sport in question, action-packed stories,
and characters with diverse racial and socioeconomic backgrounds...sure to hook
sporty middle school students." - School Library Journal

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
If I Had an Old House on the East Coast
By (author) Wanda Baxter , Illustrated by Kat Frick Miller
Nov 07, 2018 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

If I had an old house on the East Coast I would fall in love at first sight.
It would grab me by the heart, and not let go.

9781771085779

With introspection and deep appreciation for the East Coast, this inspirational
gift book shares a dream, in words and images, of falling in love with an old house
and breathing new life into it. Exploring, with lyrical prose, everything from an old
house’s foundation to its layers of antique wallpaper to its decades-old gardens
bursting with wildflowers, this book is a love letter to a vanishing way of life. Fully
illustrated with gentle watercolours from celebrated local artist Kat Frick Miller,
If I Had an Old House on the East Coast also includes practical tips for the oldhome-owner, from how to clear your home of ghosts, to instructions for making
rosehip jelly and maple syrup.

English
56 Colour illustrations
7.17 x 7.41 x 0.45 in
64 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
HOUSE & HOME / Decorating
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
National Book Network

Contributor Bio

When Wanda Baxter bought an old farmhouse in 2005 in Lunenburg County, her
father asked, “Why in the world would you buy an old house?” Sometimes she
wonders. Built in 1783, it is an endless project, but it is also magical. Wanda has a
Masters degrees in English (with Creative Writing) and Environmental Design, and
works as an environmental consultant. She is a longtime
member of the band Cut, Split and Delivered.
Kat Frick Miller is an artist and freelance illustrator originally from Brampton,
Ontario. She received a BFA in Visual Art from NSCAD University in 2009. Her
work reveals a deep connection to place, exploring local architecture, social history,
and the objects, spaces, and practices that constitute rural life. She can be found on
the beach, on the farm, or on the wharf soaking up the whimsy of her adopted home
of Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia. For more of her work, visit katfrickmiller.com.

Distributor
National Book Network
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English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
If I Were a Zombie

Notes

By (author) Kate Inglis , Illustrated by Eric Orchard
Apr 05, 2016 | Hardcover , Cloth |

In this hilarious picture book written by Hackmatack Award-nominated author
Kate Inglis and brilliantly illustrated by Eric Orchard, two best friends imagine
ordinary life as classic monsters and mythical creatures. What would Evan the
Zombie do for the school talent show? Who would Poppy the Muddy Wood Fairy
have over for dinner? From an alien with three hundred eyeballs to giants and
goblin queens, this book of tickle trunk fun will delight kids of all ages.
Contributor Bio
9781771083560
English
8 x 10 x 0.4 in
32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Kate Inglis is the author of the YA pirate adventure novels The Dread Crew,
nominated for Hackmatack and Red Cedar Awards, and its sequel Flight of the
Griffons. Kate lives on the south shore of Nova Scotia.

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Poetry /
General
Audience

English Language Arts

Eric Orchard is the illustrator of several books, including The Terrible, Horrible,
Smelly Pirate. He won the Halifax Mayor’s Award for Book Illustration and his
work has been included in the Society of Illustrator’s Annual competition and
exhibition. Eric lives in Toronto.

Juvenile
Audience range
Reading age from 4 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
I'm Drawing a Picture

Notes

By (author) Doretta Groenendyk

Priority Area Tags: race, ethnicity

Oct 20, 2015 | Paperback , Trade |

I'm Drawing a Picture combines story and images to captivate and inspire young
readers to harness their creative spirit. A collaboration between artwork and
text, this whimsical book has a different inspirational idea on each page, with a
scene that each "artist" imagines. The concept is based on Doretta Groenendyk's
experience working with children in schools and trying to inspire them to be
creative in all forms of mediums of art. The text is geared to four- to ten-yearolds, and is an excellent teaching tool for aspiring writers. An ideal elementary
teacher's resource, the book's characters span cultures, genders, and ages.

9781927502501
English
8 x 10 x 0.1 in
32 pages
Acorn Press

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Doretta, a painter, writer and teacher, lives with her husband and three children
on a small spot of land in the Annapolis Valley in Nova Scotia. She is the author and
illustrator of Snow for Christmas, and Thank you for My Bed, both of which were
shortlisted for the Lillian Shepherd Memorial Award for Illustration. Her other
titles include Step Outside, I’m Writing a Story, and Bully 101. She is also the coauthor of Spin to Sea with her daughter, Izra Fitch.

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Art /
Drawing
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Arts Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Jack and the Hurricane

Notes

By (author) Joshua Goudie , Illustrated by Craig Goudie
Oct 15, 2014 | Hardcover

Set in rural Newfoundland and Labrador, Jack and the Hurricane follows young,
willful Jack on his adventure to save his cousin's birthday party, no matter what
Mother Nature has in store. Despite the appeals of neighbours, firefighters and
even the army, Jack sets out into a world that is falling down around him, yet his
determination and imagination keep him moving forward. The hurricane increases
in strength and damage as Jack journeys to brighten the day for his family
members. It's a story about determination, risk and caring, all wrapped up in wind,
rain, flooding and power outages. An engaging read for children of all ages, Jack
and the Hurricane is a story of family, friends and purpose that will tickle your
funny bone and delight your heart.
9781771030595
English
8.75 x 8.75 x 0.35 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject

Contributor Bio
Joshua Goudie's work has been published in The Telegram as well as The Cuffer
Anthology, Volumes IV and V. In 2012 he was twice shortlisted for the Cuffer Prize
with his short story, "Satsuma and Cigarettes", placing second in the competition.
The following year he was shortlisted for the Newfoundland and Labrador Credit
Union Fresh Fish Award, one of the most generous prizes given in Canada to an
emerging, unpublished writer. Born in Grand Falls-Windsor, he now lives in St.
John's. Joshua holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in theatre from Sir Wilfred Grenfell
College. As a break from writing Joshua is frequently found behind a drum kit
playing with some friends in a local 'downtown band'.

JUVENILE FICTION / Action &
Adventure / General
Reviews
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
UTP Distribution

English Language Arts

"The images are vibrant and colourful, and the facial expressions tell their own
stories as they capture the wildness of the storm, the bewilderment of the various
people Jack meets and his grandmother's tremendous relief to find him safe. An
entertaining tale( that left this reader yearning for cupcakes!) - Lisa Doucet,
Atlantic Books Today
The father and son duo that created this picture book have done a great job in
depicting the effects of a hurricane. The illustrations are quite detailed, playful,
and vibrant, while still depicting the action of the tremendous storm. Thebook
also features an addendum with factual information about hurricanes,
particularly Hurricane Igor, which swept across Newfoundland and Labrador in
2010. Nicole Rowlinson, Resource Links.
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Jack and the Magnificent Ugly Stick
By (author) Joshua Goudie , Illustrated by Craig Goudie
Oct 01, 2016 | Hardcover

How much fun can you have with just one rubber boot?When one goes missing,
Jack and his grandmother are forced to cancel their fishing trip. However, Jack has
never been one to let a setback get in the way of a good time. And once Jack gets
his hands on a tall piece of driftwood and a few of Newfoundland and Labrador's
most celebrated musicians, it turns out that everyone gets to have a lot of fun!In
the follow up to the acclaimed Jack and the Hurricane, join Jack as he sets out to
put a smile back on his grandmother's face, and watch as his merry band grows, all
to the delight of everyone in town.A heartwarming tale, Jack and the Magnificent
Ugly Stick will be enjoyed by anyone who ever held an instrument in their hands or
a song in their heart!
9781771030908
English
8.75 x 9 x 0.4 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Action &
Adventure / General

Contributor Bio
Joshua Goudie's work has been published in numerous compilations and
anthologies. He has been shortlisted for the Cuffer Prize three times with one of
his short stories placing second in 2012. The following year, he was shortlisted for
the Newfoundland and Labrador Credit Union Fresh Fish Award, one of the most
generous prizes given in Canada to an emerging writer.Born in Grand FallsWindsor, he now lives in St. John's. Joshua holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Sir
Wilfred Grenfell College. Craig Goudie's work can be found in the provincial
government's permanent collection and in numerous private and corporate
collections across Canada. He works with many different media including pencil,
pastel, charcoal, acrylics, watercolour, and lithography. His favorite art subjects are
peopleCraig has served on numerous local and provincial arts-related boards and
has developed the online art curriculum resource materials for the province's
distance education high school art program.Craig lives

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8

Reviews
"... gorgeous illustrations and a fun story line work together to introduce young
readers to a traditional Newfoundland instrument that's bound to capture their
imaginations and spark their creativity." Sarah Sawler, Atlantic Books Today

Distributor
UTP Distribution
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English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Keeper of the Light

English Language Arts
Notes

Illustrated by Thérèse Cilia , By (author) Janet Barkhouse
Oct 03, 2016 | Hardcover , Printed dust jacket |

Best Books for Kids & Teens -- Canadian Children's Book Centre
2017, Commended
Resource Links The Year's Best - Picture Books 2017, Winner

Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies - History
Grade Level: 4-6

9781459504646
English
30+ colour illustrations
8 x 10 x 1 in
32 pages
Formac
Formac Publishing Company Limited

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Historical /
Canada / Post-Confederation
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 3 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4, Reading age from 3 - 9

The life of a lighthouse keeper on the east coast was not an easy one. Isolated on
stormy shores, their job was to keep those at sea safe, at any cost. After her father
dies in a seafaring accident, eleven-year-old Sara goes to work for the Mosher
family helping clean, maintain and keep the light. When the Mosher family must
leave for the mainland in a medical emergency, Sara is left alone to keep the light
as a terrible gale approaches.
Dramatic and beautiful illustrations help tell the tale of a young girl alone and
facing an emergency. When Sara sees a boat crashed on the rocks, young readers
will feel as though they are standing on the wind-whipped shores making a life or
death decision with her.
This story is based on the real experiences of young girls and boys who worked at
lighthouses in the early 1900s. Janet Barkhouse has taken their experiences and
created a dramatic but realistic story that shows the value of the work young
people had to do and the sacrifices they had to make.
Contributor Bio
JANET BARKHOUSE has retired from several fascinating worlds, including
theatre, academe, education. Her most recent books are Sable Island -- Imagine!
and Pit Pony: The Picture Book. She lives in Clearland, Nova Scotia.
THÉRÈSE CILIA is a freelance painter and illustrator whose whimsical and
detailed work often finds a home in children's books, prints, stationary and
commissions. She obtained her BFA in drawing and painting at OCAD University
in Toronto. In 2012, she turned a two-week artist retreat in Newfoundland into a
year-long residence in Bonavista where she illustrated her first children's book
Over by the Harbour. She lives in Belleville, Ontario.

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

Reviews
"This lively tale provides a realistic depition of both the loneliness and isolation that
the lighthouse keepers faced, and the hard physical labour that even children as
young as Sara endured just to survive." - Lisa Doucet,, Atlantic Books Today
"The beautiful illustrations capture the action of the story and help draw the reader
into the adventure and suspense of the tale. The detailed images of the interior of
the lighthouse are fascinating and informative, and the pages depicting the violence
of the storm lashing at the boat and shore during the daring rescue are captivating."
- Erin Hansen,, Resource Links
"Young readers will respond to an exciting story and a child heroine not much older
than they are." - Aileen Wortley,, Canadian Children's Book News
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The King of Keji

Notes

By (author) Jan L. Coates , Illustrated by Patsy MacKinnon
May 15, 2015 | Paperback , Paperback |

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts

Jacob and his grandfather decide to set out on a camping trip to Nova Scotia’s
Kejimkujik National Park. There, they find lots of hidden treasure fit for a king,
like emeralds (the green of a hemlock’s foliage), amber (the eyes of a deer), and
diamonds (in the sky).

Grade Level: P-3

9781771082815

32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Imagination &
Play

Priority Area Tags: language

Jacob’s brother, Ben, is always king of the castle. Jacob is tired of being the dirty
rascal

Jacob even builds himself a crown, and it isn’t long before Gramps declares Jacob
the King of Keji!
English
10 x 8 x 0.13 in

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Jan L. Coates is the author of several books for young readers, including A Hare
in the Elephant’s Trunk, which was a finalist for the Governor General’s Literary
Award. She lives in Nova Scotia’s beautiful Annapolis Valley, with her husband,
Don, and a Golden Irish named Charlie. When her kids, Liam and Shannon, were
little, they loved camping at Keji. Visit her at jancoates.ca
Patsy MacKinnon is the illustrator of Heartsong and The Village of Wood Duck.A
member of the prestigious Canadian Society of Painters in Watercolour, Patsy
lives in New Waterford, Nova Scotia.

Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Kira's Secret

Notes

By (author) Orysia Dawydiak
Oct 30, 2013 | Paperback , Trade |

Twelve-year-old Kira loves to swim. But her parents, who adopted her as a baby,
have forbidden her to go near the sea where they live on the north Atlantic coast.
Frustrated by their rules, Kira decides to rebel and jumps into the icy waters. She is
shocked by what she learns about herself. With the help of her friend Cody, Kira
begins the search for her original family. She soon discovers why her adoptive
parents were afraid to let her go into the sea.

9781927502174
English
5 x 7.5 x 0.38 in

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Orysia Dawydiak was the first child born to immigrant parents who settled in
Northern Ontario. She grew up with a foot in both worlds, on a diet rich in
Ukrainian traditions and stories. She lives on a small farm on Prince Edward Island
where she raises sheep and dogs. She writes books on livestock protection dogs,
and has also written award-winning fiction for children and young adults. Her first
novel, House of Bears, was published by Acorn in 2009.

156 pages
Acorn Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: ability/disability,
ethnicity
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Making Select
By (author) Steven Barwin
Sep 08, 2011 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Hockey is all Tyler ever wanted to do. But when he finally makes the Select team,
things aren't how he imagined it. Tyler divides his time between playing for fun in
house league and playing high-stakes hockey in Select. But trying to succeed at
both is wearing him down: the house league team accuses him of holding back,
and the pressure to win during Select games is immense. And the pressure isn't
just coming from the players and the coach, it's coming from somewhere much
closer to home -- his hockey-loving mom. Tyler's burnt out and feeling crushed by
the stress, but how can he give up the game he loves?
9781552778753
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.25 in
104 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Family /
Parents
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10

English Language Arts

In Making Select, author Steven Barwin tackles a hockey issue that has been
much talked in recent years -- youth hockey burnout.
Contributor Bio
STEVEN BARWIN is a middle school teacher in Vaughan, Ontario. He is the
author of several Sports Stories novels including Fadeaway, Rock Dogs, SK8ER,
and Icebreaker, which was chosen as a Canadian Children's Book Centre Best
Books for Kids and Teens selection.
Reviews
"Tyler is a strong character...Secondary characters advance the story...the
dialogue rings true...Those middle school readers who struggle with finishing a
book will be comfortable with this short novel that addresses a real problem for
younger elite athletes." Rated G - Good, even great at times, generally useful Joan Marshall, Resource Links
"..depicts parents who, at first, seem uncaring but after better communicating
together, end up supporting their child's life choices....includes enough sports
scenes to propel the action. These satisfying reads are good for reluctant readers,
especially those with sports interests..." - Jane Van Wiemokly, VOYA (U.S.)

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Mallard, Mallard, Moose

Notes

By (author) Lori Doody , Illustrated by Lori Doody
Apr 25, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

Building on the success of Capelin Weather and The Puffin Problem, Lori Doody
is back with a delightfully witty book about two mallard ducks who plague a
moose.
One day a moose walks into town, and inexplicably, two mallards tag along. The
moose wants nothing more than to get rid of those pesky mallards, but they
follow him everywhere. He can't duck them at the harbour--they're afraid of the
seagulls; downtown, the pigeons give them pause. No matter where he goes, those
mallards follow. Until, that is, the moose finds the perfect solution--duck, duck,
goose.
9781927917169
English
7 x 9 x 0.5 in
40 pages
Running the Goat

Subject

English Language Arts

With vibrant illustrations, and simple, playful language, Doody has created
another charming story for young readers and listeners.
Contributor Bio
Newfoundland-born Lori Doody is well-known as a printmaker, especially for her
etchings. In 2005 she was named Emerging Artist of the year by the
Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council. Her first two children's books were
published in 2017. She lives in St. John's with her husband and their two children.

JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 3 - 8
Distributor
LitDistCo
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Science
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Maya and Mitaine
From Saint John to Paris
By (author) Joanie Duguay , Illustrated by Réjean Roy

English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

Oct 31, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

Maya is off to Paris with her mother to attend a haute couture fashion show of an
up-and-coming Acadian designer, Elise Bourque. But her elderly cat, Mitain, is not
well and Maya is worried that she won’t be there when she gets back. She’s also
worried about missing her father’s trip to port because he is working on the
Queen Mary II.
The Paris fashion scene is bound to delight young readers, and the loss of a
beloved pet will tug at their heartstrings.
9780987747051
English
5.5 x 8 x 0.15 in

This early chapter book is beautifully illustrated by Réjean Roy, and the
endpapers resemble a passport to go with the travel theme. It is a translation of
the Bouton d’or Acadie title Maya et Mitain : De Saint-Jean à Paris.

68 pages
Chocolate River Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Travel
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
arts
Grade Level: 4-6, P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Mermaid Warrior Squad

Notes

By (author) Karin Adams , Illustrated by Janine Carrington
Aug 15, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

Shy Dylan arrives at a summer arts camp and immediately connects with
flamboyant Coral. They bond over the aquatic theme of the camp and a drive to
create comic books. The two girls plan a comic book about lifeguards who are
transformed into mermaids and fight for eco-justice in the sea.

9781459411463
English
b&w comic strip style illustrations
throughout
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
152 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories
Audience

At first Dylan wishes she could be more outgoing, like Coral. But Coral's tendency
to appear loud and foolish pushes Dylan back behind the scenes, where she has
always been comfortable. When Coral draws the attention of the camp mean girls
and a boy who is determined to prank the camp's final show, Dylan has a decision
to make. Should she stay on the bullies' good side, or should she step out of her
comfort zone to save Coral and the show?
Using comic-book illustrations starring Dylan's and Coral's alter egos, this book
combines humorous text with an exciting but quite real-life comic-book
adventure.
Contributor Bio
KARIN ADAMS is the author of Frostbite Hotel, Lights! Curtains! Cows!, No TV?
No Fair!, and My Best Friend Is a Viral Dancing Zombie. She shares her passion
for creative writing with young people through Manitoba's Artists in the Schools
program and in her popular library workshops. Karin has also worked as an
instructor at the University of Winnipeg. She lives in East St. Paul, Manitoba.
JANINE CARRINGTON specializes in illustration. She was taught the basics of
drawing at an early age by her father and continued her artistic education at the
Etobicoke School of the Arts, and Ontario College of Art and Design. She lives in
Toronto, Ontario.

Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
exact 3, Reading age from 7 - 8
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 620L
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

English Language Arts

Reviews
"Readers will identify with Dylan's difficulties in navigating social situations ... The
combination of graphic novel and chapter book, as well as the short chapters and
appealing narrative make Mermaid Warrior Squad an excellent choice for
reluctant readers." - Christine McCrea, librarian,, CM: Canadian Review of
Materials
"Though the plot is somewhat predictable, the characters are well developed and
will appeal to readers who may see themselves (or a friend) in Dylan and Coral.
The struggles Dylan faces with bullies, identity and shyness are age appropriate
and well written." - Ana Malespin, Resource Links

Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Priority Area Tags: gender
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Minegoo: The Mi'Kmaq Creation Story of Prince Edward
Island
By (author) Sandra Dodge
May 31, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

9781927502853
English
8 x 10 in
32 pages
Acorn Press

He sends His messenger,
Loon,
to tell Kluskap,
“Take Minegoo and place
her in the most beautiful
spot on earth.”
Kluscap’s two helpers,
Eagle and Whale,
help him search the
wide world over.
They fly here.
They swim there.
They look under mountains
and over valleys.
They search every inch of
Mother Earth
until they come to...
The Singing Waters

English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status, language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies - History, Social
Studies - Mi''kmaq Studies, Mi''kmaw
Language
Grade Level: P-2

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / People &
Places / Canada / Native Canadian
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) to 4 - 8
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Moose's Roof

Notes

By (author) Jennifer Maruno , Illustrated by Laurel Keating
Mar 20, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

Until he discovered a park pavilion, Moose never knew life beneath a roof. His
friends Beaver, Bear and Squirrel, however, all seemed to be roof experts. Moose
decides to put his antlers to good use. With his friends' help, he soon has a
permanent roof over his head. But it becomes more trouble than worth. Moose
can't lie down to sleep, can't balance when he walks and can't reach the tender
weeds at the bottom of the pond. His friends can only offer advice from the life
they know, which is no help at all to tired, cranky Moose.When a sudden storm
blows his roof away, his aches and pains disappear. Moose gets a good night sleep
and eats a wonderful weedy breakfast. He realizes the sky over his head is roof
enough for him.
9781771031004
English
8 x 10 x 0 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Deer, Moose & Caribou
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Maruno began her publishing career with award winning educational
materials for The Peel District School Board and the Ontario Ministry of
Education. She is one of the authors of Explorations, a mathematics program for
Addison-Wesley of Canada, and worked with TVO in developing teaching
materials for the television show Mathica's Mathshop. For her contributions to
educational writing, she received the Federation of Women Teachers Writing
Award, the National Council of Teachers Award of Excellence and The Award of
Merit from the National School Public Relations Association. She holds a Masters
of Education, Principal's and Primary Specialists certification and is a graduate of
the Institute of Children's Literature and the Humber School of Writers summer
program.Her short stories have appeared in a variety of children's magazines in
Great Britain, United States and Canada. Born in Niagara Falls, Ontario, Jennifer
came from a book loving family. She worked as a library helper in the old red brick
library on Victoria Avenue while attending Valley Way Public school. Her
childhood ambition was to have a book with her name on the spine sitting on the
shelf.Her first children's novel, When the Cherry Blossoms Fell won nominations
for the Hackmatack and Young Readers of Canada Awards.Educator, researcher
Reviews
"…an excellent choice for a rich read-aloud and discussions in the classroom about
shelter, animals or about being a friend. - CM Magazine

Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Science
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Formac First Novels

English Language Arts
Notes

Morgan on Ice
By (author) Ted Staunton , Illustrated by Bill Slavin
Sep 18, 2013 | Hardcover , Cloth over boards |

Best Books for Kids & Teens - Canadian Children's Book Centre 2014 2014, Commended

Priority Area Tags: gender
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Morgan doesn't like to skate, and he's determined not to learn. What he really
wants to do is go to see Monster Truck-A-Rama with Charlie. Aldeen is not
impressed since Morgan already agreed to go to Princesses on Ice with her. Can
Morgan keep everyone happy, or is he skating on thin ice?
9781459502895
English
b&w illustrations
5 x 7.5 x 1 in
56 pages
Formac

Morgan is at his loveable best in this wry, humourous, true-to-life story.
Contributor Bio
TED STAUNTON lives in Port Hope, Ontario. He has written numerous children?
s books, many of which have been selected as Canadian Children's Book Centre
Best Books for Kids & Teens.

Formac Publishing Company Limited

Subject

BILL SLAVIN has illustrated over forty books for children. He lives in Millbrook,
Ontario.

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship
Reviews
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 2 - 3, Reading age from 6 - 9
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 610
Distributor

"Kids will love the latest addition to the series, written with Ted Staunton's dry wit
and humour ... the perfect transition into first novels." - Sandra O'Brien,
Canadian Children's Booknews
"This short beginning chapter book hits the mark with its plot, characterization, and
vocabulary. The writing style and reading level is consistent, making it an excellent
choice for children ready to transition to chapter books ... Morgan and Aldeen's
tumultuous relationship is very realistic and their interactions are often hilarious.
This series is a great addition to any elementary school library." Rated G: good
even great at times! - Nicole Rowlinson, Resource Links
"Ted Staunton's titles in the First Novels series are entertaining and captivating ...
ideal for children just beginning to read chapter books. Detailed illustrations also
help highlight the story's plot and tone. The Morgan books are a great addition to
all school libraries." Highly Recommended 4/4 stars - CM

Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Be Brave, Morgan!

English Language Arts
Notes

Morgan on Ice
By (author) Ted Staunton , Illustrated by Bill Slavin
Feb 01, 2018 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Best Books for Kids & Teens - Canadian Children's Book Centre 2014 2014, Commended

Priority Area Tags: ability/disability
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Morgan doesn't like to skate, and he's determined not to learn. What he really
wants to do is go to see Monster Truck-A-Rama with Charlie. Aldeen is not
impressed since Morgan already agreed to go to Princesses on Ice with her. Can
Morgan avoid conflict and keep everyone happy, or is he skating on thin ice?
9781459505049
English
b&w illustrations
5 x 7.5 x 0.5 in
96 pages
Formac

With a situation young readers will recognize and enjoy, and a character they can
easily identify with, this is a book that will appeal to kids starting to read on their
own. The dyslexia-friendly features of the book include easier-to-read
typography, page layout, and reduced-contrast paper stock, along with
illustrations on every double-page spread that enhance the text.
Contributor Bio

Formac Publishing Company Limited

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories

TED STAUNTON has written numerous books for young people, including books
featuring Morgan and his group of friends.
BILL SLAVIN is a celebrated illustrator who lives in Millbrook, Ontario. He has
illustrated over 40 books for children, including The Cat Came Back.

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 8, Grade (US)
exact 2, Reading age from 6 - 7
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 610L
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

Reviews
"Kids will love the latest addition to the series, written with Ted Staunton's dry wit
and humour ... the perfect transition into first novels." - Sandra O'Brien,
Canadian Children's Booknews
"This short beginning chapter book hits the mark with its plot, characterization, and
vocabulary. The writing style and reading level is consistent, making it an excellent
choice for children ready to transition to chapter books ... Morgan and Aldeen's
tumultuous relationship is very realistic and their interactions are often hilarious.
This series is a great addition to any elementary school library." Rated G: good
even great at times! - Nicole Rowlinson, Resource Links
"Ted Staunton's titles in the First Novels series are entertaining and captivating ...
ideal for children just beginning to read chapter books. Detailed illustrations also
help highlight the story's plot and tone. The Morgan books are a great addition to
all school libraries." Highly Recommended 4/4 stars - CM

Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Be Brave, Morgan!

English Language Arts
Notes

Morgan the Brave
By (author) Ted Staunton , By (author) Will Staunton , Illustrated by Bill
Slavin

Priority Area Tags: ability/disability

Sep 29, 2017 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts

CCBC Best Books for Kids & Teens 2018, Winner
Grade Level: P-2
Morgan's friend Curtis is throwing the birthday party to end all birthday parties.
Everyone in grade three will be there. But when Curtis announces that he?s going
to show Brain Eater, the scariest movie EVER, Morgan is nervous — he doesn?t
like scary movies. Can Morgan overcome his fear and still have fun at the party?
9781459504974
English
b&w illustrations
5 x 7.5 x 0.5 in
96 pages
Formac

With a situation young readers will recognize and enjoy, and a character they can
easily identify with, this is a book that will appeal to kids starting to read on their
own. The dyslexia-friendly features of the book include easier-to-read
typography, page layout, and reduced-contrast paper stock, along with
illustrations on every double-page spread that enhance the text.
Contributor Bio

Formac Publishing Company Limited

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories
Audience

TED and WILL STAUNTON are a father and son team who have collaborated on
many projects—this is their second book together. TED has written numerous
books for young people, including books featuring Morgan and his group of
friends. Ted also writes and plays music with many people, including his son Will
and other members of the Maple Leaf Champions Jug Band. His website is
www.tedstauntonbooks.com. WILL spends much of his time driving back and
forth across Canada playing music with his rock/bluegrass band, Union Duke. In
between trips, he lives in Toronto with his wife and teaches music. His website is
www.willstaunton.com.

Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 8, Grade (US)
exact 2, Reading age from 6 - 7
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 590L
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

BILL SLAVIN is a celebrated illustrator who lives in Millbrook, Ontario. He has
illustrated over 40 books for children, including The Cat Came Back.
Reviews
"The large print and drawings on every two page spread will appeal to early
readers ... The illustration and layout are also billed as 'dyslexia friendly,' making
the book attractive on many levels." - Christine McCrea,, CM: Canadian Review
of Materials
"Morgan' predicament will be relateable to many young readers, as well as his
experiences with peer pressure and teasing. It's reassuring to know that everyone
gets scared sometimes, as Morgan himself realizes by the end of the birthday
party!" - Alice Albarda, Resource Links

Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Morgan's Boat Ride

Notes

By (author) Hugh MacDonald , Illustrated by Anna Bald
Aug 01, 2014 | Paperback , Trade |

Morgan and her dog head out on an accidental journey down the river that flows
past the summer cottage where they holiday with Morgan's mother. As they float
along the river they observe landscape and life on the water, various birds and
people enjoying the activities the river has to offer. But the story is not only about
their adventure, it is also about community, about how all the people who see them
drifting past hurry off to make sure that they come to no danger. The story ends at
the local wharf where the entire community comes together to celebrate their
adventure and their safe return.

9781894838962
English
9 x 9 in
24 pages
Acorn Press

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Hugh MacDonald is a poet, editor, childrens’ author and novelist Hugh MacDonald
of Brudenell was poet laureate for Prince Edward Island from Jan 1, 2010, until
Dec 31, 2012. Morgan’s Boat Ride is his 14th book as author and editor.
MacDonald was perhaps best known to Islanders as the P.E.I. representative for
Random Acts of Poetry which has brought poetry to the streets and workplaces
across Canada. He has received several awards including the L.M. Montgomery
Children’s Literature Award for Chung Lee Loves Lobsters, and a first prize for
poetry from the Writers Federation of Nova Scotia. In 2004, he was presented
with the Award for Distinguished Contribution to the Literary Arts on Prince
Edward Island. He lives near Montague, PEI with his wife, Sandra.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Be Brave, Morgan!

Notes

Morgan's Got Game
By (author) Ted Staunton , Illustrated by Bill Slavin
Feb 01, 2018 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Morgan is left out of the loop when everyone begins bringing their Robogamer
Z7?s to school, linking up online with one another and playing at recess and lunch.
Even Aldeen, the Godzilla of Grade Three, has one. But when the other kids start
to suspect that Aldeen is faking her gaming, Morgan has to decide whether or not
to stand up to the bullies who are teasing her.

9781459505087
English
b&w illustrations
5 x 7.5 x 0.5 in
96 pages
Formac

With a situation young readers will recognize and enjoy, and a character they can
easily identify with, this is a book that will appeal to kids starting to read on their
own. The dyslexia-friendly features of the book include easier-to-read
typography, page layout, and reduced-contrast paper stock, along with
illustrations on every double-page spread that enhance the text.
Contributor Bio
TED STAUNTON has written numerous books for young people, including books
featuring Morgan and his group of friends.

Formac Publishing Company Limited

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 8, Grade (US)
exact 2, Reading age from 6 - 7
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 600L
Distributor

English Language Arts

BILL SLAVIN is a celebrated illustrator who lives in Millbrook, Ontario. He has
illustrated over 40 books for children, including The Cat Came Back.

Reviews
"Ted Staunton is a wonderful writer for young people... For children learning to
read chapter books, and particularly for those than enjoy humorous tales,
Morgan's Got Game is definitely a great choice." - Lisa Case, CM: Canadain
Review of Materials
"A funny look on how social gaming can pressure kids into following the crowd." Cassandra Adams, Educator
"As a simple, early reading novel for kids, Morgan's Got Game does the job
admirably well. It's relevant to a child's life and interests and makes friendships and
doing the right thing the center point of the plot ... Compelling and ultimately very
readable for kids. And most importantly in a novel written for young kids, it's just a
fun read about something that is a major part of a typical kid's life in today's
society." - Jancee Wright, Librarian at ITT Technical Institute, NetGalley
Reviewer

Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Priority Area Tags: ability/disability
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Muinjij Becomes a Man

Notes

By (author) Saqamaw Misel Joe

Priority Area Tags: ethnicity

May 28, 2003 | Paperback , Trade |

Muinji’j has been waiting all his life to make this trip with his grandfather-a trip to
the city to sell rich otter, beaver and muskrat pelts and bring back supplies to the
village. It’s a long expedition that tests Muinji’j’s reserves of strength, patience and
maturity. Just as he thinks he and his niskamij have faced all of their challenges, the
worst happens-his naskamij falls ill. Although Muinji’j gathers the medicine his
grandfather asks for, it doesn’t help fast enough. Both of them realize that there is
only one solution: Muinji’j must continue the jou ey alone. He must face the
challenges and mysteries of a city he has never seen, and retu to help his
grandfather as well as his village that relies on him.
Mi’kmaq Translation now available: Muinji’j Ji’nmua’sit
9781550811674
English
5.25 x 7.5 in

Now available as an interactive, online story on Second Life.
Key Themes: Cultural Diversity, Language, Family, Mi’kmaq Culture, Spirituality,
Wisdom

64 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / People &
Places / United States / Native
American
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
UTP Distribution

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Saqamaw Mi’sel Joe is the chief of the Miawpukek Mi’kamawey Mawi’omi -Conne
River Mi’kmaq Tribal Nation in Newfoundland. The Miawpukek Band Reserve,
which is the only one recognized in Newfoundland, has an on reserve population of
approximately 700 people. The reserve is located on the south east shore of
Newfoundland. The reserve covers an area of some 14 square miles. It lies 560 km
from the capital city of St. John’s and 180 km from the nearest services center,
Grand Falls. Saqamaw Mi’sel Joe was born in Miawpukek on June 4, 1947 into a
strong Mi’kmaq family; both his grandfather and uncle have held the office of
hereditary Saqamaw. He has been educated in all the Mi’kmaq ways and traditions.

Reviews
A trip for supplies becomes an unexpected challenge of strength and courage in
this novel for middle readers. This simple and gentle story by first-time author
Mi'sel Joe offers a glimpse of Mi'kmaq life in Newfoundland early in the 20th
century. Clara Dunn's black and white sketches provide a visual sense of the
characters and life on the land. With it’s curriculum friendly themes… it's
emphasis on strong values and a humourous encounter, Muinji'j Becomes a Man
has appeal for teachers, parents and children alike. - Quill & Quire
Young readers will leave this novel wiser in the ways of early 20th-century native
life and spiritual values. - Susan Perren, the Globe and Mail
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
My Two Grandmothers

Notes

By (author) Diane Carmel Leger , Illustrated by Jean-Luc Trudel
Apr 05, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

New Brunswick Book Awards, Alice Kitts Memorial Award for
Excellence in Children's Writing 2017, Short-listed
Acadian Mémère and Scottish Nannie seem to have nothing in common but their
grandchildren, but in this endearing picture book from bestselling author Diane
Carmel Léger and noted illustrator Jean-Luc Trudel, difference is celebrated. A
co-publication with New Brunswick’s award-winning Bouton d’or Acadie and
simultaneously published in French, Nannie and Mémère is a whimsically
illustrated, heartwarming tale of the special relationship between grandparents
and grandchildren, and a celebration of family, of all shapes and sizes.
9781771084000
English
10.75 x 9.5 x 0.1 in

Contributor Bio

32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Family /
Multigenerational
Audience
Juvenile

English Language Arts

For twenty years, Diane Carmel Léger lived in Victoria, British Columbia, where
she taught French Immersion and wrote books in both French and English.Yet, it
was her homesickness for the Maritimes that led her to writing over 25 years ago.
Diane is now living near her native village of Memramcook which was called labutte-à-Pétard before the deportation of 1755. Her first book, La butte à Pétard,
is an Acadian bestseller.
Jean-Luc Trudelis an artist from Montreal, Québec, specializing in children’s book
illustration. His most recent book, Ma petit boule d’amour, written by Jasmine
Dubé,was nominated for the Prix des libraires du Quebec in 2014.

Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: ethnicity
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Acadian Studies
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Mystery in the Frozen Lands

Notes

By (author) Martyn Godfrey , Introduction by Ken McGoogan
Feb 27, 2015 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Resource Links The Year's Best - Fiction Grades 7-12 2015, Winner
It's 1857, and teenager Peter Griffin joins a sea mission to solve a world-famous
mystery: what really happened to arctic explorer Sir John Franklin. Franklin and
his crew of 128 men had sailed from England twelve years earlier in search of the
Northwest Passage, a sea route through the Arctic between the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans. Mysteriously, the entire Franklin expedition disappeared without
a trace.
9781459408432
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
168 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Historical /
Canada / General
Audience
Young Adult
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 14, Grade (US)
from 3 - 8, Reading age from 8 - 14

Based on true events and real people, Peter's fictional first-person account brings
this Arctic adventure to new life. His journal details the long, dark days cooped up
on board the ship, the ever-present dangers lurking in the forbidding, icy
landscape, and the sadness that he and his shipmates experience as they come
closer to realizing the ultimate end of Franklin and his men.
In his introduction, Ken McGoogan provides readers with background on the
dramatic 2014 discovery of the wreck of Franklin's HMS Erebus and connects
these events to the story of the 1857 expedition.
[Fry reading level - 2.7
Contributor Bio
MARTYN GODFREY was one of Canada's most popular writers of fiction for
young people. He wrote over forty books, including the Lorimer Sports Stories
title Baseball Crazy and Plan B Is Total Panic, also published by Lorimer.
KEN MCGOOGAN is the internationally published, award-winning author of
eleven books and is well known for his biographical narratives centred on Arctic
exploration. His books have won numerous literary awards, including the Writers'
Trust of Canada Biography Prize, the Canadian Authors' Association History
Award, the UBC Medal for Canadian Biography, and the Pierre Berton Award for
Popular History.
Reviews

Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 710L
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

English Language Arts

"Martyn Godfrey first published this book in 1988 and it has stood the test of time
well. A fine introductory essays by Ken McGoogan explains some of the
developments that have taken place in the twenty-seven years between the earlier
publication and this later edition. Rated E, excellent." - Joan Givner,,
Resource Links
"Lorimer?s Hi-Lo Readers are excellent for readers who are ready for deeper
material. The books are over 100 pages, but the storytelling is accomplished with
direct sentences that maintain a vivid level of description and information. Give
this one to your historical fiction fans and watch them tear through it." - Mom
Read It
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Priority Area Tags: race
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies - History
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Newfoundland and Labrador Colouring Book
By (author) Jennifer Morgan

English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

Jun 15, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

Cuffs and vamps and mummers—Oh my! The Newfoundland and Labrador
Colouring Book has puffins and moose and icebergs by the boat load. Get your
crayons out and have a time colouring your way through beautiful Newfoundland
and Labrador!

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

9781550816549
English
B&W illustrations
8 x 10 x 0.25 in
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 0 - 15
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

English Language Arts
Notes

Not Out

Priority Area Tags: race

By (author) Dirk McLean
Sep 12, 2012 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Best Book for Kids & Teens Selection (Canadian Children's Book
Centre) 2013, Commended

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

9781459401761
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
144 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject

Since Dexter’s parents’ death, he’s been living with his aunt in her Scarborough
apartment. Even though it’s been two years, Dexter is still struggling to control his
anger and so far the best way for him to do this is through sports. Then one day he
snaps and attacks the pitcher during a baseball game, and Dexter suddenly finds
himself off the team. His aunt gives him two options: find another sports team, or
go back to trombone lessons. But no other coach seems willing to give Dexter and
his now-legendary temper a chance.
Dexter’s best friend, Atul, suggests that he try out for the school’s cricket squad,
but Dexter’s not so sure. Despite his Caribbean heritage, he knows almost
nothing about cricket, and thinks it’s a wimpy sport anyway. But he finds that his
batting skills from baseball translate effortlessly, and Dex makes the team with
ease. He even starts to enjoy himself — but the cricket squad captain, jealous of
his natural skill, soon makes his life more difficult than before. Dexter must find a
way to control his anger and come to terms with both his new sport and his new
life.

JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Death & Dying
Contributor Bio
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

DIRK McLEAN is the author of children’s picture books. He has also written radio
drama and stage plays which have toured southern Ontario elementary schools.
Dirk was born in Trinidad, but now lives in Toronto, Ontario.

Reviews
"McLean incorporates humour and a romantic interest for Dexter... Most
heartwarming is Dexter's gradual acceptance of the loss of his parents" Rated G good, even great at times, generally useful! - Patricia Jermey, Resource Links
"The story is very good... I appreciated McLean's skill in creating a character who
based his self-esteem in sport and who is struggling to find meaning elsewhere
since the death of his parents. McLean shows a real strength in showing readers
Dexter's world-view." Recommended - John Dryden, CM: Canadian Review of
Materials
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories 52

Notes

Off the Wall

Priority Area Tags: gender

By (author) Camilla Reghelini Rivers
Aug 10, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Digest |

Indoor soccer is what Lizzie does best. At school other kids bug her and her teacher
thinks she's a troublemaker, but during a game she feels focused, free.
Lately, however, her younger sister Shelby has taken up the game. Shelby's a nice
kid, but she leads a charmed life--she copies everything Lizzie does, then does it
better. Soon Shelby is a soccer star and her team is challenging Lizzie's in
tournament play. When the girls are pitted against each other on the field, hurt
feelings fuel a brutal competition, with dangerous results.

9781552778418

English Language Arts

Off the Wall shows the difficulty of acknowledging the best qualities in those we
love, and in ourselves.

English
5 x 7.75 x 0.25 in
152 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Family /
Siblings
Audience
Education
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 13, Grade (US)
from 3 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Physical Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories 43

Notes

Offside!

Priority Area Tags: gender

By (author) Sandra Diersch
Aug 10, 2011 | Paperback , Digest |

Alecia's Vancouver soccer team, the Burrards, are a good, hard-fighting squad--her
teammates are her friends and her coach is her loving step-dad.

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education

When Lexi, a new kid, joins the team, her bad attitude makes things fall apart fast.
Alecia decides to find out what makes Lexi so difficult, and to hold the team
together, on the field and off.

Grade Level: 4-6

Offside! shows how embracing unexpected change can make teams, and players,
stronger.
Contributor Bio
9781552778517
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.25 in
136 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

English Language Arts

SANDRA DIERSCH has written nine other books for kids and teens, including No
Contact and Home Court Advantage, which is a Canadian Children's Book Centre
Best Books for Kids and Teens selection. She lives in Maple Ridge, BC, with her
husband and young daughter.

Subject

Audience
Education
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
One Wonderful Fine Day for a Sculpin Named Sam
By (author) Al Pittman , Illustrated by Shawn O’Hagan
Apr 10, 2013 | Hardcover , Sewn |

Sam, the colourful sculpin, is different. And on one warm summer day, he swims
through an underwater community teeming with lively fish of all shapes and sizes.
But Sam doesn’t look like anyone else. He feels lonely. Until he finds Sara, his
perfect match, in a world where everyone is different in their own way. Al
Pittman’s classic story, vibrantly illustrated by Shawn O’Hagan, is a perennial
favourite. Breakwater Books is proud to make One Wonderful Fine Day for a
Sculpin Named Sam available in a new edition for a whole new generation of
readers.

9780919948860
English
8 x 10.12 x 0.25 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Fishes

Contributor Bio
Al Pittman was a prolific author of poetry, drama, and children’s literature, and the
winner of many literary awards, including the Stephen Leacock Centennial Award
and the Lydia Campbell Award for Writing. A longtime resident of Corner Brook,
NL, Pittman passed away in 2001, at the age of sixty-one. Pittman's numerous
awards include the Stephen Leacock Centennial Award, the Lydia Campbell Award
for Writing, and the Writers’ Alliance of Newfoundland and Labrador Book Award
for Poetry.
Shawn O’Hagan was born in Toronto and has made her home in Newfoundland.
She has illustrated seven children’s books including Flights of Magic by John
Steffler, which was nominated for a Governor General’s Award for Children’s
Book Illustration, and Robert Munch’s Get Me Another One.

Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
One Wonderful Fine Day for a Sculpin Named Sam
By (author) Al Pittman , Illustrated by Shawn O’Hagan
Apr 23, 2014 | Paperback , Trade |

Sam, the colourful sculpin, is different. And on one warm summer day, he swims
through an underwater community teeming with lively fish of all shapes and sizes.
But Sam doesn’t look like anyone else. He feels lonely. Until he finds Sara, his
perfect match, in a world where everyone is different in their own way. Al
Pittman’s classic story, vibrantly illustrated by Shawn O’Hagan, is a perennial
favourite. Breakwater Books is proud to make One Wonderful Fine Day for a
Sculpin Named Sam available in a new edition for a whole new generation of
readers.

9781550814156
English
8 x 10.12 x 0.25 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Fishes

Contributor Bio
Al Pittman was a prolific author of poetry, drama, and children’s literature, and the
winner of many literary awards, including the Stephen Leacock Centennial Award
and the Lydia Campbell Award for Writing. A longtime resident of Corner Brook,
NL, Pittman passed away in 2001, at the age of sixty-one. Pittman's numerous
awards include the Stephen Leacock Centennial Award, the Lydia Campbell Award
for Writing, and the Writers’ Alliance of Newfoundland and Labrador Book Award
for Poetry.
Shawn O’Hagan was born in Toronto and has made her home in Newfoundland.
She has illustrated seven children’s books including Flights of Magic by John
Steffler, which was nominated for a Governor General’s Award for Children’s
Book Illustration, and Robert Munch’s Get Me Another One.

Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
UTP Distribution

74

English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Out of Sight
By (author) Robert Rayner
Aug 10, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Digest |

Linh-Mai has always admired the acrobatic moves of her soccer teams goalie -Flyin' Brian. But her admiration becomes concern when an eye disease causes
Brian to start losing his vision. She's determined to help Brian keep playing for as
long as possible. But as his eyesight continues to deteriorate, it becomes clear that,
to be a true friend, Linh-Mai must help Brian accept that some things are going to
change.

9781552778432
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.25 in

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
ROBERT RAYNER is a former elementary school principal in St. George, New
Brunswick. He is the author of a set of soccer Sports Stories about a gang of
soccer-mad kids from fictional Brunswick Valley. Of these sports novels, Walker's
Runners was nominated for the Ann Connor Brimer Award, Just for Kicks and
Falling Star were both Hackmatack Award nominees, and Suspended and Miss
Little's Losers Canadian Children's Book Centre Our Choice selections.

138 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 13, Grade (US)
from 3 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Priority Area Tags: ability/disablity,
gender
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Owen's Pirate Adventure

Notes

By (author) Patti Larsen , Illustrated by Shaun Patterson
Jul 18, 2013 | Paperback , Trade |

Every kid wants to be a pirate, don't they? Owen's nighttime prayer to be a pirate
attracts the attention of a crew who whisk him away on their magical flying ship.
But the pirate's life isn't what he expected-especially when they are attacked by a
rival vessel, a hungry sea monster before angering a storm cloud. Owen recruits his
new monster friend to rescue him and return him home.
Contributor Bio

9781894838955
English
8 x 9 x 0.13 in
32 pages
Acorn Press

Patti Larsen is an award-winning middle grade and young adult author with a
passion for the paranormal. Her YA thriller series, The Hunted, is available now.
Book one of that series, RUN, is a recent recipient of the 2012 PEI Book Awards
for Fiction. Ten books of her very popular Hayle Coven Novels, beginning with
Family Magic, are also out now. Her YA steampunk series, Blood and Gold, can be
found on Amazon, along with her YA paranormal novel, Best Friends Forever, The
Diamond City Trilogy, The Clone Chronicles and more. Her middle grade novel,
The Ghost Boy of MacKenzie House (Acorn Press), is available now. She is a full
time writer and a part time teacher of her Get Your Book Done program. Patti
lives on the East Coast of Canada with her very patient husband and four massive
cats.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General

English Language Arts

With a BFA and MBA, Shaun Patterson’s professional experience working in the

Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

English Language Arts
Notes

Pick and Roll

Priority Area Tags: race, gender

By (author) Kelsey Blair
Mar 19, 2014 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Jazz Smith-Mohapatra is the toughest and best player on her basketball team -Arts, Physical Education
and this year she's determined to lead the team to a championship win. But in the
last game of the regular season, Jazz sets an offensive move called a pick and roll. A
player on the other team doesn't see it coming; she crashes into Jazz, and then onto Grade Level: 4-6
the floor. Though it's a play that Jazz has done many times, she's never hurt anyone
before. Now there's going to be a Fair Play Commission hearing to determine
whether the play was legal or not. But even worse than the possibility of being
suspended for the playoffs, Jazz's teammates are suddenly questioning her
physical style of play and whether the team can make it all the way to the pennant
without her. [Fry reading level - 3.0
9781459406025
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
136 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Sports &
Recreation / Basketball
Audience

Contributor Bio
KELSEY BLAIR played varsity women's basketball at the University of British
Columbia. During that time she was team captain for four years, leading her team
to two Canadian Interuniversity Sport National Championships. She later played
professional basketball in Sweden for two years before returning to Vancouver,
British Columbia, where she now works full time as a writer.
Reviews
"A slam dunk for girls who love sports, and an excellent example of diversity
without flag-waving." - Jeanne Fredriksen,, Booklist
"This story, like others in the [Lorimer Sports Stories series, uses sport as the
central theme to tell an engaging, relevant story for young readers.... There are
some good lessons about friendship, learning to move on after a setback, and
playing on a team." - Jaclyn McLean,, Resource Links

Juvenile
Audience range

"I found it very fascinating and would be happy to put it on the shelves at my
library." - Damera Blincoe,, Librarian, NetGalley Reviewer

Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Piper

Notes

By (author) Jacqueline Halsey

Priority Area Tags: ethnicity

May 16, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

It's 1773 and twelve-year-old Dougal Cameron and his whole family are set to
sail away from their Scotland home forever. When tragedy strikes, the family
must decide whether or not to make the trip without Dougal's father. Once the
ship departs, Dougal is drawn to the haunting sounds of the lone piper on board.
(The instrument, while still illegal in their homeland at the time, was brought
aboard to keep spirits up.) When a violent storm knocks the Hector two weeks off
course, Dougal's dream of becoming a piper has to take a back seat to keeping his
three little sisters alive.

9781771086059
English
5 x 7.5 x 0.5 in
176 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject

Author Jacqueline Halsey spares no detail in this inspiring story of the brigantine
that brought the first Scottish immigrants to Nova Scotia, focusing on its difficult
journey, and the strong-willed and determined individuals who risked it all to call
Nova Scotia home.
Contributor Bio
Jacqueline Halsey lives in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia. In her books, she retells
historical events through the eyes of children. Peggy's Letters and Explosion
Newsie were both on the CCBC ? Best Books for Children and Teens lists. When
not writing, she spends her time teaching English to newcomers and helping take
care of McNabs Island, a place overflowing with history.

JUVENILE FICTION / Historical /
Canada / Pre-Confederation
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor

English Language Arts

Reviews
"This recommended title would make an excellent cross-curricular read for a unit
on settlement, pioneers, or migration. It would also be eye-opening to compare
and contrast Dougal's experience on the ship with that of slaves being brought
from Africa." —Resource Links (NL)
"Piper invites comparison between the historical experiences of Highland Scots in
Nova Scotia and the current experiences of other groups around the world." —
National Reading Campaign

Nimbus Publishing
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies - History
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Pirate Gran

Notes

By (author) Geraldine Durrant , Illustrator by Rose Forshall
Jul 12, 2011 | Paperback , Trade |

Pirating isn’t the life for everyone, but Gran says it`s a career more girls should
think about. Meet Gran – who`s been a pirate since she was a young girl! With a
pet crocodile who sleeps under her bed and a wicked sense of humour, knowing
Gran is never dull! This witty and quirkily illustrated book will take kids on a
rollicking journey of pirating fun, and adults will struggle to contain their giggles.”
Key Themes: Grandparents, Feminism, Adventure
Contributor Bio

9781550813616
English
9.5 x 9.5 x 0.5 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Action &
Adventure / Pirates
Audience

Whenever her grandchildren asked her what she did, Geraldine Durrant teased
them that she was a pirate. In fact, she is a journalist living in England. Rose
Forshall has illustrated many articles for newspapers and magazines, including
The Guardian and The Independent on Sunday. Rose lives in London.

Reviews
“A feisty story, with plenty of pratfalls that older children will appreciate – and
some gentle feminism to please their mothers.” - Time Out - Time Out
“Rose Forshall’s comic-style illustrations provide a treasure trove of clues to
Gran's piratical past… Geraldine Durrant’s swashbuckling story of Gran’s
escapades and how she met and married Grandpa is awash with witty asides and
humour.” - Books for Keeps - Books for Keeps

Juvenile
Distributor

English Language Arts

"Pirate Gran [...] is indisputable truth, picture book confirmation, that grannies
were once unbridled girls, bold maidens, bodacious damsels, not homespun
grannies knitting in their rockers." - Harold Walters, the Southern Gazette

UTP Distribution
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Pirate Gran Goes For Gold

Notes

By (author) Geraldine Durrant , Illustrated by Rose Forshall
Sep 26, 2013 | Paperback , Trade |

Gran’s back. And this time she is going for Gold! In her second book, Pirate Gran’s
got wind of the Olympics—and in her latest adventure with old shipmate Fingers
O’Malley, her long-suffering croc and the rest of the crew, she’s dead-set on
becoming World Champion Gran… FEISTIER, SPRYER, WRONG-ER – whatever it
takes, Gran is going to finish first.
"A ‘swashbuckling story… awash with witty asides and humour’" -- Books for
Keeps
Contributor Bio
9781550814460
English
8.5 x 5.5 x 0.25 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

English Language Arts

Whenever her grandchildren asked her what she did, Geraldine Durrant always
teased them that she was a pirate. In fact, she is a journalist living in England.
Rose Forshall has illustrated many articles for newspapers and magazines,
including The Guardian and The Independent on Sunday. Rose lives in London.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Action &
Adventure / Pirates
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P -2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories 73

Notes

Play On

Priority Area Tags: race, gender

By (author) Sandra Diersch
Aug 10, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Digest |

Alecia is about to be adopted by a new stepfather, her soccer team, the Burrads, is
preparing for the championship game, and a cute new boy has arrived on the scene.
But there are even more changes on the horizon. The team's game is suffering as
the players get distracted by other interests. If the Burrads are to make it to the
finals, they must renew their commitment to their sport and to each other.
Play On is the satisfying conclusion to the acclaimed series that also includes
Offside! and Alecia's Challenge.

9781552778456
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.25 in

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
SANDRA DIERSCH has taught writing courses to British Columbia students and
aspiring adult writers. She has written eight books to date, including Offside! and
Home Court Advantage, both Canadian Children's Book Centre Our Choice
selections. She lives in Maple Ridge, B.C., with her husband and young daughter.
www.sandradiersch.com

118 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Physical Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Playing for Keeps

Priority Area Tags: ethnicity

By (author) Steven Sandor
Mar 21, 2012 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

One of the Year's Best for 2012 -- Resource Links 2012,
Commended
Hockey rules in Branko Stimac's new hometown, where its star players get the
royal treatment. Any other sport -- like soccer, where Branko excels -- is
considered second-rate. This means the sacrifices Branko's Croatian immigrant
father made so he can play in Canada go unnoticed, as does Branko's stellar
goalkeeping.
9781459400672
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
128 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

When Branko makes it onto the Edmonton Select team as the second-string
keeper, he keeps the accomplishment to himself, sure that no one in his home
town will care. But then a video of one of his spectacular saves gets posted on a
sports blog and goes viral. Suddenly Branko has more attention than he dreamed
of.
[Fry reading level - 3.7
Contributor Bio

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Sports &
Recreation / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

English Language Arts

STEVEN SANDOR is a professional sportswriter and magazine editor in
Edmonton, Alberta. His articles have appeared in Soccer 360 and Inside Soccer.
He also runs The 11, an online soccer magazine, and is the colour commentator
for FC Edmonton broadcasts.
Reviews
"Author Sandor deals with these issues in an appealingly realistic manner" Lesley Little, Resource Links
"An authentic portrayal of hockey versus soccer along with a convincing
immigrant story mark Playing For Keeps as truly Canadian." - Yahong Chi, CM:
Canadian Review of Materials
"a short, lively novel... This is a book about an Edmontonian soccer player and it
provides an accurate reflection of that community" - Benjamin Massey,
www.maple-leaf-forever.com
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories 40

English Language Arts
Notes

Queen of the Court

Priority Area Tags: gender

By (author) Michele Martin Bossley
Feb 15, 2011 | Paperback , Digest |

Canadian Children's Book Centre Our Choice Selection 2000,
Winner

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Physical Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Kallana's father has suddenly decided that joining the basketball team will be a
"character-building" experience for her. But she can't dribble, she can't sink a
basket, and worst of all, she will have to wear one of those hideous uniforms?
Contributor Bio
9781552776766
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
128 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Sports &
Recreation / Basketball
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10

MICHELE MARTIN BOSSLEY was born in Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A., but
grew up in Calgary from the time she was five. She is the author of ten other
children's books including Taking a Dive runner-up for the R. Ross Annett Award
in Children's Literature and The Perfect Gymnast nominated for the 1999
Manitoba Reader's Choice Award. One of her more recent books Pool Princess
has been nominated for a Golden Eagle Children's Choice Award. Michele has
been involved in both synchronized swimming and competitive swimming since
her teens. She has also coached young swimmers and draws on much of that
experience for her books.
Reviews
An excellent choice for preteen girls. Highly recommended. - Deborah Dowson,
Canadian Book Review Annual
Not everything is upbeat in the story. Sometimes things are desperately bad. The
good and the bad are well presented and I found myself pulling for this bully who
repents and learns to deal with unpleasant situations... this is a girl's counterpart to
Matt Christopher's books. - Jean Huff
Queen of the Court is about finding oneself and determining what is important...
The main character, like many her age, is fighting to fit in... As Kallana learns the
rules of the game, she also begins to discover who she is and to challenge her own
capabilities.

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Rebound

Priority Area Tags: gender

By (author) Adrienne Mercer
Feb 15, 2011 | Paperback , Digest |

Canadian Children's Book Centre Our Choice Selection 2003,
Winner
C.J.'s just been made captain of the basketball team?but her teammate, Debi, is not
impressed, and she seems determined to make C.J. miserable. Then C.J. wakes up
one morning barely able to stand up. How can she show Debi up when she can't
even make it onto the court?

9781552776742
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
104 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Sports &
Recreation / Basketball
Audience

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
ADRIENNE MERCER lives in Nanaimo, BC, where she works in communications.
In addition to writing sports novels for Lorimer, Adrienne also writes for magazines
and has contributed short stories to several anthologies. Rebound is a Canadian
Children's Book Centre Best Books for Kids & Teens selection.

Reviews
"The British Columbia setting, sympathetic adults, and a gutsy protagonist are all
assets in this fine addition to any juvenile collection. The hardcover edition would
be worth the extra cost." - Highlands Regional Library Cooperative Book
Evaluation Program
Nanaimo writer Adrienne Mercer scored a three-pointer with her first young
adult novel. - Chris Koehn, Nanaimo Daily News

Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Replay

Priority Area Tags: ethnicity

By (author) Steven Sandor
Mar 01, 2013 | Hardcover , Cloth over boards |

Growing up above his parents' Chinese family restaurant in Sexsmith, Alberta,
Warren Chen has always dreamed of being a football star. At 90 pounds and five
feet tall, he's not exactly built like a linebacker, but even short kids from tiny
towns have big dreams. At first the coach is reluctant to even let him try out, but
soon he sees Warren's strengths -- he is small, slippery, and no one can catch him.
Warren is named the team's new running back.

9781459403826
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
128 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

In their first game of the season, the Sexsmith Shamrocks face their biggest rivals,
Grande Prairie. In a breathtaking dash along the sideline, Warren reaches the end
zone to score the game-winning touchdown -- almost. But Warren celebrates
anyway, and the referee buys it. Sexsmith's losing streak is broken, and Warren
has proven himself worthy to be on the team, a genuine football star! But he
knows it's not quite the truth, and sooner or later, someone will find out. Warren
has to decide whether to come clean and cost his school the victory, or continue
living the smalltown football dream.
[Fry reading level - 3.5
Contributor Bio

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Values & Virtues
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10
Distributor

English Language Arts

STEVEN SANDOR is a professional sportswriter and magazine editor. He is also a
colour commentator for FC Edmonton broadcasts. He lives and writes in
Edmonton, Alberta.
Reviews
"Sandor's experiences as a sportswriter and broadcaster are evident, creating an
authentic basis for the story line. He effectively weaves strong life lessons about
winning, losing, and fair play into Warren's story in a manner that is subtle and
highly engaging." - Booklist (U.S.)
"In a well-written and compelling story, Sandor quietly explores ideas on how
important pro sports are to our world and how the win-at-all-costs attitude can
have a negative effect on children." - Wayne Arthurson, GigCity.ca news
magazine

Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Rescue Rider

Priority Area Tags: ethnicity, gender

By (author) Janet M. Whyte
Sep 08, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Trade |

Between showing the award-winning jumper Mirror Glider, working at South Hills
Stables, and washing dishes in her dad's South Asian family restaurant, thirteenyear-old Dev Rani doesn't always have a lot of time left for homework or a social
life. But when Mirror Glider has an accident and is forced to retire, Dev is suddenly
faced with a new problem: Zim, a promising, but very disturbed, rescue horse. Dev
is charged with convincing this troubled Arabian to become the jumper she knows
he can be. But first, she needs to learn more about this abandoned horse's history
— and things get more complicated than she bargained for.
Contributor Bio
9781552778685
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.25 in

English Language Arts

JANET M. WHYTE, a former horseback rider, now works as a library technician
at Langara College in Vancouver, British Columbia. She is the author of two
published novels, Charlie and Charlie on Tour, and a chapter book, Mr. Bert's
Story Time.

136 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Girls &
Women
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 10 - 13, Grade (US)
from 5 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Row Bot

Notes

By (author) B. A. Knowles
Apr 05, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

It is not every day you meet a rowboat-rowing Row Bot (say that three times fast),
but here he is. The word play is simply magnificent and the book is pure fun. You'll
find yourself reading it aloud over and over and over again. Written for kids 4-6
years-old, this book is original in every sense of the word. If your child might like to
meet a genial Row Bot, come on along for the ride.

English
5 x 7 in

Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Contributor Bio

9781772760408

English Language Arts

After completing a science degree at Dalhousie University, B.A. Knowles' career
path led her around the globe and back again. She lives along a dirt road
overlooking the waters of the Atlantic Ocean and just a stone's throw from where
she first spied the Row Bot. She now draws (literally) inspiration and motivation
from her husband and two young sons, their family exploits, and all the rhymes a
tub full of dirty dishes can evoke.

24 pages
MacIntyre Purcell Publishing

Subject
EDUCATION / Early Childhood
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 6
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Run for Your Life

Priority Area Tags: race, ethnicity,
religion, socioeconomic status

By (author) Trevor Kew
Apr 28, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

Best Books for Kids & Teens Starred Selection - Canadian Children's
Book Centre 2017, Winner
For Chris Khalili, cross-country running is all about winning. And the only way he
can hit top speed is by imagining scary figures chasing him through the woods
around his home in Victoria, B.C. When forest fires to the north cause mass
destruction, Chris doesn't see why he has to participate in the charity run to help
refugees from the fire, when he should be concentrating on winning the city finals.
9781459411906
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
120 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Sports &
Recreation / Track & Field

Audience range
Age (years) from 10 - 13, Grade (US)
exact 3, Reading age from 7 - 8
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 540L
Distributor

Priority Area Tags: race
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Social Studies - Mi''kmaq Studies
Grade Level: 7-9

Chris becomes friends with Jason, a First Nations kid whose family has been
displaced by the fire. He and Jason train together, but Chris is horrified that the
shadowy figures in his mind have become stereotypical scary Natives. Chris is
even more surprised by his dad's sudden interest in helping Jason and his family.
For the first time, Chris wonders about his father's emigration from Iran as a
young man, and starts to think about what it means to be a refugee and to have to
actually run for your life. But without the fear of being pursued to spur him on,
how will Chris win the big race?
Contributor Bio
TREVOR KEW is an English teacher and enthusiastic soccer goalkeeper. He is
also the author of six Lorimer Sports Stories novels, including Run for Your Life,
Bench Brawl, and Trading Goals. Trevor grew up in B.C. and now lives and works
in Japan.

Audience
Juvenile

English Language Arts

Reviews
"A highly recommended high-interest/low vocabulary title." ."
Resource Links Rating G - Good, even great at times, generally
useful!
- Angela Thompson, Resource Links
"An enjoyable read about running, friendship and descrimination." - Peter
Diggins, Reviewer ,, NetGalley
"An excellently written story that is perfect for middle-grade readers. A wellpaced story with hidden lessons. This book can teach priorities, acceptance, and
how important it is to stand up to bullies. Even readers who aren't sports fans can
enjoy reading this!" - Liliyana Shadowlyn, Reviewer,, NetGalley

Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Sea Glass Summer

Notes

By (author) Heidi Jardine Stoddart
Apr 05, 2016 | Hardcover , Dust jacket |

New Brunswick Book Awards, Alice Kitts Memorial Award for
Excellence in Children's Writing 2017, Short-listed
Molly loves searching for sea glass at Gram’s cottage. Each morning after
breakfast and tea, they wander the beach together, searching under driftwood, in
between pebbles, and in the surf for these ocean treasures. That is, until the day
the moving truck comes. Suddenly Molly finds herself spending autumn, winter,
and spring in a faraway city. When a surprise parcel arrives from Gram, Molly
wishes with all her might for another sea glass summer. Will her wish come true?
9781771082990
English
8 x 8 x 0.5 in
32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Lifestyles /
City & Town Life
Audience

English Language Arts

A gentle, lyrical story with vibrant paper-collage illustrations, Sea Glass Summer
explores the powerful lure of the ocean, and the meaningful treasures within.
Contributor Bio

Heidi Jardine Stoddart holds an MA in art education from the Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design, and she was an elementary school teacher where she
grew up in Kitchener-Waterloo, Ontario. Heidi currently lives in Rothesay, New
Brunswick, with her husband and their dog, Colby, who loves going to the beach.
She is the author and illustrator of East to the Sea, A Nothing-To-Do Day, and
Return to the Sea.

Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Shot in the Dark

Priority Area Tags: ability/disability

By (author) Janet M. Whyte
Apr 21, 2015 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Canadian Children's Book Centre Best Book for Kids and Teens
2015 2015, Winner
Nominated Red Cedar Award 2016-2017 2016, Nominated
Chocolate Lily Book Award 2018, Short-listed

9781459408517
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
136 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Eighth-grader Micah is psyched to have made the BC junior goalball team -- even
though he gets the news while dealing with a flare-up of his degenerative eye
condition. What he's not happy about is his parents' decision to get him a guide
dog, and the possibility of losing his independence.
When Liam, a new, first-rate player, joins the goalball team, Micah's frustration
with his vision spills onto the court. He is rude to Liam and starts a fight with
another teammate, Sebastian, after practice. It's only with the help of Cam, his
Orientation and Mobility Specialist, that Micah starts to get a handle on his
aggression and trust people enough to communicate how he feels. But with the
team's big junior tournament in Richmond, B.C., quickly approaching, Micah has to
reconcile his differences with Liam and Sebastian -- both on and off the court -- to
become a real team player and help his team win the championship.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

English Language Arts

[Fry reading level - 3.9
Contributor Bio
JANET M. WHYTE is a former equestrian and the author of five books, including
the Lorimer Sports Stories novel Rescue Rider. Janet lives in Vancouver, BC,
where she works as a library technician at Langara College.
Reviews
"[Micah's story is engaging and his character is realistically drawn . . . Although
some of Micah's problems are related to his difficulties with seeing, many of his
daily struggles involve issues familiar to young readers: gaining independence
from his parents, controlling his anger, and making friends. Shot in the Dark is a
well-researched, insightful book." - Charis Cotter,, National Reading Campaign
"The extension of the Lorimer Sports Series to lesser-known Paralympic sports is a
good one." - Patricia Jermey,, Resource Links
"Featuring covers clearly labeled with the sport in question, action-packed stories,
and characters with diverse racial and socioeconomic backgrounds...sure to hook
sporty middle school students." - School Library Journal
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Slam Dunk
By (author) Steven Barwin , By (author) Gabriel David Tick
Feb 15, 2011 | Paperback , Digest |

Canadian Children's Book Centre Our Choice Selection 1998,
Winner
The Raptors are going co-ed?which means that for the first time ever, there will be
girls on the team. Mason's willing to see what these girls can do, especially after
meeting Cindy, who has some serious moves on the court. But the other guys aren't
so sure about this...

9781552776889
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
120 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Sports &
Recreation / Basketball
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
STEVEN BARWIN is a television writer who has written for such shows as John
Woo's television series Once a Thief; The Royal Canadian Air Farce; and Street
Cents. He is also a middle school teacher in Thornhill, Ontario.
GABRIEL DAVID TICK is a television writer. With Steven Barwin, they have
written for such shows as John Woo's television series Once a Thief; The Royal
Canadian Air Farce; and Street Cents.

Reviews
"Quick reads, Slam Dunk [and Hockey Heroes will appeal to reluctant readers.
Recommended." - Dave Jenkinson, Canadian Book Review Annual
Reluctant readers, sports fans and general readers would enjoy Slam Dunk, is part
of Lorimer's Sport Stories series. The language and plot would be suitable for the
intended readers.

Slam Dunk would be a good read-aloud choice and suitable for school, public and
personal libraries. Recommended - Deborah Mervold, CM: Canadian Review of
Materials

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Priority Area Tags: gender
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Smokeroom on the Kyle

Notes

By (author) Ted Russell , Illustrated by Tara Fleming
Jun 30, 2017 | Paperback , Tall rack |

Tall are the tales that fishermen tell when summer's work is done,
Of fish they've caught and birds they've shot, and crazy risks they've run.
But never did fishermen tell a tale so tall by half a mile,
As Grampa Walcott told one night in the smokeroom on the Kyle.
Ted Russell's "Smokeroom on the Kyle" made its debut on CBC Radio, when Uncle
Mose regaled audiences in the 1950s and '60s with tales about a little town called
Pigeon Inlet. The famous poem has lived on in recitation, performed by many for
schools, radio, and television. Now, this whimsical yarn about jigging squid in outport
Newfoundland and Labrador appears for the first time as an illustrated book for
children.
9781771176071
English
8.5 x 11 x 0.1 in
18 pages
Pennywell Books
Flanker Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fairy Tales &
Folklore / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range

Smokeroom on the Kyle is a Newfoundland and Labrador classic brought to life
through gorgeous watercolour illustrations. It is written by Ted Russell, also known as
Uncle Mose, and illustrated by Tara Fleming, an artist who has worked on such
television series as Republic of Doyle and Frontier.
Contributor Bio
Edward “Ted” Russell was born in Coley’s Point, Conception Bay, in 1904. At
sixteen, he undertook his first teaching assignment at Pass Island. For the next
twenty-three years, he worked in outport communities as a teacher and later a
magistrate. In 1943 he moved to St. John’s to accept the position of Director of Cooperatives for the Commission of Government. After a brief stint in politics (a
member of the first Smallwood cabinet), Ted returned to teaching. But he also
found a new opportunity to give expression to the more creative side of his nature.
In 1953 he was offered a spot on CBC Radio’s Fishermen’s Broadcast as Uncle
Mose. The highly successful “The Chronicles of Uncle Mose” continued until 1962.
During this period Ted also wrote several radio plays, all of which were broadcast
by CBC. The last years of his working life were spent on the faculty of Memorial
University (English department) from which he retired in 1973. He died four years
later. Ted married Dora Oake (of Change Islands) in 1934. They had five children:
Rhona, Elizabeth “Betty,” June, Margaret “Peggy,” and Kelly.

Age (years) from 7 - 9
Distributor

English Language Arts

Tara Fleming is a freelance illustrator and a graphic designer who works primarily

Flanker Press
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Soccer Showdown

Priority Area Tags: gender

By (author) John Danakas
Sep 01, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Digest |

Lizzie's just been named captain of the soccer team -- the boys' soccer team -- but
some of her teammates aren't playing nice. Will it be boys vs. girls forever, or can
Lizzie think of a way to settle the score, once and for all?

Lizzie's Soccer Showdown is the story of a strong young woman who, when faced
with prejudice, reacts with grace under pressure.
Contributor Bio

9781552778371
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.25 in

English Language Arts

JOHN DANAKAS is the author of four children's novels, all published by Lorimer.
Hockey Night in Transcona was an Ontario Silver Birch Award finalist. Curve Ball,
Lizzie's Soccer Showdown, and Hockey Heroes are all Canadian Children's Book
Centre "Our Choice" selections.John Danakas

168 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject

Audience
Education
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 14, Grade (US)
from 3 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Spiked

Priority Area Tags: gender

By (author) Steven Barwin
Sep 18, 2013 | Hardcover , Cloth over boards |

One of the Year's Best for 2013 - Resource Links 2013, Commended
Eighth-grader Emma is the tallest person in her class. While she used to be into
sports in a big way, now that she's hanging out with her new best friend, other
things have become more important -- like clothes and makeup and fitting in.
When Emma gets roped into volunteering for the girls' volleyball team, she feels
the urge to play again. First, though, she'll have to overcome her fear of what her
new friends will say if she does.
9781459405271
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
120 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Peer Pressure
Audience
Juvenile

English Language Arts

[Fry reading level - 3.1
Contributor Bio
Steven Barwin is a middle school teacher in Thornhill, Ontario. He is the author of
seven books in the Lorimer Sports Stories series.
Reviews
"Part of the Sports Stories series, this is a good pick for tween girls trying to
navigate peer pressure, and it serves up a healthy dose of self-worth and
empowerment." - Booklist
"Barwin's dialogue and characters are spot-on in this sports story for reluctant
readers. There are different levels and styles of bullying examined in this book, as
well as how they are handled by those being bullied and the school
administration. Barwin's insightful portrayal of adolescent friendship, good and
bad, is entirely believable." Rated E: excellent, enduring, everyone should read
it! - Lesley Little, Resource Links

Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Physical Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Step Outside

Notes

By (author) Doretta Groenendyk

Priority Area Tags: language

Oct 21, 2013 | Paperback , Trade |

9781927502198
English
9.25 x 9.25 x 0.25 in
32 pages
Acorn Press

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science
& Nature / Environmental
Conservation & Protection

English Language Arts

Doretta Groenendyk's new book, Step Outside, promotes the valuable goal of
Curriculum Subject: English Language
relating to each other and the natural environment in a creative and enchanted
Arts, Health education
way. Childhood obesity and the addiction to electronics is a growing concern that
needs to be addressed. Step Outside is an artistic approach to inspire movement,
to strengthen family bonds, to generate memories and celebrate the outdoors. It
Grade Level: P-3
also visually enriches the readers repetoire with enticing, original, collaged,
watercolour and acrylic creations within a moment of words. A beautiful
combination of sport, art, poetry, nature and family, Step Outside, is sure to get you
off your chair and enjoying the outdoors. Doretta Groenendyk, a painter, writer
and teacher, lives with. her husband and children on a small spot of land in the
Annapolis Valley, Nova Scotia. Doretta is the illustrator of the children's book
Bounce, Beans and Burn and is the author and illustrator of I'm Writing a Story,
Bully 101, Snow for Christmas, and Thank You for My Bed. Snow for Christmas,
and Thank You for My Bed have both been shortlisted for the Lillian Shepherd
Memorial Award for Illustration. She also co-wrote Spin to Sea with her daughter
Izra Fitch.
Contributor Bio
Doretta, a painter, writer and teacher, lives with her husband and three children
on a small spot of land in the Annapolis Valley in Nova Scotia. She is the author and
illustrator of Snow for Christmas, and Thank you for My Bed, both of which were
shortlisted for the Lillian Shepherd Memorial Award for Illustration. Her other
titles include Step Outside, I’m Writing a Story, and Bully 101. She is also the coauthor of Spin to Sea with her daughter, Izra Fitch.

Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Summer in the Land of Anne

Notes

By (author) Elizabeth Rollins Epperly , Illustrated by Carolyn Epperly
May 31, 2018 | Hardcover , Picture book |

A Prince Edward Island summer vacation inspires a young writer.
Six-year-old Elspeth's mother has a surprise in store for her daughters. She's
taking Elspeth and her eleven-year-old sister on a surprise vacation. When she
starts reading Anne of Green Gables aloud to the girls, they catch on—they're
going to Prince Edward Island!

9781773660059
English
10 x 8 x 0.6 in
32 pages
Acorn Press

Elspeth proudly dons her Anne hat on the ferry, ready to explore the Land of
Anne. Although she knows she's really visiting Lucy Maud Montgomery's house,
she feels like she recognizes everything from the books and is thoroughly
enchanted. At first devastated that Montgomery's first house was torn down by
Montgomery's uncle, Elspeth sees signs of life—chipmunks living in the old cellar.
Elspeth's imagination is ignited. No longer satisfied with pretending to be Anne,
Elspeth is instead inspired to become more like Montgomery: famous writer
Elspeth of Cavendish, writing about the world she loves.

Summer in the Land of Anne is a celebration of the books we love and all the ways
they inspire us.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Elizabeth Rollins Epperly, professor emerita of English, first woman president of
the University of Prince Edward Island, founder of the L.M. Montgomery Institute
at UPEI, grew up in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia,
listening with her sister to their father reading L.M. Montgomery’s novels.
Fascinated by the Island, she became the first student to register at the newly
amalgamated UPEI. Now a Canadian, Epperly has published books on
Montgomery’s writing, photography, and scrapbooks. Summer in the Land of
Anne is her first children’s book. See www.elizabethepperly.com

Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Superhero Ninja Wrestling Star
By (author) Lorna Schultz Nicholson

Best Books for Kids & Teens - Canadian Children's Book Centre
2017, Commended

English
b&w interior illustrations
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
152 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous
Stories
Audience

Notes
Priority Area Tags: ethnicity, gender

Apr 28, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

9781459411968

English Language Arts

Archie comes back from his summer away to find that he is the only kid in Grade 6
who has not grown bigger. Even his best friends Alfie and Shamini have gotten
taller — and Shamini has developed in other ways, too. Archie knows that if only
he can be more like the heroes of his favourite comic books, TV shows and video
games, he'll be able to keep the older boys from teasing Shamini about her newly
developed body — and maybe she'll keep her promise to go to the first school
dance with him. From practicing the ninja crawl to bulking up with exercise and a
high-protein diet, how can Archie fail?
Contributor Bio
LORNA SCHULTZ NICHOLSON has written picture books, middle grade and YA
fiction, and non-fiction. She has also written, produced, and hosted programs for
television and radio, and is well known in Western Canada for her print
journalism, including sports writing. Lorna regularly visits schools to share her
passion for literacy with students. She lives in Edmonton with her husband and
their two dogs.
Reviews
"Superhero Ninja Wrestling Star is a fast, compelling read with an engaging plot,
realistic dialogue, humorous situations and a solid encouraging resolution about
being your own person and not trying to live up to the precepts of others."
- Aileen Wortley, CM: Canadian Review of Materials

Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 12, Grade (US)
exact 2, Reading age from 6 - 7
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 460L
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Swim to Win
By (author) Vallery Hyduk
Apr 04, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Paper over boards |

Birch Hill Swim Club has a new coach and the team's star swimmer, eighth-grader
Lasha Boyko, couldn't be more excited. Even though the lanky swimmer comes
from an immigrant Ukrainian family of modest means, she dreams big. The coach
has a track record of producing Olympians and Lasha wants to be her next star.
The hitch is that she's one of the fiercest trainers in world. To achieve her lofty
goals, Lasha must look within herself to find the strength. Can she be a champion?
[Fry Reading Level - 3.5]
Contributor Bio
9781552776988
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
120 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 10 - 13, Grade (US)
from 5 - 8

English Language Arts

VALLERY HYDUK swam competitively for twelve years. For nine of those years,
she competed at the national level. At sixteen, she was ranked 16th in the world.
She attended the University of Michigan on an athletic scholarship. Vallery now
owns her own television production company in Toronto and writes for television,
radio, and the Web. She is a member of the Ontario College of Teachers,
Canadian Women in Communications, and the Canadian Film and Television
Producers Association. This is her debut novel.
Reviews
"... a convincing picture of the life of a competitive swimmer... Swim to Win would
be a good Rapid Read/High-Low for grades 5-8. " - Rebecca King
Along with generous measures of information about competition swimming
(delivered in context, not as info dumps), readers will get a solid sense of the inner
toughness required to excel....Salutary reading for young athletes with big
dreams. - John Peters
"Vallery Hyduk is a former competitive swimmer, and it certainly shows in Swim
to Win/."

"Lorimer is obviously succeeding with this series of action-driven novels which
encourage young readers to "Get in the Game!" - Patricia Jermey

Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Priority Area Tags:
ethnicity,socioeconomic status, gender
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Take off to Tantramar

English Language Arts
Notes

By (author) Odette Barr , By (author) Colleen Landry , By (author) Beth
Weatherbee , Illustrated by Odette Barr

Priority Area Tags: language

May 25, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

New Brunswick Book Awards, Alice Kitts Memorial Award for
Excellence in Children's Writing 2018, Short-listed

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Science
Grade Level: P-2, 3-6

Camelia Airheart is back! The endearing young Canada goose is on an adventure
to the Tantramar Wetlands, in southeast New Brunswick. She is looking for "leg
bling" just like the kind her Aunt Tilly has. As always, Camelia is easily distracted
and needs help along the way.
9780987747075
English
8 x 8 x 0.07 in
32 pages
Chocolate River Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Ducks, Geese, etc.
Audience

In Take off to Tantramar, Camelia flies with her big brother, McCurdy, in search
of the famous wetlands. There, they meet Drake, a chubby, rapping mallard duck,
who can't get enough of the "corn buffet". While at the wetlands, Camelia and
McCurdy get separated, and each has an adventure—Drake falls for an
"inhabitant" of the wetlands while Camelia experiences the surprising (to her!)
process of being banded, resulting in her getting a shiny leg band to call her own!

Follow the Goose Butt, Camelia Airheart! was an instant hit with children of all
ages including young-at-heart adults. The early chapter book about a curious
Canada goose with a faulty goose positioning system—GPS—is already in its
second printing. The characters in Take off to Tantramar are brought to life
through full colour illustrations by Odette Barr.

Contributor Bio

Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing

Odette Barr is a published illustrator of nature-themed guidebooks, such as the
Beach Guide and Forest Guide to Fundy National Park. She currently writes,
designs and teaches online science courses for high school students. Her passion
is the natural world, outdoor pursuits, art, reading, writing and music. Odette and
her partner live on the shore of the beautiful Northumberland Strait in southeast
New Brunswick.
Colleen Landry teaches high school writing and fine arts. She has authored
several articles, which have appeared in Canadian Living, The Globe and Mail and
The Irish Times. She pens the humour blog One Hot-Flashin' Mama, in which she
dishes about menopause and family life. Colleen lives in Moncton, NB with her
husband and two grown sons.
Beth Weatherbee is the creative author of the 2015 Born to Read book, Bedda-
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Tallulah the Theatre Cat

English Language Arts
Notes

By (author) Jennifer Brown
Jul 18, 2013 | Paperback , Trade |

Tallulah the village cat is passionately drawn to the theatre in Victoria-by-the-Sea,
Prince Edward Island. Her search to fit in takes us on a humourous behind-thescenes tour of a theatre. Her rise from being most unwelcome to greatly
appreciated is a story of the values of persistence, loyalty and following one's bliss.

Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-3

9781894838986
English
8 x 8 x 0.13 in
24 pages
Acorn Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Cats
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Disappearing Boy

Notes

By (author) Sonia Tilson

9781771085489
English
5 x 7.5 x 0.5 in
200 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Family /
Alternative Family
Audience

Oct 31, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

Priority Area Tags: gender, gender
identity, sexual orientation

Thirteen-year-old Neil MacLeod feels like a fish out of water. He's trying to adjust
to his new life in Ottawa, but it's half a continent away from his friends in
Vancouver, not to mention a whole lot colder. Even worse, his mother still refuses
to tell him the truth about the father he's never met.

Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education,

After being forced into an awkward visit with a grandmother he never knew
existed, Neil stumbles across a clue to his father's identity, and beins to unravel
the mystery with some help from his new friend Courtenay. When he uncovers a
shocking secret, and the truth about his unconventional family sinks in, Neil
decides to run away, all the way to his grandfather's horse farm in New
Brunswick.
A sensitive and moving story about growing up, The Disappearing Boy teaches us
that every family is different, and love is never as simple as it seems on the
surface.
Contributor Bio
Sonia Tilson was born in Swansea, South Wales, and educated at Monmouth
School for Girls and Swansea University. She married and immigrated to Canada
in 1964 and has lived mostly in Ottawa, teaching English at up to university level.
Her first book, The Monkey Puzzle , was published by Biblioasis in 2013, and was
nominated for the Metcalf-Rooke Award in 2012 and for the Ottawa Book
Award in 2014.

Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing

English Language Arts

Reviews
With a parent's guidance, this thoughtful book can serve as a powerful
introduction to transgender issues or a new entry point in an ongoing
conversation. - Quill and Quire (Toronto, ON)

The Disappearing Boy enables the readers to realize that all families are unique,
that there is no "mold" a family must adhere to. - Resource Links (Pouch Cove,
NF)
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Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Fox and the Fisherman

Notes

By (author) Marianne Dumas

Priority Area Tags: language

Oct 10, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

Barabas is a lonely fisherman. Every morning, alone, he goes out to sea on his
small fishing boat, throws his net in the water, and hopes to bring some fish home
(where no one is waiting for him). Then one day, Barabas discovers footprints
near his home. To whom could they belong?
Contributor Bio

9781771085526
English
9 x 9 x 0.15 in

Marianne Dumas lives in Chibougamau, Quebec. The Fox and the Fisherman is a
translation of her first book, Le pêcheur et le renard, published by Bouton d’or
Acadie, which is nominated for le Prix Peuplier 2017 and Sélection
Communication-jeunesse 2016-20.

32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Foxes

Reviews
Dumas explores friendship, loss, new life and aging in this gentle and simple story
that would be at home in an elementary classroom, school library, or simply as a
much loved "read it again" bedtime story. - Canadian Materials Magazine
(Winnipeg, MB)

Audience
Juvenile

English Language Arts

Dumas is a gifted painter, and many of her watercolour illustrations are striking.
She has a knack for capturing raw emotion, and is at her best when depicting the
fisherman and the wildness of the sea. - Quill and Quire (Toronto, ON)

Audience range
Age (years) from 3 - 7
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Mystery of Ireland's Eye
By (author) Shane Peacock
Dylan is twelve years old and embarking on his first ocean kayaking trip with his
parents. He has spent the last year convincing them that he is ready for the
challenging--and very dangerous--adventure. In fact, he has been determined to go
ever since he heard about the destination: Ireland's Eye. The small island off the
coast of Newfoundland is the easternmost settlement in Canada. Or it was. It is
now hauntingly empty, a ghost town clinging to the edge of the unforgiving
Atlantic. What is it about Ireland's Eye that so captivates Dylan he is willing to take
such risks to get there? Does the ghost town have anything to do with the dreams
Dylan keeps having of his favourite grandfather who has just passed away? And
why does the old man on St. John's docks grimly whisper, "Don't go to Ireland's
Eye" when he hears of Dylan's plans?

English
5.13 x 7.63 in
192 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject

Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

May 30, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

9781771086158

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Shane Peacock is a novelist, playwright, journalist, and television screenwriter for
audiences of all ages. Among his novels are Last Message, Double You, and
Separated. His bestselling series for Young Adults, The Boy Sherlock Holmes, has
been published in twelve languages and has found its way onto more than sixty
shortlists. It won the prestigious Violet Downey Award, two Arthur Ellis Awards
for crime fiction, the Ruth and Sylvia Schwartz Award, The Libris Award, and has
been a finalist for the Governor General's Award and three times nominated for
the TD Canadian Children's Literature Award; as well, each novel in the series was
named a Junior Library Guild of America Premier Selection. Visit shanepeacock.ca.

JUVENILE FICTION / Action &
Adventure / Survival Stories
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Puffin Patrol

Notes

By (author) Dawn Baker , Illustrated by Dawn Baker
May 05, 2017 | Paperback , Digest |

Adventures in bird rescue!
Susan and Ryan are excited to be helping the Puffin Patrol this summer in Witless Bay,
Newfoundland and Labrador! On cloudy nights, baby puffins can be confused by lights
on the shore and become lost on roads and in gardens. Join Susan and Ryan and the
Puffin Patrol as they rescue these pufflings and release them back into the ocean.
With Dawn Baker's charming illustrations and lots of fun facts about cute-as-can-be
Atlantic puffins, this delightful book will put a smile on children's faces!

9781771176057
English
8 x 8 x 0.1 in
26 pages
Pennywell Books
Flanker Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Birds

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
Dawn Baker has been a full-time visual artist and children’s writer since 1992. She
grew up in Glenwood, Newfoundland, and has lived in Gander since she was a
teenager. Dawn has a bachelor of education (post-secondary) and a certificate in
library studies, both from Memorial University, and has served on the board of
directors of The Rooms Corporation of Newfoundland and Labrador since 2006.
Dawn Baker has been a full-time visual artist and children’s writer since 1992.
She grew up in Glenwood, Newfoundland, and has lived in Gander since she was a
teenager. Dawn has a bachelor of education (post-secondary) and a certificate in
library studies, both from Memorial University, and has served on the board of
directors of The Rooms Corporation of Newfoundland and Labrador since 2006.

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 8
Distributor
Flanker Press
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Puffin Problem, The

Notes

By (author) Lori Doody , Illustrated by Lori Doody
Jul 14, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

A follow-up to Lori Doody's utterly charming picture book Capelin Weather, The
Puffin Problem poses the delightfully silly and improbable question: "What would
happen if St. John's, Newfoundland was over-run by a parliament of puffins?"
With quiet wit and whimsy, Doody depicts the difficulties that arise when
Newfoundland and Labrador's official bird heads for the bright city lights. Puffins
keep popping up everywhere: they are underfoot and overhead; they tie up traffic
and are bad for business. It isn't pretty, but it is pretty funny.

9781927917145
English
7 x 9 x 0 in
44 pages
Running the Goat

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Birds
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 3 - 8
Distributor

English Language Arts

Such a peculiar problem calls for an imaginative solution. It takes a smart, small
person to come up with the just the trick to send those pesky puffins packing back
out to sea.
Young readers will have great fun finding all the puffins hiding in Doody's lovely
illustrations. Older readers will enjoy how the illustrations also play with the
province's already playful language. The book includes some fun and interesting
puffin facts as well.
With something for readers of every age on every page, The Puffin Problem is
sure to be a family favourite.
Contributor Bio
Lori Doody was born in St. John's, Newfoundland in 1976. She majored in
printmaking at Sir Wilfred Grenfell College and graduated in 1998. Since then
she has worked at: a Japanese paper store, the artist-run centre St. Michael's
Printshop, and a commercial gallery. Her primary art practise has been in
printmaking, especially etching; in 2005 she was named Emerging Artist of the
year by the Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council.
She lives in St. John's with her husband, their two children and their dog. She is
also the author and illustrator of Capelin Weather.

LitDistCo
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Science
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Secret of Bowring Park

Notes

By (author) Christine Gordon Manley , Illustrated by Laurel Keating
May 16, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

Every child who has ever visited the Peter Pan statue in Bowring Park, St. John's,
swears it is magic. They know that the mice, squirrels, rabbits, and fairies are never
in the same place as the last time they visited. Some say they've seen Peter wink at
them, and others believe they've heard the soft whispering sounds of a flute. Are
the stories true? Is the Peter Pan statue really magic? Or are the tales just
childhood fantasies? The Secret of Bowring Park is a story of magic, a celebration
of eternal childhood, and a heartwarming tale of the bond between sisters.Join
sisters Elizabeth and Natalie on their adventure at the Peter Pan statue and learn
the real secret of Bowing Park.
Contributor Bio

English
7.75 x 5 x 0 in

Born and raised in Mount Pearl, Newfoundland, Christine now resides in
Canada's other provincial Island, Prince Edward Island, with her husband, their
two daughters, and their two dogs. Christine has also spent time living in the UK
and Ontario. However, the call of the Atlantic Ocean was too strong to ignore.

32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Laurel Keating is an award-winning artist whose illustrations are familiar to
Newfoundlanders. With an eye for detail and sympathy for all living things, Laurel
brings her characters to life with warmth and humour.

9781550817317

English Language Arts

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy &
Magic
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 7 - 10
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Formac First Novels

English Language Arts
Notes

Think Again, Robyn
By (author) Hazel Hutchins , Illustrated by Yvonne Cathcart
Nov 02, 2012 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

One of the Year's Best for 2012 -- Resource Links 2012,
Commended

Priority Area Tags: gender
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: 4-6

Robyn befriends her unpopular classmate Shelly, even though they have very
different interests -- Shelly likes dolls! But when Shelly’s dad wins tickets to the big
hockey game, Shelly suddenly becomes the most popular girl in school. What will
their classmates think of Shelly doesn’t actually get to attend the game? Will Robyn
lie to protect her friend’s newfound popularity?
Contributor Bio
9781459500785
English
5 x 7.5 x 1 in
64 pages
Formac
Formac Publishing Company Limited

HAZEL HUTCHINS has written many books for children and has received the
Writers Guild of Alberta Award for Children’s Literature. She has also been
nominated for the Governor General’s and Mr. Christie awards. She lives in
Canmore, Alberta. YVONNE CATHCART is an illustrator living in Toronto,
Ontario. She has illustrated many children’s books and also paints and makes
animal sculptures and puppets.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Readers /
Beginner
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 6 - 9, Grade (US)
from 1 - 3, Reading age from 6 - 9

Reviews
"Large margins, short sentences and appropriate vocabulary make this an
accessible and non-threatening starting place for readers new to chapter books...
Readers will be able to relate to the struggle of growing up and changing
interests." Recommended - Kate Hachborn, CM: Canadian Review of Materials
"The characters are believable and well-rounded and the dialogue is natural...
Readers moving into early chapter books will relate to Shelly's conflict" Rated E,
excellent, enduring, everyone should see it! - Tricia Reese, Resource Links
"Hutchins tells the semisweet story without heavy-handedness, while Cathcart
provides a bevy of soft black-and-white sketches." - Booklist (U.S.)

Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 620
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Baby Steps

Notes

Time for Bed
By (author) Carol McDougall , By (author) Shanda LaRamee-Jones
May 28, 2018 | Board book , Paper over boards |

The newest book in the popular Baby Steps series, Time for Bed is a fun and simple
step-by-step bedtime story for babies and toddlers. From bathtime to storytime,
this book guides families through a healthy nightly routine with simple, readaloud text and joyful photos.
Contributor Bio

9781771086073
English
6.5 x 6.5 x 0.6 in
18 pages
Nimbus Publishing

English Language Arts

Carol McDougall is a writer, editor, and former librarian for the Canadian
Children's Book Centre. She received the Mayor's Award for Cultural
Achievement and the Progress Women of Excellence Award for her work in early
literacy. She is director of the Read to Me! Nova Scotia Family Literacy program
and lives in Halifax.
Shanda LaRamee-Jones is the provincial coordinator for the Read to Me! Nova
Scotia Family Literacy Program. She has a passion for supporting early learning
and has a master's of education degree in literacy. She lives in Halifax with her
husband and son.

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 0 - 2
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories 53

Notes

Trapped

Priority Area Tags: gender

By (author) Michele Martin Bossley
Aug 10, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Digest |

Jane Evans is excited to start a new soccer season with her Calgary team, the
Hurricanes, especially when her friend Ashley announcing she's joining the team
too.
The season starts badly, however, when the players find someone has been
stealing their belongings. Suspicion soon turns to Ashley, who's new to the squad
and is the sister of a notorious troublemaker. As morale drops lower and lower,
Jane sets out to find the truth about the thefts, to save both the team and her
friend's reputation.
9781552778494
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.25 in
136 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Trapped is a story that shows how tiny rumours can have huge consequences, and
how these consequences can be overcome with understanding and forgiveness.
Praise for Michele Martin Bossley's fiction:

"The Winning Edge is an extremely attractive and well-written addition to the
notable Sport Stories series. Highly recommended."
-- Canadian Book Review Annual

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Emotions & Feelings
Audience
Education
Audience range

English Language Arts

Contributor Bio
MICHELE MARTIN BOSSLEY was born in Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A., but
grew up in Calgary from the time she was five. She is the author of ten other
children\s books including Taking a Dive runner-up for the R. Ross Annett Award
in Children's Literature and The Perfect Gymnast nominated for the 1999
Manitoba Reader's Choice Award. One of her more recent books Pool Princess
has been nominated for a Golden Eagle Children's Choice Award. Michele has
been involved in both synchronized swimming and competitive swimming since
her teens. She has also coached young swimmers and draws on much of that
experience for her books.

Age (years) from 8 - 13, Grade (US)
from 3 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Physical Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Ugly Kicks

Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status, gender

By (author) Kelsey Blair
Sep 21, 2015 | Paperback , Trade |

Resource Links The Year's Best - Fiction Grades 3-6 2016, Winner
Ashley Rivera's single mom can't afford to buy her new basketball shoes -- she
does't even have enough for the registration fee when Ashley makes the city
basketball team. So Ashley takes on extra work to make the money she needs to
play basketball. Soon Ashley's overloaded schedule makes her too tired for school
and her friends, and she can't take it when the popular girl on her team suddenly
starts teasing her about her ragged sneakers.
9781459409729
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
136 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Friendship
Audience

Does Ashley even want to keep playing? With the help of friends old and new, and
with surprising support from her brother, Ashley figures out how to afford the
price of play.
Contributor Bio
KELSEY BLAIR played varsity women's basketball at the University of British
Columbia where she was team captain for four years, leading her team to two
Canadian Interuniversity Sport National Championships. She later played
professional basketball in Sweden for two years before returning to Vancouver,
British Columbia, where she is currently pursuing her PhD in English from Simon
Fraser University. Kelsey is the author of the sports novel Pick and Roll in the
Lorimer Sports Stories series, which was named one of the Canadian Children's
Book Centre Best Books for Kids & Teens. Ugly Kicks is her second novel.

Juvenile
Reviews
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 600L
Distributor

English Language Arts

"The author has extensive experience with the sport of basketball, and this
knowledge comes through in the novel . . . The novel would appeal to students who
like basketball, team sports and realistic fiction, and Ugly Kicks would be an
excellent addition to any collection. Highly Recommended."
- CM Magazine
"Author Kelsey Blair knows basketball and how to tell a story. Her portrait of
clashing personalities and competitive rivalry is varied and realistic, right down to
the "ugly kicks"of her protagonist Ashley."
- Resource Links

Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Why Do Dogs Sniff Bottoms?
By (author) Dawn McMillian

English Language Arts
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

Sep 13, 2006 | Paperback , Trade |

The answer to one of life’s mysteries is now revealed – why exactly do dogs sniff
bottoms? This delightfully funny account is brought to life through witty verse and
hilarious illustrations which perfectly capture the rhythm of the verse. Winner of
the Children's Choice Award at the New Zealand Post Children's Book Awards in
2003.
Contributor Bio
Dawn McMillan is a writer of fiction and non-fiction for children. McMillan lives
along the rocky shore of the Thames Coast and many of her books have a focus on
animals and evoke New Zealand's natural environment.
9781894377232
English
8.5 x 9 x 0.15 in
31 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Wicket Season

Priority Area Tags: ethnicity

By (author) Gabrielle Prendergast
Mar 14, 2012 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Best Books for Kids & Teens -- Canadian Children's Book Centre
2012, Commended
In Winnipeg, Harry was a cricket star. With few West Indians in the community
and few people who played the sport, he always stood out from the crowd. But
when he moves to Toronto's Little Jamaica to stay with his grandfather, Harry is
suddenly just another West Indian kid who loves cricket. There are even girls who
are more talented than him.
9781459400214
English
5 x 7.75 x 1 in
136 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Harry is determined to make the cricket team at his new school, but he'll really
have to step up his game. To prove his commitment to the sport, he volunteers to
coach Kanga cricket -- cricket for beginners, akin to little league baseball. At first,
all he wants to do is impress the coach. But soon, Harry realizes that being a part
of a bigger community can be more rewarding than standing out on your own.
[Fry reading level - 3.4
Contributor Bio

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ New Experience
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 8, Reading age from 7 - 10

GABRIELLE PRENDERGAST teaches screenwriting and creative writing and has
written for television, print, and online. She lives in Vancouver, BC, with her
cricket-mad husband and daughter.
Reviews
"This novel will have a ready-made market with the many cultures who are
familiar with cricket, and will broaden the experience of those who are not."
Rated G - Good, even great at times, generally useful! - Patricia Jermey,
Resource Links
"Wicket Season is a fast-paced read, with believable, likeable characters, a plot
with just the right amount of tension, a realistic setting and a satisfying lesson
learned." - Aileen Wortley, Canadian Children's Book News

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

English Language Arts

"The concepts of community, multiculturalism, immigration, and racism are
interwoven into this sports tale. The originality of cricket as a vehicle for
Prendergast?s tale is also a refreshing change." - Jonine Bergen, CM: Canadian
Review of Materials
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Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts, Health Education, Physical
Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Wow Wow and Haw Haw

Notes

By (author) George Murray , Illustrated by Michael Pittman
May 01, 2014 | Hardcover

Lillian Shepherd Memorial Award for Excellence in Illustration 2015,
Short-listed

9781550814620
English
10.5 x 8.5 x 0.25 in
32 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Legends,
Myths, Fables / General

Acclaimed poet George Murray and award-winning painter Michael Pittman team
up for their first-ever childrens’ picture book. Wow Wow the fox pup has learned a
lot about the hows and whys of being a fox. He knows how to hunt and hide, and
he’s very proud of his red and white and black fur. But he doesn’t know much about
fleas, until the day he wakes up feeling very, very itchy. Haw Haw the crow offers
her friendship and guidance in this charming adaptation of the Celtic legend, How
The Fox Lost His Fleas. Murray’s playful rhyme and repetition, set against a
backdrop of Pittman’s lush paintings, will make Wow Wow and Haw Haw an
instant classic and a favourite among small children and early readers alike.
Contributor Bio
George Murray is the author of six acclaimed books of poetry for adults. He lives in
St. John's, Newfoundland and Labrador, with his four children, a novelist, and a
border collie named Mitsou. This is his first work for children. He does not have
fleas. Anymore.
Michael Pittman is an internationally exhibited visual artist from Corner Brook,
Newfoundland and Labrador. He now lives in a forest in the middle of an island
with his best friend, Krista, and their clever son, Jack.

Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
UTP Distribution

English Language Arts

Reviews
Wow! Wow! indeed… this charming narrative unfolds in masterful storytelling
tradition. George Murray's exploration and use of language, along with his
attention to cadence, make this a pitch-perfect tale as he refreshes our idea of
"fable". Pittman's stunning art underscores and amplifies the telling. Here is an
exciting new world for readers of picture books. Read it. Now! Now! - - Sheree
Fitch, award-winning author of If You Could Wear My Sneakers, Mabel
Murple, and There Were Monkeys in My Kitchen
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: English Language
Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Allons à Tantramar

Français
Notes

By (author) Odette Barr , By (author) Colleen Landry , By (author) Beth
Weatherbee

Priority Area Tags: language

May 25, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

In Allons à Tantramar loveable Camelia Airheart is looking for "leg bling," just like
the kind her Aunt Tilly has. This picture book is a prequel to Follow the Goose
Butt, Camelia Airheart! and tells the story of how Camelia came to acquire her
very own leg band. It is bound to delight Camelia fans, both young and old.

9780995938410
French
8 x 8 x 0.07 in
32 pages
Chocolate River Publishing

Subject

Contributor Bio
Odette Barr is a published illustrator of nature-themed guidebooks, such as the
Beach Guide and Forest Guide to Fundy National Park. She currently writes, designs
and teaches online science courses for high school students. Her passion is the
natural world, outdoor pursuits, art, reading, writing and music. Odette and her
partner live on the shore of the beautiful Northumberland Strait in southeast New
Brunswick.
Colleen Landry teaches high school writing and fine arts. She has authored several
articles, which have appeared in Canadian Living, The Globe and Mail and The Irish
Times. She pens the humour blog One Hot-Flashin' Mama, in which she dishes about
menopause and family life. Colleen lives in Moncton, NB with her husband and two
grown sons.

JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Ducks, Geese, etc.
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Curriculum Subject: Français, Science
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Rideau rouge et pignons verts
By (author) Michel Bourque , Illustrated by Jean-Luc Trudel
Jun 15, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

Gracie Finley and Glenda Landry, two young girls from Charlottetown, Prince
Edward Island, both dream of being on stage. This is in the 1960s, just as the
Confederation Centre of the Arts opens its doors in their hometown. Gracie and
Glenda soon join the new theatre's company of actors and become best friends.
To the delight of audiences, they take on the roles of kindred spirits Anne and
Diana in the marvelous musical inspired by the novel Anne of Green Gables.

9782897500641
French
9 x 9 in
36 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General

Contributor Bio
Michel Bourque grew up in Cocagne, New Brunswick and lives in Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island. He has written English and French adaptations of children's
books like A Blue so Blue (Jean Francois Dumont, Prix Saint-Exupery) and Les
vacances de Claire (Maxine Trottier and Rajka Kupesic, Mr. Christie's Book
Award). Michel is one of the lucky few who caught Gracie Finley and Glenda
Landry's brilliant performances as Anne and Diana in the musical staging of the
classic novel.
Jean-Luc Trudel lives in Montreal, Quebec. He created the beautiful and colourful
illustrations for the picture book Le pit a papa, a charming retelling of the
childhood of Prince Edward Island's iconic singer-songwriter Angele Aresnsault.
The picture book Ma petite boule d'amour, which he created with celebrated
author, playwright and actress Jasmine Dube, was shortlisted for the TD
Canadian Children's Literature Award.

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Français
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Français
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Sous ma roche

Français
Notes

By (author) Chantel Mallet-Duguay , Illustrated by Danica Brine
Jan 01, 2015 | Paperback , Trade |

A curious child lifts a garden rock and discovers a lively universe. These bugs might
send a small shiver down an adult’s spine, but the colorful, whimsical illustrations
are just what any playful child relishing gooey and squigly creatures wants to
approach. The short rhythmic sentences are a perfect tool to approach French
reading and natural sciences to boot, since all these charming creatures are found
in the Atlantic provinces!

9782896820740
French
6 x 9 in
28 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Français
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Deal With It

Notes

Anxiety
Deal with it before it ties you up in knots
By (author) Joey Mandel , Illustrated by Ted Heeley

Priority Area Tags: gender, race

Oct 20, 2014 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Curriculum Subject: Health Education,
Physical Education

Canadian Children's Book Centre Best Books for Kids & Teens 2015,
Winner

9781459407107
English
Full-colour illustrations throughout
8.5 x 11 x 1 in
32 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

The most common mental health problem facing Canadian children today is
anxiety. It’s easy to dismiss the emotional, psychological, and physical effects of
anxiety in children as being ’’all in their heads’’ -- but doing so can have a
profoundly negative impact on a child’s development: socially, academically, and
emotionally.
This accessible, illustrated book helps all kids understand anxiety better and offers
practical ideas for coping. Filled with information, quizzes, definitions, and helpful
hints, Deal With It: Anxiety helps young people identify and deal with the many
different ways that anxiety is expressed, from phobias to panic attacks, in settings
as diverse as home, the schoolyard, and the mall. It offers insight to everyone -- to
the child experiencing anxiety, to someone who doubts the problem is real, and to a
young person who witnesses another’s problem.
This book adds an important new topic to the Deal With It series’’ approachable
and non-threatening approach to different forms of conflict in the lives of young
people.
Contributor Bio

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Social
Topics / Depression & Mental Illness
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9, Grade (US) from
4 - 6, Reading age from 9 - 11

Health Education

JOEY MANDEL is the author of Moment to Moment: A positive approach to
behavior, and a special education teacher and presenter at the Toronto District
School Board, promoting positive teaching strategies and stress reduction in the
classroom. She runs a private educational consulting and therapy practice,
offering strategies to help parents teach social-emotional skills to their children
and increase positive relationships in the home.
TED HEELEY has been a commercial sculptor, designer, and children’s book
illustrator for over 20 years. Recently, Ted has focused on teaching, developing
sculptures and illustrations for private collections, and featuring his work at
Toronto art shows. His previous children’s book illustrations include Hockey Talk:
The Language of Hockey from A-Z.

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Deal With It

Notes

Bullying
Deal with it before push comes to shove
By (author) Elaine Slavens , Illustrated by Brooke Kerrigan

Priority Area Tags: gender, race

Jun 19, 2014 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Curriculum Subject: Health Education,
Physical Education

Canadian Children's Book Centre Best Books for Kids & Teens 2015,
Winner
Kids deal with bullying in its many forms on a daily basis. This newly revised and
reissued edition of Bullying: Deal With It is a popular and proven resource in
Lorimer?s Deal With It conflict resolution series. Quizzes, comics and graphic
novel-style illustrations help make this an engaging and accessible way to
approach a complex and all-too-common problem.
9781459406544
English
50+ colour illustrations
8.5 x 11 x 0.25 in
32 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Social
Topics / Violence
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9, Grade (US) from
4 - 6, Reading age from 9 - 11
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

This book will give kids the know-how to deal with bullying, whether they are the
targets, witnesses, or even bullies themselves.

Bullying 101 explains the many forms that bullying can take, from name-calling
to physical fights to cyberbullying
Letters to the "Bully Counsellor" illustrate real-life examples of bullying
Quizzes test your anti-bullying skills
A resource page lists helpful organizations, books, and websites

Newly Revised and Updated Edition
Contributor Bio
ELAINE SLAVENS is the former Consultant of Guidance and Social/Personal
Skills for the Toronto District School Board and was previously Conflict
Resolution Advisor for the Toronto Board of Education. This book reflects her
deep and sympathetic understanding of young people and her experience with
issues of conflict in school settings. The Deal With It Series helps adolescents
cope with conflicts in everyday life and aims to promote peaceful homes, schools,
and communities. BROOKE KERRIGAN is a recent graduate from Sheridan
College\s Interpretive Illustration program. Brooke\'s work can be found amongst
the pages of Chirp magazine as well as Owl\'s recently published cookbook Eat It
Up!.'
Reviews

Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services

Health Education

"Interesting and varied presentations of the facts about bullying will make this a
terrific vehicle for prompting discussion." - Brandon Sun
"Slavens presents everything needed to start great discussions about bullying in
class, in counseling groups, with individuals, and with youth at home... [We
applaud not only the accessible, basic information and reader-friendly text, but
also the illustrations and overall presentation that make this brief book a valuable
tool for everyone. All adults should read it and thank the author for this excellent
resource." - C.J. Bott, Voice of Youth Advocates (VOYA)
"Provides an explanation of the many forms of bullying, and offers strategies for
taking action against it." PW Bullying Resource Selection - Publishers Weekly
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Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Drôle de Soccer!

Health Education
Notes

By (author) Ronnie-Gilles LeBlanc , Illustrated by Rejean Roy
Jun 15, 2015 | Paperback , Trade |

Two young Canada geese discover a strange object in their natural habitat.
Believing that it is a dinosaur egg, they alert their flock immediately. They quickly
ban together when a group of strangers arrives and begins kicking the abandoned
egg. What ensues is a very funny match. Will the geese enforce the rules of the
game between man and nature?
Contributor Bio
Born in Cap-Pelé, New Brunswick, Ronnie-Gilles LeBlanc, now retired, is a former
archivist at the Centre d’études acadiennes and historian at Parks Canada Agency.
With a Ph. D. in history from Université Laval, his research and publications focus
on eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Acadian history.
9782897500047
French
9.25 x 10.75 in
32 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Health Education,
Physical Education, Social studies
Grade Level: 4-6, 7-9

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
EveryBody's Different on EveryBody Street
By (author) Sheree Fitch , Illustrated by Emma Fitzgerald
Apr 04, 2018 | Hardcover , Trade , Picture book |

If ever you go travelling
On EveryBody Street
You'll see EveryBody's Different
Than EveryOne you meet

9781771086004
English
8 x 10 x 0.25 in
32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Depression & Mental Illness
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing

Health Education
Notes
Priority Area Tags: race, ethnicity,
language, gender, ability/disability,
religion; sexual orientation,
socioeconomic status, gender identity
Curriculum Subject: Health Eduation,
English Language Arts

Sheree Fitch's playful words lead you into this beautiful children's book and invite
you to celebrate our gifts, our weaknesses, our differences, and our sameness.
Fitch displays her wit and mastery of words in quick, rollicking rhymes that are
complemented by Emma Fitzgerald's lively illustrations. EveryBody's Different
on EveryBody Street was originally produced in 2001 as a fundraiser to
commemorate the 10th Anniversary of the Festival of Trees in support of the
Nova Scotia Hospital and to raise awareness for mental illness and addiction.
Contributor Bio
Sheree Fitch is an award-winning poet, storyteller, and educator. Her picture
books, novels, and plays have delighted both children and adults since 1987.
Sheree lives with her husband, Gilles, in River John, Nova Scotia, on their hobby
farm, Happy Doodle Do, with a donkey, a dog, a cat, and a few other critters. They
run a seasonal book store, Mabel Murple's Book Shoppe and Dreamery, which
highlights storytelling, literacy, Atlantic Canadian books and writers. Visit her at
shereefitch.com.
Emma FitzGerald was born in Lesotho, a small mountainous kingdom in Southern
Africa, to Irish parents. She grew up in Vancouver, but now calls Halifax home. She
wrote and illustrated Hand Drawn Halifax and Sketch by Sketch Along Nova
Scotia's South Shore, and is currently working on Hand Drawn Vancouver. She is
thrilled to lend her drawing skills to EveryBody's Different on EveryBody Street.
Reviews
"With a style reminiscent of Quentin Blake, FitzGerald's illustrations of people
letting their freak flag fly complement Fitch's exuberant, playful, and poignant
rhymes." —Quill & Quire (Toronto, ON)
"Fitch's lyrical prose is enhanced by the very beautiful illustrations of Emma
FitzGerald. The illustrations are done in bold and bright colors, and are very rich
in detail which provides a superb backdrop for this poem about individual
differences." —Canadian Materials Magazine (Winnipeg, MB)
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Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Healing the Bruises

Notes

By (author) Lori Morgan , Illustrated by Kathy Kaulbach
Sep 18, 2013 | Hardcover , Cloth over boards |

One of the Year's Best for 2013 - Resource Links 2013, Commended
Julia is a young girl who has to leave her family home with her mother to move to
a shelter and then to a new apartment because of physical abuse of her mother by
her father. Healing the Bruises focuses on Julia's experiences and feelings as she
grieves her loss but grows comfortable with her new home, school, and friends.
The support she gets from living in housing for families who have experienced
abuse and from her counsellors is presented in terms that every young reader can
appreciate and understand.
9781459502833
English
full colour throughout
6 x 9 x 1 in
32 pages
Formac
Formac Publishing Company Limited

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Physical & Emotional Abuse

In an engaging graphic novel form, this book makes the experience of searching
for and restoring peace in a troubled family both understandable and positive.
Contributor Bio
LORI MORGAN is a Child and Youth Counsellor at Alice Housing, a not-for-profit
organization in Halifax, NS. The organization provides housing, support, and
counselling for women who are leaving abusive domestic situations. Healing the
Bruises is her first book.
KATHY KAULBACH is an illustrator and designer living in Prospect, NS. She has
illustrated over 80 books, including Formac's First Novels series title Lilly to the
Rescue.

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 7 - 10, Grade (US)
from 1 - 4, Reading age from 7 - 10
Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.

Health Education

Reviews
"I recommend Healing the Bruises because it deals with the complex topic of
domestic violence about which young readers need to be educated. This topic is
quite difficult to understand for children who are the indirect victims of abuse. Yet,
the topic is presented in such a way that it is understandable for young readers.
Colourful and realistic images of this novel show the feelings of the characters,
especially Julia . . . [It appropriately introduce the complex issue of domestic
violence to young readers, as well as available resources. The graphic novel presents
Julia?s story as an example where those experiencing domestic abuse can reach a
peaceful and positive resolution." - Aleksandra Baran,, TEACH Magazine

Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Priority Area Tags: gender,
socioeconomic status
Curriculum Subject: Health Education,
Physical Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Deal With It

Notes

Homophobia
Deal with it and turn prejudice into pride
By (author) Steven Solomon , Illustrated by Nick Johnson

Priority Area Tags: sexual orientation

Jun 06, 2013 | Hardcover , Cloth over boards |

Curriculum Subject: Health Education,
Physical Education

Best Books for Kids & Teens *Starred Selection* - Canadian
Children's Book Centre 2013, Commended

9781459404410
English
Full colour illustrations throughout
8.5 x 11 x 1 in
32 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / LGBT
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 9, Grade (US) from
4 - 6, Reading age from 9 - 11
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 850L

Health Education

That's so gay! It's a phrase commonly heard in school halls and playgrounds. But
when used as a put-down, it's also homophobic. With plenty of quizzes, Q+As,
comics, and scenarios, this interactive and highly visual new book in the Deal
With It series helps kids determine what is -- and what isn't -- homophobia, and
what they can do to make their schools, homes, and communities more safe and
inclusive for everyone.
Contributor Bio
STEVEN SOLOMON is the school social worker for the Toronto District School
Board?s Human Sexuality Program. He provides counselling for students who are
bullied because of their sexuality and delivers anti-homophobia workshops for K12 students. In 2012 he was awarded a TDSB Excellence Award, in part for his
work helping students to establish Gay-Straight Alliances in schools.
NICK JOHNSON is a writer/illustrator living in Calgary, Alberta, where he cofounded the independent comic book label Vicious Ambitious.

Reviews
"This accessible book defines homophobia and leads readers to consider seriously
their own actions and attitudes, and how they can learn to treat everyone with
respect. . . . This will be a useful book that could generate much production
discussion about homophobia and its direct effect on the lives of middle school
students." - Resource Links
"Overall, I believe that the content is valuable, and the sidebars are quite
informative. . . The sections of the book that focus on what homophobia is are
actually very important aspects of the text, especially in our current social context
where homophobia gets tossed around to a great degree" Recommended - Rob
Bittner, CM: Canadian Review of Materials

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Deal With It

Notes

Transphobia
Deal with it and be a gender transcender
By (author) j wallace skelton
Apr 01, 2016 | Hardcover , Paper over boards |

Red Maple Non-Fiction Award Nominee 2017, Short-listed
Best Books for Kids & Teens -- Canadian Children's Book Centre
2017, Commended

9781459407664
English
100+ full-colour illustrations
8.5 x 11 x 1 in
32 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / LGBT

Who do you think you are? Part of identity is how people experience their gender.
Transphobia is intolerance of any part of the range of gender identity. This
accessible, illustrated book offers information, quizzes, comics and true-to-life
scenarios to help kids better understand gender identity and determine what
they can do to identify and counter transphobia in their schools, homes and
communities. Considered from the viewpoint of gender explorers, gender
enforcers and witnesses, transphobic behaviour is identified, examined and put
into a context that kids can use to understand and accept themselves and others
for whatever gender they are -- even if that’s no gender at all!
This is a unique, age-appropriate book for young readers seeking to understand
today’s complex world of gender identities written by an author with extensive
experience working with youth.

Contributor Bio
j wallace skelton is an educator, activist and writer. For over a decade, he has
worked to make schools safer for people of all sexual orientations and gender
identities.

Audience
Juvenile
Reviews
Audience range
Age (years) from 9 - 13, Grade (US)
from 4 - 9, Reading age from 9 - 11
Reading Levels
Lexile measure: 800L

Health Education

"Transphobia: Deal with it is a timely guide that should be in every library, and also
makes a great starting point in the classroom for discussions on gender"
- Berta Liao, Educator and Blogger, Netgalley
"The book is great for those that are trans and those that are not. It gives info so all
can be educated and safe."
- Montzalee Wittmann, Netgalley Reviewer

Distributor
Formac Lorimer Book Distributing
Ltd.
Distributor
Lerner Publisher Services
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Priority Area Tags: gender, gender
identity
Curriculum Subject: Health Education,
Physical Education
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Mi'kmaw Animals

Notes

Illustrated by Alan Syliboy
May 31, 2018 | Board book , Paper over boards |

Alan Syliboy, author of The Thundermaker, showcases his vibrant artwork in this
new baby board book. Colourful images depicting creatures like moose, whales,
caribou, and more makes this book a perfect introduction to the
Mi’kmaw language. With English and Mi’kmaq translations for the animal names
on every page, babies will enjoy the vivid paintings while they learn new words and
discover a bit of Mi’kmaw culture in a fun way.
Contributor Bio

9781771086417
English , Mi`kmaq; Micmac
7 x 7 x 0.4 in

Mi'kmaw Language

Artist Alan Syliboy studied privately with Shirley Bear and attended the Nova
Scotia College of Art and Design, where twenty-five years later, he was invited to
sit on the Board of Governors. Alan looks to the indigenous Mi’kmaw
petroglyph tradition for inspiration and develops his own artistic vocabulary out
of those forms. This is his second children’s book. He lives in Truro, Nova Scotia.

14 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Animals /
General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 0 - 3
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: M''ikmaw
Language
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Muinji'j Ji'nmus'sit

Notes

By (author) Saqamaw Misel Joe

Priority Area Tags: race, language

May 28, 2003 | Paperback , Trade |

9781550812374
English
5.25 x 7.5 in
64 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / People &
Places / United States / Native
American
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
UTP Distribution

Mi'kmaw Language

Muinji’j has been waiting all his life to make this trip with his grandfather-a trip to
the city to sell rich otter, beaver and muskrat pelts and bring back supplies to the
village. It’s a long expedition that tests Muinji’j’s reserves of strength, patience and
maturity. Just as he thinks he and his niskamij have faced all of their challenges, the
worst happens-his naskamij falls ill. Although Muinji’j gathers the medicine his
grandfather asks for, it doesn’t help fast enough. Both of them realize that there is
only one solution: Muinji’j must continue the jou ey alone. He must face the
challenges and mysteries of a city he has never seen, and retu to help his
grandfather as well as his village that relies on him. Saqamaw Mi’sel Joe is the chief
of the Miawpukek Mi'kamawey Mawi'omi - Conne River Mi’kmaq Tribal Nation in
Newfoundland. The Miawpukek Band Reserve, which is the only one recognized in
Newfoundland, has an on reserve population of approximately 700 people. The
reserve is located on the south east shore of Newfoundland. The reserve covers an
area of some 14 square miles. It lies 560 km from the capital city of St. John's and
180 km from the nearest services center, Grand Falls. Saqamaw Mi’sel Joe was bo
in Miawpukek on June 4, 1947 into a strong Mi’kmaq family; both his grandfather
and uncle have held the office of hereditary Saqamaw. He has been educated in all
the Mi’kmaq ways and traditions. Currently, Mi’sel Joe is in his fourth consecutive
two-year term as Administrative Chief. He is also the spiritual leader of his people.
In this capacity he has gained recognition provincially, nationally and inte ationally,
particularly in the area of spiritual healing. He lives together with his wife Colletta
and granddaughter Ansalewit at Miawpukek First Nation in Newfoundland.
Muinji’j Becomes a Man is his first book.
Contributor Bio
Saqamaw Mi’sel Joe is the chief of the Miawpukek Mi'kamawey Mawi'omi - Conne
River Mi’kmaq Tribal Nation in Newfoundland. The Miawpukek Band Reserve,
which is the only one recognized in Newfoundland, has an on reserve population of
approximately 700 people. The reserve is located on the south east shore of
Newfoundland. The reserve covers an area of some 14 square miles. It lies 560 km
from the capital city of St. John's and 180 km from the nearest services center,
Grand Falls. Saqamaw Mi’sel Joe was born in Miawpukek on June 4, 1947 into a
strong Mi’kmaq family; both his grandfather and uncle have held the office of
hereditary Saqamaw. He has been educated in all the Mi’kmaq ways and
traditions. Currently, Mi’sel Joe is in his fourth consecutive two-year term as
Administrative Chief. He is also the spiritual leader of his people. In this capacity he
has gained recognition provincially, nationally and internationally, particularly in
the area of spiritual healing. He lives together with his wife Colletta and
granddaughter Ansalewit at Miawpukek First Nation in Newfoundland.

Reviews
A trip for supplies becomes an unexpected challenge of strength and courage in
this novel for middle readers. This simple and gentle story by first-time author
Mi'sel Joe offers a glimpse of Mi'kmaq life in Newfoundland early in the 20th
century. Clara Dunn's black and white sketches provide a visual sense of the
characters and life on the land. With it’s curriculum friendly themes… it's
emphasis on strong values and a humourous encounter, Muinji'j Becomes a Man
has appeal for teachers, parents and children alike. - Quill & Quire
Young readers will leave this novel wiser in the ways of early 20th-century native
life and spiritual values. - Susan Perren, the Globe and Mail
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Curriculum Subject: Mi''kmaw
Language
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Notes

Just Run

Priority Area Tags: gender

By (author) Deb Loughead
Apr 04, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Paper over boards |

Fourteen-year-old Daisy Howson is a take-charge kind of girl, maybe even
something of a control freak. She means well--she just wants everything to run
smoothly, especially on her relay team. But when someone tries to sabotage the
boys' relay team Daisy suspects her own team may be involved. Can she sort it all
out and fix everything up again before the city championship meet? [Fry reading
level - 3.6]
Contributor Bio

9781552776995
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in

Physical Education

DEB LOUGHEAD is an established children's author, a prize winning poet, and a
past president of CANSCAIP. She has written two hi-lo books for teens and
numerous works of poetry for children. She is a co-editor of Cleavage: Breakaway
Fiction for Real Girls (Sumach). Deb lives in Toronto.
Reviews

104 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

"...the book will appeal to a broad audience, and readers who are athletic, like
Daisy, will find it very easy to identify with her. Recommended." - Jeannine
Stickle

Subject

Daisy's voice and perceptions ring true, and the story, hinging on her choices, is
involving. A solid choice for reluctant readers and track fans. - Linda Perkins

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 10 - 13, Grade (US)
from 5 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Curriculum Subject: Physical
Education, English Language Arts
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lorimer Sports Stories

Physical Education
Notes

Trading Goals

Priority Area Tags: gender

By (author) Trevor Kew
Aug 10, 2011 | Electronic book text , PDF , Digest |

Nominated for the Spring 2011 Sakura Medal in Japan 2010, Shortlisted

Curriculum Subject: Physical
Education, English Language Arts
Grade Level: 4-6

9781552778470
English
5 x 7.75 x 0.5 in
144 pages
Lorimer
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers

When Vicky and her mom pack up and move across the city to a new
neighborhood, it means switching schools and leaving behind her best friend and
her soccer team. Now she'll have to try out for goalkeeper with her former rivals,
deal with racism at her new school, and struggle to maintain loyalty to her old
friends while making new ones. Vicky is awesome in net and tries to keep focused
on her goals and the game she loves, but it's not easy without the support of her
friends and family.
[Fry Reading Level - 4.6]
Contributor Bio
TREVOR KEW is an English teacher and regular contributor to the soccer
magazine Free Kick. Trevor is based in Vancouver, BC.
Reviews

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes
/ Prejudice & Racism

Overall, Trading Goals is a great book for children in this age group(10-13)
whether they are soccer fans or not. Highly Recommended. - Lisa O'Hara

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 10 - 13, Grade (US)
from 3 - 8
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
Distributor
James Lorimer & Company Ltd.,
Publishers
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Gaddy's Story

Science
Notes

By (author) Sally Goddard

Priority Area Tags: ability/disability

Jul 08, 1995 | Paperback , Trade |

Gaddy’s Story is a delightful children’s story of the first weeks in the life of an
Atlantic cod. Gaddy, now a tiny codfish, reflects on his humble beginnings. Nadine
Osmond’s animated sketches are complemented by genuine cod embryo
photographs taken under a microscope.
Contributor Bio
She developed her love of Marine Biology as a young girl while exploring the
tidepools of the Cornish coast with her father during the summer holidays.
Between 1968 and 1977 she lived on the isle of Anglesey, studying marine biology
at the University of North Wales where she obtained a B.Sc and Ph.D. in Marine
Science. In 1987, Sally came to Newfoundland with her husband and two children.
9781550811056
English
7.5 x 7.5 x 7.5 in
48 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /
Marine Life
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
UTP Distribution
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Curriculum Subject: Science, English
Language Arts
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
PB's Comet

Notes

By (author) Marnie Parsons , Illustrated by Veselina Tomova
Mar 27, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

PB spends her summer on Fox Island with the other sheep and goats, but she's
more interested in stargazing than nibbling on the grass. She knows a famous
astronomer once visited Toads Cove, and has set her sights on following in his
path and finding a comet. Her determination irks a cantankerous old goat who
plots to undermine her efforts.
This playful poetic tale about a sheep who won't give up and an old goat who
learns a thing or two is inspired by the author's community, where sheep and
goats really do graze on islands off the coast, and a famous astronomer really did
once visit.
9781927917121
English
9 x 9 x 0.5 in
32 pages
Running the Goat

Subject

Award-winning artist Veselina Tomova's illustrations offer a delightfully
whimsical complement to this charming story.
Contributor Bio
Marnie Parsons is an editor, letterpress printer, and publisher. She was born and
raised in Leamington, Ontario; she lives in Tors Cove, Newfoundland, where she
runs a small print shop with a view of Fox Island and the sheep and goats who
spend their summers there. On clear nights, she also has a great view of the stars.

JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 3 - 8

Science

Born in Sofia, Bulgaria, Veselina Tomova graduated from Leipzig's School of
Graphic Art and Book Design before moving to Newfoundland. She has
illustrated books in Germany, Bulgaria, and Canada, including the children's
books A Dozen Silk Diapers (Hyperion Press, 1995), Maggie & Hero (Fine Day
Books, 2007), and Spirited Away: Fairy stories of old Newfoundland (Running the
Goat, 2017).

Distributor
LitDistCo
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Science, English
Language Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
In The Field

Notes

By (author) Joan Sullivan

Priority Area Tags: language

Oct 24, 2012 | Paperback , Trade |

Rogers Communications Award for Non-Fiction 2013, Short-listed
A soldier dies, a community vanishes…and a story is found.
When Steven Norris—a lieutenant with the famed Royal Newfoundland
Regiment—dies at the battle of Gueudecourt in 1916, his family business is left
without an heir. With the end of the Norris family mill, the once thriving town of
Three Arms disappears.
9781550813913
English
5.5 x 8.5 x 0.75 in
176 pages
Breakwater Books Ltd.

Subject
HISTORY / Military / World War I

Almost 90 years later, a high-school theatre class mounts a successful musical
based on the life and death of Steven Norris. When the curtain drops, a group of
actors, teachers, and parents embark on a camping expedition to Three Arms
where they stumble upon the actual artifacts of Norris’s young life.

A compelling history—part narrative, part documentary, part drama—Joan
Sullivan’s In the Field reminds us how one soldier’s great sacrifice can resonate
long after he has fallen.

Audience
General Trade

Contributor Bio

Distributor
UTP Distribution

Social Studies

J. M. Sullivan is a freelance writer whose work has appeared in The Globe and
Mail, The Telegram, This Magazine, and on CBC Radio. She also works in theatre
as a director, actor and playwright. She lives in St. John’s with her daughter,
Marianne.
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Curriculum Subject: Social Studies
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Anne: La Maison aux pignons verts récits pour jeunes
lecteurs
Adapted by Deirdre Kessler , By (author) Lucy Maud Montgomery ,
Illustrated by David Preston Smith
Apr 09, 2010 | Paperback , Trade |

9781551097633
French
8.5 x 11 x 0.13 in
48 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Classics
Audience
Juvenile

Anne Shirley is hot-tempered, melodramatic, impulsive, accident-prone, and one of
the best-loved literary characters in the world. From her feud with Gilbert Blythe
to her near-drowning in the pond to the incident with the currant wine, Anne's
adventures come to life for a whole new generation in Anne of Green Gables:
Stories for Young Readers. This French-language adaptation of Lucy Maud
Montgomery's Anne of Green Gables, written by Prince Edward Island writer
Deirdre Kessler and translated by Jo-Anne Elder, is suitable for readers ages six
and up. With twenty-eight colourful, historically accurate illustrations by awardwinning illustrator David Preston Smith, Anne of Green Gables: Stories for Young
Readers will delight readers too young for chapter books but nonetheless
enthralled by the enduring appeal of Montgomery's timeless story.
Contributor Bio
Deirdre Kessler teaches creative writing and children's literature at the University
of Prince Edward Island. She is the author of five children's novels, including the
Canadian Children's Book Centre Award–winning Brupp Rides Again, and six
other picture books, including perennial favourites Lobster in My Pocket and Lena
and the Whale.
David Preston Smith is an internationally recognized artist and illustrator. He
launched his career with NASA as a concept illustrator and has worked as the
official sports artist for many of Canada's premier sporting events, including the
Canada Cup Hockey Series and Olympic Games. He lives in Head of St.
Margaret's Bay, Nova Scotia.

Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd
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Social Studies
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Sciences
Humaines
Grade Level: P-3, 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Apples and Butterflies
A Poem for Prince Edward Island
By (author) Shauntay Grant , Illustrated by Tamara Thiébaux-Heikalo

Social Studies
Notes
Priority Area Tags: race

Oct 05, 2012 | Hardcover

I want to rest inside a sunrise dream an endless stretch of sea and sand and foam I
want to go go where butterflies dance like children

Curriculum Subject: Social Studies African Canadian Studies

Contributor Bio
Grade Level: P-3
Shauntay Grant is a writer, spoken word performer, broadcast journalist, and
musician. She was Halifax’s third poet laureate (2009–2010). She is the author of
The City Speaks in Drums and Up Home, which won the 2008 Atlantic Book Award
for Best Atlantic Published Book and was shortlisted for the 2010 Hackmatack
Children’s Choice Book Awards. Shauntay lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
9781551099354
English
8.25 x 10.25 x 0.38 in
32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Tamara Thiébeaux Heikalo is the illustrator of six books for children, including
Driftwood Dragons and The Cat from Kosovo. She has been an artist from very
early on in her life, creating whimsical, caricatural, and realistic imagery.

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / People &
Places / Canada / General
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.

Reviews
A young girl narrator describes a family getaway to Prince Edward Island in this
charmingly illustrated picture book with poetic touches. Following a refrain of “I
want to,” she relates scenarios such as “I want to rest inside a sunrise dream / an
endless stretch of sea and sand and foam.” Here, we see her joyfully greeting a
swirly pastel sky. The lyrical text, with only a few lines per page, is simply
constructed, though it’s occasionally esoteric for kids—for instance, “I just want to
breathe / breathe air that tastes like apples: / red / ripe.” Nonetheless, the
intricate, vibrant artwork incorporates playful and evocative elements, and the
warm portrayal of a family appreciating nature’s wonders and sharing in familiar
activities like walking the beach or picking apples may inspire readers to dream or
reminisce about their own vacations with, as the girl says, “no alarm clocks / and
no chores . . . only time / lots and lots of time.”
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Bay of Fundy's Hopewell Rocks
By (author) Kevin Snair

Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

Apr 22, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

Bay of Fundy's Hopewell Rocks offers an intimate behind-the-scenes tour of the
Hopewell Rocks site. It is full of intriguing tidbits about this natural wonder of the
world and Kevin Snair's images of one of the most photographed places in New
Brunswick are both stunning and original.

9780987747020

Social Studies

Contributor Bio
Kevin Snair was born and raised on the South Shore of Nova Scotia and discovered
his passion for photography while working in British Columbia during his teens. He
started working as an Interpretive Guide for the Hopewell Rocks Park in 2009 and
can often be found strolling the beaches or giving guided tours to anyone who will
listen. He is passionate about the site and his time-lapse videos of the Hopewell
Rocks have gone viral on the Internet.

English
8 x 8 x 0.25 in
100 pages
Chocolate River Publishing

Subject
NATURE / Ecosystems & Habitats /
Coastal Regions & Shorelines
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Curriculum Subject: Social Studies,
Science
Grade Level: 1 to 12

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Compass series

Notes

Broken Pieces
An Orphan of the Halifax Explosion
By (author) Allison Lawlor

Priority Area Tags: ability/disability,
socioeconomic Status

Nov 28, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

One hundred years ago, on December 6, 1917, the French munitions ship Mont
Blanc collided with the Belgian relief vessel Imo in the Halifax Harbour. At first, a
small fire broke out aboard the Mont Blanc, which grew bigger crowds of people
and emergency responders linded the shores of Halifax and Dartmouth to get a
better look. Suddenly, the Mont Blanc's explosive cargo blew up, flattening homes
and businesses, and triggering a tsunami.

9781771085151
English
6.75 x 8.5 x 0.2 in
104 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / History /
Canada / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range

Amid the confusion and devastation that followed the blast was fourteen-yearold Barbara Orr, who had been walking from her neighbourhood in Richmond to a
friend's house. Follow Barbara as she navigates post-explosion Halifax, learning
about rescue efforts, the kindness of strangers, and the bravery of heroes like
Vincent Coleman along the way.
Part of the popular Compass series, this full-colour non-fiction book includes
highlighted glossary terms, informative sidebars, over 50 illustrations and
historical photographs, a detailed index, and recommended further reading. In
commemoration of the tragic event's 100th anniversary, Broken Pieces is a great
resource for young readers and educators.
Contributor Bio
Allson Lawlor's work has appeared in the Globe and Mail and several magazines.
After working as a reporter for newspapers in Ontario, Allison returned in 2003
to Nova Scotia, where she had previously attended the University of King's
College. She is the author of several non-fiction books for adults, and this is her
first book for children. Allison lives in Prospect, Nova Scotia, with her husband,
two daughters, and several animals.

Age (years) from 7 - 10
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing

Social Studies

Reviews
"Allison Lawlor paints a very vivid picture of Halifax leading up to and following
the Halifax Explosion." —Canadian Materials Magazine (Winnipeg, MB)
"Readers who are researching the Halifax Explosion for school or who have a
personal interest in the topic will be able to use Broken Pieces as a starting point
for further research." —Resource Links (NL)
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Curriculum Subject: Social Studies History, Social Studies - Economics
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
A Change of Heart

Notes

By (author) Alice Walsh , Illustrated by Erin Bennett Banks
Apr 05, 2016 | Hardcover

Hackmatack Children's Choice Book Awards (English Non-fiction)
2018, Short-listed
Finally, the remarkable story of honourary Newfoundlander Lanier Phillips is
available for young children in this heartwarming picture book.

9781771083713
English
10 x 8 x 0.5 in
32 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Biography & Autobiography / Music

A young African American and the son of sharecroppers, Lanier Phillips escapes
the violence, racism, and segregation of his Georgia home by joining the navy
during the Second World War. But tragedy strikes the USS Truxtun one February
night off the southeastern coast of Newfoundland, and Lanier is the lone Black
survivor of the terrible shipwreck. Covered in oil when he arrives onshore, the
community’s kindness and humanity brings him back to health and changes his
outlook on life. He would go on to march for Black rights with Martin Luther King,
and remain forever grateful to the small town of St. Lawrence, Newfoundland.
With vibrant illustrations by celebrated artist Erin Banks, A Change of Heart
vividly depicts Lanier’s life-changing experiences in Newfoundland that fateful
February.
Contributor Bio

Audience
Juvenile
Audience range

Alice Walsh writes fiction and non-fiction for children and adults. Her juvenile
novel, Pomiuk: Prince of the North (Beach Holme), won the 2005 Ann Connor
Brimer Award. Alice studied early childhood education, has an MA in English, and
has worked as a preschool teacher and creative writing instructor. Alice grew up
in Newfoundland and currently lives in Nova Scotia.

Age (years) from 4 - 10
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.

Social Studies

Erin Bennett Banks is a New York native with Canadian roots. She is the
illustrator of The Patchwork Path, The First Music and Hush Harbor. Her
culturally distinct style has earned recognition by The New York Times,
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio, and the Gustavus Myers Center for the Study of
Bigotry and Human Rights. Erin currently lives in Charleston, South Carolina.
Reviews

A Change of Heart could be used for discussions on historical themes such as the
Civil Rights Movement and the history of Newfoundland. —Canadian Teacher
Magazine (Vancouver, BC)
A Change of Heart will add a lot of value to any school library, public library or
home library. Students will learn about many aspects of the past: history of the
American south, Jim Crowe laws and Newfoundland before Confederation. —
Canadian Materials (Winnipeg, MB)
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Priority Area Tags: race, socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies History, Social Studies - African
Canadian Studies
Grade Level: 4-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Eva and Me

Notes

By (author) Eva MacIntyre , By (author) John MacIntyre
Jun 23, 2014 | Paperback , Trade |

How radically lives can be altered by sudden twists of fate . . . by luck . . . by
backroom politics in a darkened corridor in Beijing. From an orphanage in
Guongdong, South China and the 13,000 kilometre (8,000 mile) journey to a
village on Nova Scotia’s south shore, this is just one story in what was the largest
exodus of children from a single country in the history of mankind. This is the
story of Eva and Me.

9781927097403
English
7.5 x 8.5 in
84 pages
MacIntyre Purcell Publishing

Social Studies

Contributor Bio
John MacIntyre is a journalist, a writer, and an editor. His work has appeared in the
Globe and Mail, Montreal Gazette, and Canadian Lawyer, and he writes a
syndicated column, "Figuratively Speaking," which appears in more than 70
newspapers in the United States and Canada. He lives in Lunenburg, Nova Scotia.
Janice Wells is a well-known Newfoundland and Labrador writer, a columnist for
the Western Star, and the author of Another Splash of the Gin & Tonic Gardener,
Definitely Not Martha Stewart, Frank Moores: The Time of His Life, and The Gin &
Tonic Gardener.

Subject
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY /
Personal Memoirs
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: race, ethnicity,
language, gender, socioeconomic status
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies,
English Language Arts
Grade Level: 4-6, 7-9

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Follow the Goose Butt to Nova Scotia
By (author) Odette Barr , By (author) Colleen Landry , By (author) Beth
Weatherbee , Illustrated by Odette Barr

Social Studies
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

Sep 18, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

Camelia, the Canada goose with the faulty GPS (Goose Positioning System) is on
the move again. This time she travels throughout the province of Nova Scotia with
her eccentric Aunt, a photojournalist with the CGBC (Canada Goose
Broadcasting Corporation).

9780995938458
English
5.5 x 8 x 0.16 in
80 pages
Chocolate River Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / People &
Places / Canada / General
Audience
Juvenile

While Aunt Tillie gathers stories of interest, Camelia meets many new friends
including Spike the Cape D'Or porcupine, Piper the spring peeper from
Kejimkujik, Larry the leatherback turtle, Cindy Crowsby the famous hockey
player, and Willow the bookworm donkey. A host of other colourful characters
entertain them and offer maritime hospitality.
As usual, Camelia gets distracted and lost several times. She is stranded on a
beach with a Digby scallop; accidently whisked away to Sable Island on the
famous Bluenose schooner; and worst of all, Camelia is lost in a pea soup fog on
the Northumberland Strait and wonders if she'll ever find her favourite Aunt
again. Camelia must summon all her courage and wits to find her way. Can she do
it?
The humour in the first book in the series Follow the Goose Butt, Camelia
Airheart! turned out to be very popular with middle school and up even though it
was originally aimed at the grade two three level. The prequel picture book Take
off to Tantramar was shortlisted for the Wendy Kitts Memorial Award.
Contributor Bio
Odette Barr (author/illustrator) is a teacher in New Brunswick's Anglophone
School District-East.

Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor

Odette has illustrated a number of nature-themed guidebooks for Fundy
National Park. Her passion and inspiration for her writing and art comes from her
love of nature and the environment. She worked for many years as an interpretive
naturalist for Environment Canada before turning to teaching in the traditional
indoor classroom. Odette spent 10 years teaching Inuit students in Nunavut.

Nimbus Publishing

Colleen Landry (author) is a teacher in New Brunswick's Anglophone School
District-East.
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Curriculum Subject: Social Studies,
Science, English Language Arts
Grade Level: 3-6, P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
La mystérieuse boutique de Monsieur Bottom
By (author) Caroline Hurtut , Illustrated by Magali Ben
Jan 01, 2015 | Paperback , Trade |

Benoit, a French kid living across the street spies Mister Bottom’s mysterious.
Nobody seems to buy anything, ever. Nevertheless, Mr Bottom doesn’t look
unhappy. On the contrary, so Benoit decides to resolve this mystery. At the end, it’s
Benoit’s own place in the world and his relationships with others that will be
challenged… A lovely ‘Old France’ flavored tale, filled with tenderness and
philosophy. Take a seat…

9782896820559
French
10.5 x 9.5 in
33 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Social Studies
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies,
Sciences Humaines
Grade Level: P-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Le colosse des neiges de Campbellton
By (author) Denis Boucher , Illustrated by Paul Roux
May 15, 2015 | Hardcover , Dust jacket |

Gabriel, Ania and Mamadou, followed by their faithful dog, are on a ski vacation in
Campbellton. But soon, they find themselves scouting a terrifying beast up frozen
paths and towards a splendid mansion nestled near Mount Sugarloaf. The owner is
a likeable Swiss chocolate millionaire, however Ania, the know-it-all of the young
detective trio, is not buying his story. Will the skills of the ‘Three Musketeers’
finally falter on their 7th adventure?

9782897500016
French
6 x 9 in
184 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Social Studies
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies History
Grade Level: 4-6, 7-9

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
le monstre du Lac Baker

Social Studies
Notes

By (author) Denis M. Boucher , Illustrated by Paul Roux
May 15, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

One dog, three Maritime pre-teens and non-stop challenges add up to: the Three
Musketeers! This series of eight stand-alone novels have hooked 10 year old
readers and up, since 2006. Completely revamped, on high-quality paper and
with comic strips at the start of every short chapter, adding to the ease of reading,
these books will soon become an immersion favourite. This one, Le monstre du
LAc Baker , is the first of the series, and it is intriguing, compelling, and full of
mischief.

9782897500559
French
6 x 9 in
176 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 8 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Priority Area Tags: race
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies History
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
L’Île-au-Crâne de Shediac

Social Studies
Notes

By (author) Denis M. Boucher , Illustrated by Paul Roux
Jun 30, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

The Three Musketeers are back, and this time they’re in Shediac. The famed trio
should be enjoying fried clams and beach time; after all, they’ve already had five
major adventures around New Brunswick! But Gabriel is entrigued by the island
facing their cottage. When the friends and their dog meet Roland with his boat,
off they go exploring Skull Island. But others also seem quite eager to get to the
small island. And they are not so friendly.

9782897500313
English
6 x 9 in
206 pages
Bouton d’or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 7 - 12
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies History, Sciences Humaines - Études
Acadiennes
Grade Level: 4-6, 7-9

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Lili Tutti-Frutti

Notes

By (author) Edith Bourget , Illustrated by Serge V. Richard
Jan 15, 2015 | Paperback

Lili Tutti-Frutti’s friends and family tease her and predict she will turn bananas if
she keeps chomping on her beloved snacks. This is just what seems to happen, but
then, what better cure than Maman’s love and… more fruits! This whimsical and
touching book also includes a two-page presentation with specific exotic fruit
names, no preaching and all in good fun, but it does encourage a fruit eating habit!
Contributor Bio

9782896820528
French
8 x 8 in

Social Studies

Acclaimed prolific children’s writer Édith Bourget resides in Edmundston, New
Brunswick and travels the francophone world with her twenty plus high quality
and critically acclaimed children’s books. She won the France-Acadie litterary
prize in 2004 for Autour de Gabrielle, and this title was finalist for the Govenor
General awards the same year.

28 pages
Bouton d’or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies,
Health Education
Grade Level: P-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Maya et Mitaine

Social Studies
Notes

By (author) Joanie Duguay , Illustrated by Rejean Roy
Oct 14, 2014 | Paperback

Priority Area Tags: language

At any age, you can miss your home and your old reassuring cat. Maya accompanies
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies,
her designer mother on a professional trip to Paris but worries: will Mitaine hold
up? Will her father working on a cruise ship leave St-John’s port before she’s back? Sciences Humaines
Whether walking down your own German Street in New Brunswick or up Butte
Montmartre in Paris for the first time, love is the best travel insurance.
Grade Level: 4-6, 7-9
Contributor Bio

9782896820580
French
5.5 x 6.5 in

Born in 1987, Joanie Duguay is native of Pointe-Alexandre, île Lamèque, New
Brunswick. Active in several artistic fields. In 2005 by winning the contest "I
listen, I write!", launched by Radio-Canada, for his poem "becoming". In 2006, her
work entitled ’An unforgettable loss’ earned him the prix Littéraire AntonineMaillet-Acadie Vie. Joanie holds a B.A. in secondary education from the
Université de Moncton and devoted herself to writing when she is not in the
classroom.

68 pages
Bouton d’or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Muin and the Seven Bird Hunters
By (author) Prune Harris , By (author) Lilian Marshall , By (author) Murdena
Marshall , By (author) Cheryl Bartlett
Apr 12, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

The story of Muin and the Seven Bird Hunters is a very old Mi'kmaw legend. It
happens in the North Sky as the stars that show the story of Muin and the Seven
Bird Hunters move around Tatapn, the North Star.
In pictures in this book you can see how these stars, shown as they appear two
hours before dawn, move through the night sky. They are in a different position
each of the seasons because they are the time-keepers, the calendar. All through
the year, as the stars and plants travel through the sky, the Mi'kmaq watch the
story of Muin and the Seven Bird Hunters as it unfolds before their eyes.
9781771085076
English
8.5 x 8.5 x 0.08 in
36 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Nature & the
Natural World / General
Audience

Contributor Bio
Prune Harris is a mother of two, originally from Cornwall in England but now living
in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia. She is a member of the Integrative Science team at
Cape Breton University, directed by Dr. Cheryl Bartlett.
Murdena Marshall is a mother of six, grandmother of fourteen, greatgrandmother of five and godmother of eight. She is the Clan Mother of the Muin
Clan. She says, "I have two loves in the world. First and foremost is my language
and second is my relationship with God."
Cheryl Bartlett pours her mother-love into countless students as a Professor at
Cape Breton University. She most cherishes being in nature camping with friends,
family and her three dogs.

Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Social Studies
Notes
Priority Area Tags: ethnicity, language,
religion
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies Mi''kmaq Studies, Mi''kmaw Language
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Ninen Na Mi'kma'ji'jk (CD)

Notes

By (author) Read to Me Foundation

9781894420426

Social Studies

Oct 02, 2013 | CD-Audio , CD standard audio format |

Priority Area Tags: race, ethnicity,
language

Ninen na Mi’kma’ji’jk, a CD of Mi’kmaw rhymes and songs, will delight young
children. The CD features Dr. Bernie Francis, accomplished musician and
respected authority on the Mi’kmaw language. The CD includes a reading of
Weska’qelmut Apje’juanu, the Mi’kmaw translation of Sheree Fitch’s popular
book Kisses Kisses Baby O!

Curriculum Subject: Social Studies Mi''kmaq Studies, Mi''kmaw Language

Early childhood experiences play an important role in preserving language and
culture, and this CD will bring the richness of the Mi’kmaw language to listeners.
Includes a booklet with all lyrics in both Mi’kmaq and English. Ninen na
Mi’kma’ji’jk is the perfect resource for those who wish to encourage and enjoy the
Mi’kmaw language.

English
5.5 x 5 x 0.38 in
1 page
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
MUSIC / Ethnic
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Grade Level: P-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Compass series

Oak Island and the Search for the Buried Treasure

Social Studies
Notes
Priority Area Tags: language

By (author) Joann Hamilton-Barry
Sep 17, 2015 | Paperback , Trade |

Hackmatack Children's Choice Book Awards (English Non-fiction)
2017, Short-listed

Curriculum Subject: Social Studies –
History
Grade Level: 4-6

9781771083423
English
6.75 x 8.5 x 0.25 in
88 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / People &
Places / Canada / General
Audience

Are Shakespeare's lost manuscripts buried deep in the notorious Money Pit? Do
booby traps conceal the Holy Grail of the Knights Templar or Blackbeard's pirate
loot? The mystery of Oak Island's rumoured treasure has stumped explorers and
researchers for over two hundred years. In this fascinating nonfiction account,
librarian Joann Hamilton-Barry introduces young readers to the treasures
rumoured to be hidden on Nova Scotia's famous question mark-shaped island and
the curious adventurers who sought it out.
With over 50 maps, photographs, and artefacts, highlighted by educational
sidebars, this accessible, entertaining book takes readers from the island's first
treasure hunters to present-day adventurers, and shares tales of pirate gold,
mysterious messages, and the famous Oak Island curse.
Contributor Bio
Joann Hamilton-Barry is a librarian in Saint John, New Brunswick, and the author
of Boldly Canadian: the story of the RCMP. She enjoys cooking and reading but her
favourite activity is walking her dog with her husband and best friend, Nick Barry.
Joann is the proud mother of two grown children, Alex and Hope. Joann has had a
fascination with Oak Island for thirty years and dreams of finding buried treasure.

Juvenile
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.

Reviews

Oak Island and the Search for Buried Treasure has it all for the reader who has
dreamed of unearthing that chest filled with pirate gold and Spanish doubloons! Canadian Teacher magazine (Vancouver, BC)
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Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Seasons Before the War

Notes

By (author) Bernice Morgan , Illustrated by Brita Granstrom
Nov 01, 2018 | Hardcover

Originally written for a Christmas concert given by internationally-renowned
children's choir Shallaway, Bernice Morgan's Seasons Before the War is a
delightful, unsentimental remembrance of growing up in St. John's,
Newfoundland just before the city, and the world, changed irrevocably with the
advent of WWII.

9781927917183
English
12 x 9.5 x 0 in
48 pages
Running the Goat

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION /
Biography & Autobiography /
Cultural Heritage
Audience
Juvenile

This slightly fictionalized telling explores the delights of every day and of each
season: how Bernice and her siblings played and passed their time--watching the
fire trucks put out fires at the dump, going for messages at the local shops,
listening to stories by the kitchen stove--and the bigger moments of starting
school, and anticipating Christmas. Charged with the bright wonder of a child's
view, the book nevertheless contains the shadow of change; although mentioned
only in the book's title, war and its implications for childhood hang quietly over all.
Painted illustrations, by acclaimed UK-based illustrator Brita Granström,
beautifully capture the sweet nostalgia of Morgan's words and the joys of
childhood. Soft and playful, yet detailed and accurate, the illustrations add
immeasurably to the book, making it as much an art book as a storybook.
With beautiful paper, thoughtful design, and exceptional production values, this is
a book to be shared between generations, and to be treasured.
Contributor Bio
BERNICE MORGAN is author of Random Passage , which was filmed as a fourpart television series; its award-winning sequel, Waiting for Time; Cloud of Bone;
and The Topography of Love. Seasons Before the War is her first book for
children. She lives in St. John's, Newfoundland.

Audience range
Age (years) from 5 - 13
Distributor
LitDistCo

Social Studies

Swedish-born BRITA GRANSTRÖM is a painter and illustrator. She has
illustrated dozens of children's books, usually in collaboration with her partner
Mick Manning. Their most recent publications include Books, Books, Books
(published in conjunction with the British Library) and The Brontes. Brita and
Mick have received, or been nominated for, numerous awards, including two
nominations for the Astrid Lindgren Award, one of children's literature's most
prestigious international prizes.
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Priority Area Tags: language
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies History, English Language Arts
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
S'ouvrir
A tool box for inclusion in the classroom and in the school

Through real life situations, here os a resource for anyone struggling or interested
in the inclusive classroom and school. Without shying from the true and
demanding challenges of an all-encompassing inclusive learning space, this is a
must-read, must share proposal, coming straight from the classrooms and schools
trying to meet these challenges.

Contributor Bio

Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
EDUCATION / General

Notes
Priority Area Tags: ability/disability

Jun 30, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

9782897500580

Social Studies

This book is authored by a collective of mostly school teachers, teaching
assistants, learning specialists, and resource teachers. The real life scenarios were
written by parents, teachers, school directors and specialists with many different
backgrounds. The response to these cases were written by solicited experts.
Quebec-born Danielle Loranger is a self-taught artist; she developed her talent in
Newfoundland, where she's had numerous exhibits in both St.John's and her
studio in Hillview, Trinity Bay. She now shares her time between the island and
Boudreau Office in New Brunswick. Her first book, Une étoile sur la dune, which
she also wrote, has gathered critical acclaim as it deals with raising and teaching a
child with severe challenges.
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Curriculum Subject: Social Studies
Grade Level: P-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Strange Nova Scotia

Notes

By (author) Vernon Oickle
May 30, 2016 | Paperback , Trade |

Strange Nova Scotia is a fun and, yes, STRANGE romp through this strange land.
From Nova Scotia’s connection to why the White House is painted white, to the
famed Shag Harbour UFO incident and the possible landing of Prince Henry
Sinclair at Chedabucto Bay on June 2, 1398, this book will amuse and intrigue you
on every page. From one of the province’s best-known folklorists and the wit of a
budding young illustrator comes this instant classic. Welcome to Strange Nova
Scotia.

9781927097984
English
5 x 7 in

Social Studies

Contributor Bio
Vernon Oickle is an international award winning journalist, editor and writer with
33 years experience working in newspapers. He is the author of more than 20
books, including Red Sky at Night and bestselling series, One Crow. Vernon and his
wife Nancy have two sons, Kellen and Colby. He continues to reside in Liverpool
where he was born and raised.

156 pages
MacIntyre Purcell Publishing

Subject
TRAVEL / Canada / Atlantic
Provinces
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies
Grade Level: 3-6

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
Tara, Timi et la nuit

Social Studies
Notes

By (author) Émerise LeBlanc-Nowlan

Priority Area Tags: language

Oct 03, 2017 | Paperback , Trade |

Tara and Timi, two close friends, are very excited to travel away on an adventure
to the Fall Fair. However, Timi prefers being cautious to exploring, and as soon as
things don't go as planned, he becomes quite nervous. Luckily, the two meet a wise
old woman along the way.
Contributor Bio
Émerise LeBlanc-Nowlan est originaire de Bouctouche, au Nouveau-Brunswick.
Elle a obtenu son baccalauréat en sciences infirmières de l'Université de Moncton
et a fait des études en santé mentale. Son intérêt pour le dessin et son amour des
gens l'ont amenée à jumeler emploi et cours d'art. Elle a participé à plusieurs
expositions de peinture à Ottawa et à Moncton.
9782897500450
French
9 x 9 x 0.1 in
24 pages
Bouton d'or Acadie

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / Bedtime &
Dreams
Audience
Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 4 - 8
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing
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Curriculum Subject: Sciences
Humaines, Physical Education, Health
Education
Grade Level: P-2

Atlantic Publishers Priority Areas Learning Resources 2018: Learning and Literacy
The Little Tree by the Sea
From Halifax to Boston With Love
By (author) John DeMont , Illustrated by Belle DeMont
Jul 25, 2017 | Hardcover , Cloth |

On December 6, 1917, two tramp steamers, the Mont-Blanc and the Imo, collided
in wartime Halifax Harbour. Steel grating on steel caused sparks to fly creating
what became the largest man-made explosion of its time.
More than 2000 people died (500 of those children) and 9,000 were injured. It
left 6,000 people homeless and an additional 19,000 without adequate shelter.
The blast destroyed or damaged 6630 buildings.

9781772760699
English
7 x 10 x 0.2 in
32 pages
MacIntyre Purcell Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / General
Audience
General Trade
Distributor

One of the most generous responses came from Boston and the state of
Massachusetts. Within 48 hours it organized trains to carry 33 doctors, 79
nurses, and six representatives of relief agencies. In honour of this act of
compassion and generosity, every year the province of Nova Scotia sends the City
of Boston one of its most beautiful trees. The tree lighting usually takes place in
November on the Boston Common. Traditionally, the Nova Scotia tree is always
the first tree lit on the Common.
Contributor Bio
John DeMont is the best-selling and award-winning author of Citizens Irving: The
Irvings of New Brunswick and The Last Best Place: Lost in the Heart of Nova
Scotia. He has written for many publications, including the Financial Times,
Canadian Geographic, The Walrus, and Maclean's, where he was Atlantic bureau
chief for ten years.
Belle DeMont is John's daughter. Her love of visual story telling brought her to
NSCAD where she developed into a very special talent. She continues to live and
work in her hometown, Halifax. Although The Little Tree By the Sea is Belle's first
book, it singles the emergence of a major young talent on the provincial art scene.

Nimbus Publishing
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Notes
Priority Area Tags: socioeconomic
status
Curriculum Subject: Social Studies History
Grade Level: P-2
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Village that Loved Oysters

Social Studies
Notes

By (author) Dustin Milligan , Illustrated by Meredith Luce
Jul 22, 2014 | Paperback , Trade |

Priority Area Tags: ethnicity

The Village that Loves Oysters is a children's picture book that describes the
quaint PEI village of Tyne Valley, and its odd obsession with Malpeque oysters. As Curriculum Subject: Social Studies
the story goes, "the villagers eat oysters for breakfast and dinner and lunch, and on
hot summer days they drink oyster-laced punch!". The villagers get even more
Grade Level: P-3
oyster-crazed at the onset of the Tyne Valley Oyster Festival, for which the story is
written to commemorate. It will be launched during the 50th anniversary of the
Tyne Valley Oyster Festival this summer.

9781927502242
English
5.25 x 7.5 in

Contributor Bio
Dustin Milligan is a native of Tyne Valley, Prince Edward Island. He is the author of
a series of children’s books entitled The Charter for Children, which teaches
children about the basic principles of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. A long time supporter of the Tyne Valley Oyster Festival, he has written
The Village that Loves Oysters to commemorate its fiftieth anniversary. All author
royalties will be donated to the Tyne Valley Public Library.

32 pages
Acorn Press

Subject
JUVENILE FICTION / People &
Places / Canada / General
Audience
General Trade
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing Ltd.
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Compass series

Notes

There Be Pirates!
Swashbucklers & Rogues of the Atlantic
By (author) Joann Hamilton-Barry

Priority Area Tags: language

Jul 17, 2018 | Paperback , Trade |

Curriculum Subject: Social Studies History

Did you know pirates once sailed the seas around Atlantic Canada? Pirates might
seem like fun in the movies, but back in the 17th and 18th centuries--the Golden
Age of Piracy--being a pirate was very serious business.

9781771085793
English
6.75 x 8.5 x 0.28 in
96 pages
Nimbus Publishing

Subject
JUVENILE NONFICTION / People &
Places / Canada / General
Audience

From the Hackmatack award-shortlisted author of Oak Island and the Search for
Buried Treasure comes the newest book from Nimbus's popular Compass series
for young readers. Learn about what everyday life was like for some of the
fiercest pirates of all time. Explore the history of piracy, from the ancient Romans
and Greeks to modern-day pirates. How did pirates navigate the seas? What
happened if they were caught? Did pirates really bury treasure?
This full-colour non-fiction book includes highlighted glossary terms, informative
sidebars, over 50 colour illustrations and historical photographs, an index, and
recommended further reading.
Contributor Bio
Joann Hamilton-Barry is a librarian in Saint John, New Brunswick, and the author
of the Hackmatack Award-shortlisted Oak Island and the Search for Buried
Treasure and Boldly Canadian: the story of the RCMP. She enjoys cooking and
reading but her favourite activity is walking her dog with her husband and best
friend, Nick Barry. Joann is the proud mother of two grown children, Alex and
Hope.

Juvenile
Audience range
Age (years) from 7 - 10
Distributor
Nimbus Publishing

Social Studies

Reviews
"Joann Hamilton-Barry is a librarian and she has done her research. There Be
Pirates! is a very high interest reference book for children, one which manages to
be both factually accurate with a TON of information and also an accessible read.
The glossy photos, bright colours, large font and conversational tone ensure this
book is not mistaken for a traditional children's historical reference book.
Hamilton-Barry covers all aspects of piracy that would be of interest to novices
and fans, and I challenge even the most diehard pirate fanatic to come away
without learning something new. This five star book is a must for public library
shelves, teachers covering the topic in their classroom or school library, and for
any child or child at heart with an interest in swashbucklers and rogues." —
Canadian Review of Materials
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